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ABSTRACT
This curriculum guide provides a one-year course in

social studies for grades 7-9. The guide is intended to serve as a
resource to teachers, students, department chairmen, guidance
personnel, curriculum planners, and anyone else involved in present
or future curriculum planning. The course is divided into 37 section
areas covering the topics of United States history from colonization
to World War II, world history and civilization from early man to the
Renaissance, American government, consumer education, and drug
education. Each section contains one major objective which
encompasses the work of the entire section. Within each section a
series of numbered sub-objectives provide specific levels of
learning, content objectives, and means of evaluation. Suggested
class activities are included as part of the lesson plan for each
section and relate to how the student will attain the section
objectives. The learning objectives are based upon Bloom's taxonomy
of educational objectives which includes cognitive, affective, and
psychomotor areas. (DE)
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INTRODUCTORY NOTES

The Cranston Secondary School Curriculum Guides are intend-
ed to serve as a resource to teachers, students, department
chairmen, guidance personnel, curriculum planners, and any-
one else involved in present or future curriculum planning.

Teachers are urged to utilize the guides /in lesson prepa-
ration and for purposes of providing individual students
and groups of students with a resource; student achievement
is often influenced by a knowledge of what is expected with
respect to course objectives. Differences in abilities and
needs among students and classes can be served by selecting
appropriate objectives and activities.

The guides will also be useful for purposes of describing
and communicating secondary curriculum goals to
the public when such a need arises from time to time.

The organization of the guides is such that most sections
present materials in terms of portions of a school year,
thus making it possible for students to re-learn or make
up a portion of a year's course. This is possible'whether
the course is offered in a full year or in shorter units

of time.

GUIDE FORMAT

At least one major objective is stated for each section of

the guide. Each is broad in statement encompassing the work

of large units or entire sections.

Numbered obiectives Objective =l) are specir'e and intended
to indicate the lerel of learning (the learning variable),
the content (wnat will be learned), and the means of evalua-

tion. Thus the objective describes learning in reiationsnio

to the learner. he teacher s function is to design metnoas
which will effect the result. Most objectives in tne guides
are followed by 'activities.'

Suggested activities are intended to support the objective



to which they are assigned. Such statements either relate
how the student will attain the objective or may be con-
sidered`as sub - objectives.

OBJECTIVES IN TERMS OF LEARNING VARIABLES

Bloom and his colleagues devised a taxonomy of educational
objectives designed to clatsify the behavior oc students
in three domains as a result of having participated in a

series of instructional experiences. The three domains
are the cogniti. (intellectual), the affective (emotional),
and the psychomotor (physical). Within each of these do-
mains there is a hierarchy which denotes increasing com-
plexity of learnirg as shown below.

Cognitive

knowledge
comprehenzion
aPplication
dnalysis
synthesis

Affective Psychomotor

receiving
responding
valuing
organizing
characterizing

frequency
energy
duration

In addition to the general technique of the behavioral
statement, tne authors were careful to differentiate the
levels at which given behaviors could be expected of the
student. Thus, in the cognitive domain a student's per-
formance in the display of knowledge of a concept is 1:::ss

complex than the stuaent's per!'ormance wnen he applies the
concept in a given situation. Similarly. in tne affective
domain,.a res7on.ie to a situation is not as complex as the
ait:play of a v3. je oward a given situation'. Precise dif-
ferentiation variapies is very aifficult or in many
cases, i:possitle, ouz using these variaoles to forTulate.
objectives is a lean; of focusing tne attention of t.2
teacher and the learner upon tne existence of levels of
learning.
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MAP SKILL & THE AGE OF ..XPLORATION

V SS 1 P.

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE

REASON WHY EUROPE INCREASED ITS EXPLORATION OF THE UNKNOWN
WORLD BEGINNING IN THE 15TH CENTURY AS ONE OF THE EFFECTS
OF THE RELIGIOUS CRUSADES BY SATISFACTORILY COMPLETING THE

FOLLOWING,

1

Objective *1: The student will demonstrate the application
of map and globe reading terms and skills by
completing satisfactorily the following map
and globe reading activities to the satis-
faction of the teacher. #

Activities:

1. Describe the uses of a map and globe. List at least
four basic differences and uses for both.

2. Explain the purpose of a title, key, scale, and sym-
bols of a map. Sketch your own map (house, school,
street) using a title, key, scale and symbols.

3. Describe a political, physical, and resource map.
Construct at least two of these.

4. Define equator, Prime Meridian, Northern, Southern,
Eastern, and Western Hemisphere. Be prepared to
locate all of them on a given map.

5. Define continent and ocean. Given a map, be pre-
pared to locate all four oceans and at least six of
the seven continents.

6. Define latitude and longitude. On a given map,
be prepared to locate at least four of six cities
using the given co-ordinates and then, given six
cities. determine at least four of their co-ordinates.

7. Explain the purpose of the International Date Line.
List all four time zones in the United States.

8. Define the following words. Onc..,. you have learned
their meanings, be prepared to define 7 for a test:
canal, channel, harbor, reservoir, delta, river,
river mouth, river source, strait, irrigated land.

9. Define the following words. Once you have learned
their meanings, be prepared to define any 7 for a

test: country, natural resource, piedmont, desert
island, isthmus, mountain, peninsula plain, pla-
teau, soil.
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Objective #2: The student will demonstrate anincrease in
his comprehension of the circumstabx.e4 in
Europe following the Crusades which prompted
greater efforts of exploration by summariz-
ing the material to the satisfaction of Cie
teacher.

Activities:

10. Research the life on a Medieval Manor. Write a 200
word composition describing what you found or make
a sketch of a manor.

11. Research the Crusades. List the specific reasons
for them. Write a 100 word paragraph explaining how
the Crusades increased trade.

12. Identify the Christians and Saracens Write an
essay comparing and contrasting their beliefs.

13. Define the following wcrds. Once you have learned
their meanings, be prepared to define any 5 for a
test: Mohammedans, serf, Far East, monopoly, trade
route, self-sufficient, navigation.

14. Describe the economic motive that prompted the na-
tions of Europe to explore the unknown world follow-
ing the Crusades in the 15th Century in a brief para-
graph of 100 words.

15. Locate all of the following on a map. India,
South America, Central America, North America, Pa-
cific Ocean, China, Portugal, Genoa, Spice Islands,
Bahama Islands, Africa, Mediterranean Sea, Spain,
Venice, Atlantic Ocean, France, Cape of Good Hope,
Palestine, Cape. verde Island, England.

16. Write a 200 word composition explaining the impor-
tance of Marco Polo's world travels.

17. Explain in an essay why Europeans sought an all-water
route around Africa and how they found it.

18. Identify the Vikings. Explain in a paragraph their
role in the discovery of America.

Objective #3: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of how and Wny Spain, Por-
tugal, and Great Britain became the leaders
of exploration by summarizing the material
within the following activities to the sat-
isfaction of the teacher.
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Activities:

19. Define the Line of Demarcation. Make.a chart show-
ing the countries involved, territory, involved, date
and provisions.

20. Research the life of Columbus. Write an essay ex-
plaining how he would reach the east by sailing west
and the problems this belief caused.him.

21. Identify Mageltan. Givena map, trace the voyage he
made for Spain..

22. Read about the explorations between 1492-1506.
Given a map, show the direction most of these ex-
plorers sailed and the area where the most concen-
trated exploration took place.

23. Research the routes of the explorers between 1492 and

1506. For a test answer any 2 of the following:
(a) what European countries sent explorers to the

New World?
(b) what were the explorers seeking?
(c) was the exploration haphazard or systematic?

explain your answer.

24. Research the routes of the explorers between 1506
and 1700. For a test answer any 2 of.the same ques-
tions in activity 23.

25. Given a time line, place any 4 of the following events
with the proper date: First Crusade, Line of De-
marcation drawn, Marco Polo reaches China, Columbus
discovers America, Magellan's voyage around the world.

26. Given a map of North and South America, locate the
territory the English, Spanish, and French claimed.

27. Identify the following Spanish explorers. Make a
chart showing thbir great deeds: Balboa, Ponce
deLeon, Pizarro, DeSoto, Cortez, Coronado.

28. Define the following words. Once you have learned
their meanings, define any 7 for a test: econienda,
Hacienda, mission, Sea Dogs, creoles, Mestizo, cabal-
lero, peons, conquistadore, siesta.

29. Given a map, locate any 7 of the following: Cuba,

Mexico, Hispanola, Isthmus of Panama, Peru, Carib-

bean Sea, Lima, Veracruz, Tenachtitlan, Gulf of Mexico.

"),O. Identify Sir Frances Drake and write a 100 word essay

describing his deeds.
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31. Explain in a paragraph how Spain's power in the _New

World declined.

Objective #4: The student will demonstrate an increase in

his comprehension of the role the Indian tribes
.found in America by the explorers played in

the settlement of the New World by summariz-
ing the material within the following activi-
ties to the satisfaction of the teacher.

Activities:

32. Explain in a paragraph why you agree or disagree with

the statement: The American Indians are the only

true Americans.

33. Research the theories of how the Indians came to

America and list them.

34. Sketch the major groups of Indian tribes presently
in the United States on a given map.

35. Explain how the American Indians influenced explora-
tion in a paragraph. Give specific examples.

36. Research one of the American Indian tribes along the

east coast of the United States. In a paragraph
describe their way of life.

Objective #5: The student who wishes to do so will be able

to respond in a positive manner to any or all

of the following activities to be measured by

the teacher's evaluation of his completed
choices:

37. Research all the places in the United States that

have been named after Columbus. List them.

38. Determine how America got its n:me. Write an essay

explaining why we call it America and not Columbia

after Columbus.

39. Pretend you are a member of the crew on one of the
ships that Columbus used 'in 1492. Write a letter, to

a friend explaining some of the hardships'you had to

face on your Atlantic voyage.

40. Write a newspaper account of one of the following

events: daGama reaches India; Columbus tells Ferdi-

nand and Isabella about his discoveries; Magellan's

expedition returns to Spain; LaSalle reaches the

41. Research one of the Indian Tribes of Central or
South Arerica (Aztecs, "iayans, or Incas). Write a

20(1 word rpport of your findnris.



EUROPEAN COLONIZATION OF NORTH AMERICA
SS 2 p. 1

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDEN1 WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HOW
NORTH AMERICA WAS COLONIZED IN THE 17TH CENTURY BY ENGLAND,
FRANCE, AND SPAIN BY SATISFACTORILY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING.

Objective 81: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the motives for coloniza-
tion and life in those colonies by summarizing
the following activities to the satisfaction of

the teacher.
Activities:

1. Describe in a paragraph of 100.200 words Spanish life
in the New World as far as religion, government, economy,
and society are concerned.

2. Describe in a paragraph of 100-200 words French life
in the New World as far as religion, government,
economy, society are concerned.

3. Be able to define any 7 on a test: colony, charter,
indentured servant, patrons, slave, finished goods,
religious motive, economic motive, political motive,
raw materials, royal colony, proprietary colony.

4. List at least 5 reasons why Englishmen went to America.
On a test you should be able to give at least 4 of
these reasons.

5. Label the following on a given map4a)England, France,
Spain, Portugal, Italy; ;b.) English, French, and Spanish
possessions in North America in 1750; (:.) Atlantic

Ocean, Cuba, Mississippi River.

Objective #2: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of life (political, economic,
social) in the British American Colonies by

summarizing the material found in the follow-
ing activities:

Activities
67-5bel all of the 13 American colonies by name on a

sketch map (outline) of the colonies.

7. Fill in the names of any 8 of the colonies, given a

timeline with the dates of the founding of the 13
American colonies.

8. Select 7 of any 9 given American colonies and give the
following information for each: founder, date of the
colony's foundation, reason for its founding, reli-
gious association, economic (major) resources.
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9. Expl.rin in a paragraph how the American colonies
were financed.(who paid for the ships, supplies,
agreements made)?

10. Explain how coming to America provided certain free-
doms listed below by selecting any 5 of the American
colonies and then comparing the conditions in their
native lands with those found in the New World.

religious freedom, political freedom, economic freedom

11. Take any 2 of the following 3 groups of colonies:
New England, Middle, Southern, and compare how

the following affected the economic ways of life that
developed in those 2 groups: climate, soil, raw
resources.

12. Define the following words. Once you have learned
their meanings, you should be able to define any
4 on a test: Toleration Act, Mayflower Compact,
Separatists, Quakers, Representative Government.

13. Research the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock.
After having read the account, be prepared to relate
their story either orally or in a paragraph of 200-300

words.

14. Explain the following statement: Although the Pil-
grims and the Puritans both migrated to the New World

primarily for religious reasons, there was a basic

difference in their religions.

15. Research the account of the arrival of the Puritans.
Compare the Puritans anc the Pilgrims as to: loca-

tions of their settlements, motives for their migra-
tions, life styles of each, economic base of each
settlement, success of each colony.

16. Research the biographies of Roger Williams and Anne
Hutchinson. Compare their beliefs and their result-

ing careers because of those beliefs. Be prepared to

do this either in a paragraph of 200-300 words or

orally.

17. Explain the following 2 roles the colonies played in
England's trade with the colonies: as a source of
raw materials; as a market for finished goods.

18. List 5 raw materials the colonies shipped to England
which England needed and then list 5 finished goods
which the colonies needed and received from England.
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19. Describe in a paragraph the rights the English colo-
nists brought to the New World. Check the Magna
Carta, Petition of Rights, and English Bill of Rights.

20. Explain with a chart the functioning of the.follow-
ing: Royal, Proprietary, and Chartered colonies. How
were governors and legislatures selected and who had
the right to vote?

Objective #3: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of how the British gained
full control of the eastern half of North Ameri-
ca from the French by summarizing the material
in the following activities to the satisfaction
of the teacher.

Activities:

21. Research the names of the first three wars between the
French and English in North America. In a paragraph
explain the outcome of these wars.

22. Define the following words. Once. you have learned
their meanings, you should be able to identify any 8
on a test: Algonquins, Iroquois, Braddock, Wolfe,
Montcalm, Fort Duquesne, Battle of Quebec, William
Pitt, New France, Peace of Paris, George Washington,
Ohio Land Company.

23. Locate the following on a given map: Ohio River, New
Orleans, Quebec, Ohio Valley, Louisburg, Montreal,
Lawrence River.

24. Explain in an essay the dispute which-led to the out-
break of the French and Indian War,

25. Construct a chart, with the following headings, show-
ing the advantages and disadvantages the French and
English colonies possessed over one another:

,French Erg ish
Advantages Disadvantages Advantages Disadvantages

26. Explain in a paragraph why the French were winning the
war at the beginning and what the turning point was for
the English which gave them eventual victory.

27. Make a chart listing the terms of the Peace of Paris.

28. Explain in an essay how the outcome of the French and
Indian War affected the English colonies, French colo-
nies, and England.

29. Explain in an essay the Albany Plan (especially the
powers given to the colonies) and why the English re-
jected this plan.
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30. Construct a map of North America showing the follow-
ing areas after 1763: English territory, Spanish
territory, New Orleans.

Objective #4: The student who volunteers to do so will be
able to respond in a positive mant4r to any or
all of the following affective activities,
either orally or in writing, once the preceding
activities have been achieved to t'oe satisfac-
tion of the teacher.

Activities:

31. You are a teenager on the Mayflower. Since the start
of the voyage you have kept a diary. Select several
da6es and enter some observations you may have made
on board.

32. The end of your first year at the Plymou':h settlement
is nearing, and you are thankful for this survival.,
Pretend you are recording some of your recollections
ol that first year and write an account of 250 words
(minimum).

33. Research and report on any 2 of the following. Colonial

Foods, Colonial Education, Colonial Family Life.



THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONPRY WAR

3S 3 P. 1

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL 131 A.:LE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HOW THE AMERI-

CAN COLONIES GAINED THEIR INDEPENDENCE fROM GREAT BRITAIN (1776-1781)

BY SATISFACTORILY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING

Objective #1: The student will demonstrate an increase in his

comprehension of the causes and events leading to

the American Revolutionary War by summarizing the

following activities. Minimum acceptable performance

to be determined by the teacher.

Activities.

1. Define the following terns. Once you havelearned them, be

prepared to define any 8 on a test: tension, writ of

assistance, mercantilism, favorable balaace of trade,

smuggle, navigation, tar, boycott, redress, resistance,

proclamation, embargo.

2. Explain in a paragraph how the French and Indian -'..sar in-

creased the feeling of independence in the colonies and in-

creased the problems of England.

3. List and explain the provisions of the Navigation Acts.

4. Identify the following words. Once you have learned them

be Prepared to identify any 9 on a test: Thomas Paine, Sons

of Liberty, minutemen, King George III, Ceorge Greenville,

Parliament, Townshend Act, Samuel Adams, James Otis, John

Hancock, Benjamin Franklin, Lord North.

5. Explain the mercantile theory of trade. In an'essay explain

how this theory affected the British restrictions o.n the

growth of manufacturing in the Amefican colonies. Alternatives

to essay could be cartoon, dramatizations, etc.

6. List the provisions of the Proclamation of 1763 and explain

why England issued this proclamation, and explain colonial

Opposition.

7.: List the provisions of the Stamp Act. Write a brief essay

explaining the Stamp Act Congress and what it did. Explain

why the Stamp Act was finally repealed.

8. Explain who the Sons of Liberty were. Identify any 3 of

them and describe their actions in a brief essay.

9. Define the following words. Drice you have learned their

meanings, be prepared to define any 5 for a test: revenue,

levy, artisan, controversy, intolerable, unalienable, repeal,

coercive.
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10. Read sections of your book that discuss the question of
taxation without representation. In a paragraph explain some
of the arguments against this forl of taxation. Explain
England's theory of taxation and representation vs. the
colonies'theory of taxation and representation.

11 List the provisions of the Townshend Acts and explain why
they were finally repealed.

1?. Explain in a paragraph why the tax on tea was kept and how
the people of the colonies r,eceived this tax. How did the
Boston Tea Party show opposWon to the tax on tea?

13. Explain what is meant by quartering of troops. Describe what
took place at the Boston Massacre and its significance in an
essay.

14. Give a summary in an essay of the burn4ng of the British
revenue ship "The Cason" in Narragansett Bay.

15. List the provisions of tne Intolerable Acts. In a paragraph
explain why England passed these Ac,:s.

16. Identify the Committees of Correspondence. Pretend you are a
member of the Massachusetts Committee and write a letter to
be sent to another committee, telling about events that have
happened recently, such as the Tea Tax, the Intolerable Acts,
or the Boston Massacre.

17. Identify in an essay the First Continental Congress and explain
what it did and the reaction of the King and P arliament to it.

18. Make a time line to show wnen the following events occurred:
Boston Tea Party, Passage of the Stamp Art, Boston Massacre,
Navigation Acts, Proclamation, of 1763, Intolerable Acts,
Townshend Act.

19. Explain in a few sentences the reasons behind the colonists'
policy of resistance but not rebellion.

20. Ma:.e a chart listing the economic and political causes of
the Rvolution.(Use the previous requirements to fill in the
chart).
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21. At this point, do you think that the Revolution could have

been avoided?

Objective #2: The student will demonstrate an increase in his compre-

hension of the military campaigns and events of the

American Revolutionary War by summarizing the following

activities to tne satisfaction of the teacher.

Activities.

22. Research the outbreak of the Revolutionary War and answer the

following questions: When aid it start? Where did it start?

Why did it start there? Explain the quotation, "The shot

heard round the world."

23. Trace the famous ride of Paul Revere on a sketch map.

2;. Compare in an essay the poem by Longfellow with the actual

events surrounding Paul Revere's ride.

25. Define the following words. Once you have learned them

be prepared to define any 10 for a test: Privateer, statesman,

rebel, revolution, endow, declaration, militia, loyalist,

Tories, petition, numan rights, liberty, traitor, mercenaries.

26. Construct a map indicating the sites of important battles, routes

taken, ani other important place names for each of these

phases: War in the North, War in the Middle Colonies, War in

the South.

27. Construct .a timeline to reflect the major events indicated

on the above map.

28. Identify the following.words. Once you have learned them be

prepared to identify any 8 for a test: Philip Freneau, Betsy

Ross, Gilbert Stuart, ,ohn Adams, John Jay, Thomas Jefferson,

Crisous Attucks, J.S.Copley, Second Continental Congress,

General T. Gage, John Hancock, General Washington, Hessians.

29. List 6 British and 5 American advantages at the beginning

of the Revolutionary War.

30. Name the pamphlet and author which did a great deal to change

men's views on separating from England and write in your own

words onp imnortant idea from this pamphlet.

Identify the (..econd Continental Congress. In an essay

exnlain what ,,te:is it took to seDarat,.: from England.
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32. Read the Declaration of Independence. After reading you

should be able to answer the following questions on a test:

(a) Who wrote the original draft? When? (b) Who were the

men involved in revising this document? (c)Construct a

paragraph in your own words describing the main ideas of the

Declaration. (Be sure to include an explanation of the

important final paragraph) (d)4 hen did the Continental Con-

gress adopt the resolution? (e) How did the colonists react

to this. document?

33. Explain in a paragraph what was the first British plan

for subduing the colonies.

34. Identify the following names. Once vou have learned thom

identify any 7 for a test: Richard H. Lee, Patrick Henry,

Lafayette, Baron Von Steuben, Benedict Arnold, General Howe,

General Cornwallis, Ethan Allen, Pulaski, General Burgoyne.

35. Research the events of the Battles of Breed's Hill and Bunker

Hill. After you have done this you should be able to answer

the following questions on a test: (a) What was the military

importance of the location of Bunker Hill? (b) Give the famous

quote of William Prescott at the Battle of Bunker Hill. How

did this advice help the Americans? (c) who was the victor in

the battles? (d)why was this British victory significant

to the American cause?

36. Identify Ethan Allen. In a paragraph describe what he did

to help the American cause.

37. Explain in an essay why the early days of fighting were dis-

couraging to the Patriots and how Washington kept the Patriot

cause alive.

38. Explain in a paragraph how the British planned to end the

war in 1777 and why it failed.

39. Write a paragraph explaining why Saratoga was a turning

point in the war.

40. List five leaders from Europe who helped the American cause

and tell what they did.

41. Identify in a paragraph whom the British were recruiting to

help them in the fight and explain how they affected the

Revolqtion.

42. Identify George Rogers Clark. On a test you should be able to

explain what contribution() he made to the American cause.
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43. Read the section in your book describing the ordeal Washington

and his troops suffered during the Winter of 1777-8 at Valley

Forge. Describe your findings in your own words.

44. Recognize that because of numerous failures in the North-

east and Mid-Atlantic states, the British decided to concentrate

their efforts in the south. After researching the War in the

South, answer the following questions on a test: (a1 Why did

the British expect more success in the South (clue - who were

the Loyalists?) (b) What contributions did N. Greene make in

the South to hinder the British plans? .(c) Recount the events

of the famous Naval battle between the British and Bon Homme

Richard.

45. Research Conwgllis' surrender at Yorktown. In a paragraph

explain how he became trapped there.

46. List the provisions of the peace treaty ending the war.

47. Research the role black men played in the American Revolution.

In an essay; describe your findings.

Objective #3: The student (s) who volunteer to do so will be able

to respond in a positive manner to the following affec-

tive activities to be measured by teacher evaluation of

his participation in these activities once the

objectives have been accomplished.

Activities:

48. The time is early June, 1776. Imagine that your class is a

group of citizens in Revolutionary times. Appoint 6 of

your members to lead a panel discussion on the question:

"Should the colonies separate from England?" (Re-reading

the section in your book giving the arguments of T. Paine, P.

Henry, G. Washington, Ben Franklin, and others will be helpful

in preparing your arguments.)

49. Draw a political cartoon showing how the colonists felt about

one of these events: Stamp Act, Townshend Acts, Navigation

Act of 1660, Intolerable Acts.

50. Prepare a research paper on a person, event, or battle signi-

ficant to the American Revolutionary War period. Include in

this paper a title page, table of contents, review of the

topic, illustrations, and a bibliography to be pre-determined

by the teacher.
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51. Prepare a newspaper that might have been published (a) in

the colonies, (b) in England relating causes and events lead-

ing to the Revolutionary War.

52. In an essay (length to be pre-determined) discuss how American

persistence, French Foreign Aid, and British blunders were

important factors of the Americans winning the Revolution.
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE To INCREAS: HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HOW THE
U.S. FINALLY DREW UP THE CONSTITUTION AS ITS PLAN OF GOVERN-
MENT, FOLLOWING THE FAILURE OF THE ARTICLE'S OF CONFEDERATION,
BY'',SATISFACTORILY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING

I. An Independent U.S. Develops Its Plan of Government

Objective #1: The student will demonstrate an in-
crease in his comprehension of the
serious shortcomings of the Articles
of Confederation as a plan of govern-
ment, and its inevitable failure, as
such, by summarizing the material with-
in the following activities to the sat-
isfaction of the teacher.

Activities:

1. Define the following words. Once you have learn-
ed them., be able to define any 6 on a test. .

tax executive

debt national

levy amend

interstate confederation

2. Explain why the United States found it a diff-

icult problem to pay its debts.' How would the
paying of its debts affect the respect other na-
tions would have of the United States?

3. Write a brief e lanation of the weaknesses of
the Articles of Confederation in these areas:

a. the levyi and collection of taxes

b. the ayment tate debts

c. the coining of m

d. conflicting state claims to western lands

e. the passage of national laws

f. the amending of the Articles

g. the regulation of interstate trade

h. lack of an executive branch
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i. lack of a national court system

j. determining the representation of the states on the
national level.

Obje94ive #2: The student will demonstrate an-increase
in his comprehension of the plan of govern-
ment as outlided in the Constitutio,which
was drawn up at the Constitutional Con-
vention in 1787 to replace the Articles
of Confederation, by summarizing the ma-
terial within the following activities:

Activities:

4. Define the following words. Once you have learn-
ed these you should be able to identify any 7 on
a test:

Great Compromise Albany Plan of Union'

James Madison House of Representatives

The Federalist Alexander Hamilton

Congress Thomas Jefferson 9

President Senate

Gouverneur Morris

5. Tell what he original purpose of the Constitutional

Convention was.

6. Explain what the first proposal of the convention was.

7. Describe the Virginia Plan. The New Jersey Plan.

8. Hamilton made several suggestions about the Senate--
felT what they were.

9. Describe why Randolph and his backers feel that the
executive should be allowed to serve only one term.

10. Tell how Hamilton felt about this. Why?

11. Define a judiciary. What suggestions were made for it?

12. Explain why the constitution was called a "bundle of
compromises" in an essay.

13. Paraphrase in your oyn words the Preamble of the

Constitu..ion.
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14 Construct a chart showing the powers of Congress
.1, under the Articles of Confederation and under the

Constitution

15. Explain in a paragtaph what "separation of powers"
means.

16. Construct a chart of the three branches of our
government. Be sure to include what each con-
sists of and the Auties of each.

17. List the ways in which the (a) President may check
the actions of Congress. (b) Congress may check
the President and (c) Supreme Court may check the
President or Congress.

18. List the qualifications for holding the office of the
President. In 1948 a law specified the order of
succession in case of the death .of the President.
You should be able to list the succession.

19. Identify the part of the Constitution which pro-
tects the rights of the people and be able to list
at least eight of these rights.

20. Explain in an essay why some men opposed the Con-

stitution. What did Jefferson think should be add-
ed to it? Why?

21. Explain in a paragraph how the Constitution was
to be accepted.

22. Define amendment. You should be able to give the
number of amendments which have been added to the

Constitution since its origin .

Objective #3: The student will demonstrate an in-
crease in his comprehension of the
first years under the Constitution,
its acceptance by the people and the
difficulties encountered in the ad-
ministration of its powers, by summ-
arizing the material within the fol-

lowing activities to the satisfaction
of the teacher.

Activities:

?3. Decide which nolitical party you would have be-

longed to if you had lived in the days of Thoras
Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton. Be able to
explain your decision in a paragraph.
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24. Identify any 4 on a test.

Henry Knox Edmund Randolph

John Jay Aaron Burr.

George Washington John Adams

25. Identify any 5 on a test.

Cabinet tariff

inaugurate debt

bond political party

tax
r.

p. 4

26. Write a brief report of how Washington viewed his
role as President. (What did he feel were his
major concerns?)

27. Construct a chart of Washinton's Cabinet: List
the men, positions, and functions of each.

28. Write a paragraph comparing Washington's Cab-
inet with the President's Cabinet today.

29. Answer the following questions for a test.

a. From whom did we borrow? (3 sources)

h. Who had borrowed:

c. What is a bond?

d. Why did the value of issued bonds fall?

e. How did Hamilton feel about paying state debts?
Why?

f. When was the capital moved? Where? Why?
.there was the interim capital?

30. Answer the following questions for a test:

a. What were to be the functions of the Bank of
the U.S.?

b. What effect would the new bank have on the

c. What taxes did Hamilton sugge,,t?
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d. Why did Jefferson oppose the Bank?

31. Write a paragraph explaining the causes and effects
of the Whiskey Rebellion.

32. Explain in your own words how Hamilton justified
his financial plans and explain why it was called
an "elastic clause" in an essay.

33. Explain how Hamilton and Jefferson differed in e

their ideas of the function of the National Govern--
ment and how each man's background affected his
ideas in a 200-300 word report.

34. Answer the following questions for a test.

a. When did the first political parties occur?

b. What were they called?

c. What were the followers of Jefferson called?
of Hamilton?

d. V/at resulted from the clash between these
two men and their parties?

35. Explain in a paragraph why the leading European
nations declared war on the New French Revolu-
tion and what Washington did and why.

36. Explain the significance of the Jay Treaty in a
paragraph.

37. Identify Citizen Genet and the X, Y, Z Affair.

38. List at least two pieces of advice Washington
offered in his Farewell address.

e

Objective #4: The student will demonstrate an in-
crease in his comprehension of the
growth and progress made during the
Presidency of Thomas Jefferson, (1796-
1804) by summarizing the material with-
in the following activities to the sat-
isfaction of the teacher.

Activities

39. Write a paragraph describing the election of 1796.

40. List the provisions of the Alien and Sedition Law
and explain their significance.

41. Identify the Virginia c:d '"2solutions.

42. Write a paragraph describing the election of 1800.
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Fort McHenry Embargo Act

Monroe Doctrine Napoleon

War Hawks Tecumseh

Henry Clay Treaty of Ghent

John C. Calhoun Oliver Hazard Perry

Andrew Yackson, Hartford Convention

44. Answer the following questions about the Louis-
ianna Purchase.

a. What president purchased this territory?

b. Why did the purchase of Louisiana please
the Americans living beyond the Appalachians?

c. Who was sent to explore this area?

What was found?

45. Define any 4 for a test.

neutral impress

militia oppress

doctrine

46. Explain in an essay how T. Jefferson tried to keep
the U.S. out of the European War and why his plan
failed.

47. Construct a chart showing what sections of the
country favored war with Great Britain and whys
and what sections opposed it and why.

48. List at least three important effects of the

war of 1812.

49. List the provisions of the Treaty of Ghent.

50. List two effects the war had outside our boundaries.

51. Explain why President Monroe issued the Monroe
Doctrine and the important statements it con-

ta i ned.
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5?. Explain what Great Britain's attitude was to-
ward the Latin American republics in a paragraph.

Objective #6: The students, whn wish to do so, will
be able to respond in a positive man-
ner. Hiller indiviJuall% or lit oroup,

(when talled torl. to am or all ot the

following' affective activities which will
be measured by teacher observation and-
evaluation of student participation:.

Activities

53. Imagine you are a delegate to the Constitutional
Convention. Write a letter to a friend describing
two of the distinguished men who are members
of the Conventions. Tell something. about the achieve-
ments of these .men before this time, and the
views and policies they stand for ct the Convention.

54. Organize your class to represent the three main
branches of our national government. Will you
have more members in the House of. Representatives
or in the Senate? How many members should you
have in the Supreme Court? Have some member of
the House introduce a bill. Then toliow through
each step until the bill becomes a law. What
will you do if the President vetoes the bill?
What will happen if the Supreme Court decides
the law is unconstitutional?



WESTWARD EXPANSION: 1790-1825

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

p 1

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HOW
THE U.S. GREW GEOGRAPHICALLY BY EXPANDING WESTWARD DURING
THE PERIOD 1780-1825 BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING.

I. Westward Expansion: 1780-1825

Objective #1: The student will, demonstrate an in-
crease in his comprehension'of the
circumstances and events that led
to U.S. expansion into the North-
west Territory (Ohio Valley region
east of the Mississippi River) during
the latter part of the 18th century
by summarizing the material within
the following suggested activities,
acceptable performance to be determined
by the teacher.

Activities:

1. Explain in a paragraph how the U.S. gained a vast
t.rritory beyond the Mississippi.

2. List the provisions of the Treaty of Ghent (1814).

3. Define and give examples Of any 7 of. the following
for a test:

rdinance section

democratic long hunter

optimistic backwoodsman

township blaze a trail

territory frontier

cede

4. List the 3 kinds of pioneers settling the west and
explain the importance of each.

Compare and contrast on a chart the following.
Include: new states, territories and overall
boundaries.

a . t'' "01',t' in thr? 160h is

b. the "West" in the late 1700's

c. the "West" in the early 1800's
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6. Explain in an essay where and how early settlements
were made in Tennessee and Kentucky.

I

7. Be able to identify specific information relating to

any of the following for a test:

Old Northwest

Old Southwest

Daniel Boone

James Robertson

Ordinance of 1785

Northwest Ordinance

8. Construct a map identifying the following:

a. the U.S to Appalachian Mountains

b. the Old Northwest

c. the Old Southwest,

d. the dividing line between the Old Northwest
and the Old Southwest

e. the Mississippi River.

9. Explain in essay form how the Ordinance of 1785
provided for the division of lands of the Old
Northwest.

10. Make a diagram of the way which land was sectioned
off by the Land Ordinance of 1785. (Be sure to in-

clude size of township, size of section, which sections
were set aside for specific purposes.)

11. Explain in an essay how the land of the Old North-
west was to be sold and the need to organize land
companies.

1?. List the 3 steps in the government of the North-
west Territory provided by the Northwest Ordinance.

13. List the rights that were guaranteed the people
living in the Northwest Territory by the North-

west Ordinance.

14. Explain in an essay why the Northwest Ordinance
was important.

15. List at least 4 towns that grew up in the Old

Northwest Territory.

16. Explain how the Indian problem was settled in
the Northwest in essay form.

17. List the states that were formed from (a.) Old South-

west and tb.) Old Northwest.
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18; List the problems and dangers westerners faced
between 1770-1824.

Describe the characteristics that frontier life
developed in westerners in a paragraph prepared
for class discussion.

20. List 2 things western representatives in Congress
asked the government to do for the West.

21. Explain in an essay why slavery was prohibited
in the Northwest Territory but not in the land
south of the .Ohio.

22. Construct a map ,of the U.S. locating the following:

Cleveland Tennessee River

Chicago Cumberland River

Pittsburgh Kentucky River

Ohio River Lexington, Kentucky

Marietta Cumberland Gap

Cincinnati Boonesborough

Tennessee Northwest Territory

Kentucky

Nashville

Mississippi Territory

23. Identify and describe in a paragraph the Conestoga
wagon and prairie schooners. Illustrate these if
possible.

Objective R2: The student will demonstrate an in-
crease in his comprehension of the
motives and methods of U.S. expansion
to the Gulf of Mexico (east of the
Mississippi River) by 1819 and at the
expense of Spain by summarizing the
material within the following suggested
activities, acceptable performance to
be determined by the teacher.

%ctivIties:

24. Explain it' a paragraph Jackson's mission into
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Florida and what he proved to Spain.

25. List the provisions in the Adams-Otis Agreement
with Spain (1P19).

26. List the states in order of entry into the Unioti
from 1776 to 1825.

27. Explain in a paragraph James Madison's and Thomas
Jefferson's views toward expansion.

Objective #3: The student will demonstrate an increase
in his comprehension of the circumstances
and developments of the early 1800's which
led to greqter economic and political growth
of the U.S. (as it existed then) by sum-
marizing the material within the following
suggested activities, acceptable performance
,to be determined by the teacher.

Activities:

'28. Explain what President Monroe implied about the

position. of the U.S. concerning the rest of
America in the Monroe Doctrine (What does this
hav'e to do with expansion?)

29. Explain the significance of the following' con-
ditions ana events for a test..

a. By the early 1800s much of the tobacco-
growing soil in Virginia and North Carol-
ina was exhausted, incapable of bearing
crops.

b. Because of the invention of the cotton gin

in 1793, more cotton could be processed,
and the number of cotton plantations in-

creased.

c. In 1811, William Henry Harrison broke the
power of the Indians in a large portion
of the Old Northwest by defeating an Indian
Chief named Tecum:eh 6t the Battle of

Tippecanoe of Indiana.

d. In 1814, Andrew Jackson won an important
military victory at Horsebend, Alabama.
over the Indians of the Old Southwest.

e. During the administration of President James
Monroe (1817-1825), the price of government
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lands decreased from $2.00 to 1.25 per acre.

f. American commerce and industry began to grow
during Monroe's administration.

g. During Monroe's Presidency, better roads and
canals were built to link the East with the
West.

h. Prior to 1812, immigration from Europe was
about 5,000 per year. Between 1812 and 1830
about 500,000 European immigrants came to the
U.S. on an average of almost 28.,000 people
each year.

30. Explain in an essay the growth of democracy be-
tween 1775 and 1823 by using voting qualifications
of the states as criteria. Be prepared to debate
the validity of your thesis with oth'er members of
the class.

31. Explain in a paragraph the Treaty of 1818 in re-
gard to the Canadian boundary.

32. Draw colored lines on an outline map of the U.S.
showing the routes used by the settlers to the
country west of the Alleghenies.

33. Construct a time line of the following:

Cleveland, Ohio founded

End of the French and Indian War

Fulton's steamboat

Revolutionary War

Florida purchased from Spain

War of 1812

Government under Constitution established

Boonesborough founded

Cotton gin invented

Nashville founded

'Northwest Ordinance



34. Be prepared to explain the effect of the steam-
boat on the settlement of the West.

35. List ways in which each of the following men
contributed to the development and use of the
steamboat: John Fitch and Robert Fulton.

Objective *4: The student will demonstrate an in-
crease in his comprehension of the
circumstances and events which led
to a doubling of the size of the
U.S. through its acquisition of the
Louisiana Territory from France in
1803, by summarizing the material
within the following suggested ac-
tivities to the satisfaction of the
teacher.

Activities:

36. Indicate why Napoleon of France suddenly was
willing to sell to the U.S. the vast Louisana
Territory in 1803.

37. Sketch and label on a given outline map of the
U.S. the boundaries (North, South, East and
West) of the Louisiana Territory.

38. Explain in a brief.paragraph the mission of
Lewis and Clark in their explorations of the
Louisiana Territory (18C4-1806).

39. Give at least 5 different kinds of information
brought back by Lewis and Clark and indicate how
this information would be of help to future
settlers.
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE
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THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE MO-
TIVES, METHODS, AND EVENTS WHICH BROUGHT ABOUT U.S. EXPANSION
WESTWARD ACROSS THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER TO'THE PACIFIC OCEAN,

FROM 1825-1850 BY SATISFACTORILY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING.

I. Westward Expansion: 1825-1850

Objective #1: The student will demonstrate an increase
in his comprehension of the circumstances
and events which led to the establishment
of the independent Republic of Texas, once
a province of Mexico, by summarizing the
material in the following suggested activ-

ities to the satisfaction of the teacher.

Activities:

1. Identify and give an outstanding characteristic of

any 6 on a test:

Santa Anna Sam Houston

John Sutter Marcus Whitman

James K. Polk John J. Astor

Andrew Jackson James Monroe

2. Compare, in an essay, pioneer life on the western prai-
ries with life east of the Mississippi River.

3. List the states formed from the Louisiana Territory.

4. Explain, in an essay, why Americans began to settle in

Texas after 1822.

5. List at least 3 reasons why the Texans revolted a-
gainst Mexico in 1835.

6. Be prepared to define any 4 of the following on a test:

annexation

. flatboat

desperado

expansionist

dinainns

7. Describe in an essay how Texas became an independent
republic' by 1836.
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8. Identify at least 3 leaders of the country in 1836
'who were in favor of Texas' admission as a state anti
list their reasons.

9. Identify at least 3 leader of the U.S, in 1836 who
were against the admission f Texas and list their
reasons.

Objective #2: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of .the cabse40 events,
and results of the war between the U.S. and
Mexico (1845-46) following the U.S. annex-
ation of Texas by summarizing the material
within the following suggested activities
-to the satisfaction of the teacher.

Activities:

10. Explain in an essay why the annexation of Texas in
1845 led to war with Mexico,

11. ExplAin in an essay the basic idea behind the term
"Manifest Destiny" and how it influenced the develop-
ment of the U.S.

12. Construct a map of the U.S. and locate the following:

St. Louis San Francisco

Texas Sacramento

St. Joseph San Antonio

Independence Platte River

Missouri River California

Santa Fe Oregon

Rio Grande Spokane

Nueces River Astoria

Columbia River

13. Explain in an essay why Mexico was willing to fight
for Texas and why she refused to give up Texa- when
it was threatened.

14. Identify on a sketch map where the fighting took place
in Mexico and then explain why on a test.

15. List at least 2 reasons why the U.S. won control of
the California and New Mexico region without difficul-
ty.
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16. Describe the Bear Flag Republic ar;d identify its
. leaders.

17. Explain in a paragraph why the two year war with Mex-
ico was one-sided.

18. List the provisions of the peace treaty which ended
the war with Mexico in 1848.

19.' List the territory that was contained in theMexican
Cessi6n.

20. Construct a map of the U.S. locating the states and
territories included the Mexican Cession.

21. .Explain the purpose of the Gadsden Purchase and iden-
tify the land that was acquired.

Objective #3: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the effect the discov-
ery of gold in California in 184'9 had on
the development, not only on California it-
self, but on the entire southwest, by sum-
marizing the material in the,followina sua-
gested activities to the satisfaction of
the teacher.

Activities:

22. Relate the circumstances surroundina the ditcovery of
gold in California in 1849.

23. Trace on a given sketch map at least 4. routes nold
seekers traveled to California.

24. Describe in an essay what life was like in a typical
mining town.

25. Explain in a paragraph how.tbe "Gold Rush" helped Cal-
ifornia become a state.

26. List the means of communication and Transportation
that linked California to the East.

Objective The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the circumstances and
events which eventually led to the U.S. ac-
quisition, in 1846, of that palbt of the Or-
egon Territory which makes uo the Northwest
U.S. today by summarizing the material with-
in the following suggested activities tc
the satisfaction of the teacher.

Activities:

27. Construct a chart showing the four countries which
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27. (cont.) claimed the Oregon Country and the basis for
each of these claims in the early 1800s.

28. Explain in a paragraph how Oregon was governed by the
U.S. and Great Britain after 1818.

29. Explain in a paragraph why Britain agreed to share oc-
cupation of Oregon with the U.S. rather than fight as
Mexico had decided later on.

30. Explain why the British were interested in Oregon in
a paragraph.

31. Explain in an essay when and why Americans began to
settle in Oregon.

32. Locate on a map the route most American settlers fol-

lowed to Oregon.

33. Explain in a paragraph how Great Britain and the U.S.
in 1846 settled their claims to Oregon.

34. Explain the phrase "Fifty-four forty, or fight!" on a
test.

35. Locate the 49th parallel on a map and explain its sig-
nificance in the final settlement.

36. Construct a chart giving information about the part
played in the settlement of the Oregon country by Gray,
Astor, and Whitman. Divide a piece of paper into 5
columns listing the names of these men on the left,
and heading the other columns as below:

Travelers to Time of Reason for Means of Results of
the Oregon Visit Expedition Travel Expedition

Robert Gray

John J. Astor

M. Whitman

37. Construct a map of the U.S. locating the states, Mex-
ican Cession, Gadsden Purchase, and Oregon Territory.

12. Construct a time line of westward expansion from 1803
to 1853.

.
Construct a chart giving information about the terri-
torial expansion of our country during the half cen-
tury between 1803 and 1853. In the column at the left

the territorial divis;on added in this period and
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.39. .(cont.) under the proper headings fill in the infor- -.

nation asked for.
. Area in Square

Territory. Year added Now Acquired Miles

40. List at least 4 reasons why pioneers went west between

1825-1850.

'Objective #5: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of Frederick Jackson Turn-
er's theory of the frontier's influence on
the westward movement by summarizing the ma-
terial within the following suggested activ-
ities:

I

Activities:

41. Describe Frederick Jackson Turner on a test.

. 42. List at least 4 effects the frontier had on the at-
titudes of the people according to Turner.

43. Cite at least 3 examples Turner uses to illustrate the
idea that the frontier promoted democr&cy.

Objective d6: The student, who wishes to do so, will re-

spond in a positive manner to any or all of
material within the followinn suggested ac-
tivities, to te measured by teacher evalua-

tion of assignments completed.

Activi ties:

44. Pretend you are.one of the followinn and write letters

or advertisement urninn people to settle in the West:

a. Owner of a fast sailino vessel bound for San

Francisco

b. Owner of a train of sturdy covered-wagons
.are ready for the nregon Trail

c. An American ;perhaps Stephen Austin) who has
received a large land oront in Texas

45. Give the following information or the Mormons:

a. Who were the Mormons?.

b. What were their religiow; beliefs?

Who were SOrP of ti,eir

d. Where did they.finally settle in th . .7
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45. (cont.)

e. Why did they have such a difficult time fit-
ting into the community?

46. if you were a 19th century pioneer heading for the
West, to which region would you choose to go? What
route would you follow and why?

47. "Several generals (among theM William Henry Harrison,
Andrew Jackson, and Zachary Taylor) have become Pres-
idents of the U.S. Why? Is a general likely to have
the qualities and experience needed to make a nood
President?



SECTIONALISM DEVELOPS IN THE U.S.
SS 7 p. 1

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HOW AND
WHY SECTIONALISM DEVELOPED IN THE U. S. IN THE NORTH, SOUTH, AND
WEST, AND THE EFFECT THIS SECTIONALISM WAS TO HAVE ON THE GROWTH
AND INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THESE THREE SECTIONS, BY SATISFACTORILY
COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING:

Objective #1: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the factors such as natural re-
sources, inventions, the building of roads,
canals, and railroads, and the rise of industrial-
ism which made the North so distinctly different
from the South, by summarizing the material within
the following activities to the satisfaction of
the teacher.

Activities:

1. Be prepared to define and give examples of: factory,
textile, toll, communication, tariff, packet ship,
turnpike, invention, manufacture, spinning jenny, tele-
graph, labor union, clipper ship.

2. Explain in an essay what happened to American shipping
during and just after the American Revolution and list
the new markets American merchants and sea captains found.

3. Explain in a paragraph how the War of 1812 hurt shipping
in the Northeast and how it affected manufacturing in the
U. S.

4. Describe the clippership and know its importance for a

test.

5. Explain the term Industrial Revolution in an essay.

6. Explain in an essay how new machines were introduced
into the U. S.

7 List at least three reasons why so many of the early
factories were located in New England.

8 Explain in a paragraph why factory owners demanded a
tariff on imported manufactured goods. (Be sure to
explain how a tariff would help them).

9. Identify any 8 of the following with a descriptive word

or phrase: Erie Canal, Cumberland Road, Edmund Cart-
wright, Richard Arkwright, Robert Gray, Morse code,

Samuel F. B. Morse, Elias Howe, James Hargreaves, Donald
McKay, Samuel Slater, Francis Lowell, Robert Fulton.



10. Identify the location of National Road on a map and
explain its importance.

11. State at least 2 reasons why canals were built.

12. Indicate on a sketch map of the U. S. the canals built
during this time period.

13. Explain in a paragraph how the first successful steam-
boat was developed and why it was important.

14. Describe in an essay what early trains were like and why
railroads were important.

15. Construct a map of the U. S. indicating railroads built
by 1850 and between 1850-1860.

16. Answer the following questions on a test: (a) Why did
more railroads run east and west than north and south?
(b) At what cities did several important railroads meet?

17. Describe in an essay how the telegraph was developed and
why it was important.

18. Construct a time line of the following: Erie Canal,
First Textile Mill built in U. S., Commercial Telegraph
tested, U. S. begins trading with China, Cooper's Loco-
motive tested, Fulton's Steamboat tested.

Objective #3: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the way of life (economic,
political, and social) that developed in the
South centered around the economic importance
of cotton raising and the demand for black slave
labor by summarizing the material in the follow-
ing activities to the satisfaction of the
teacher.

Activities:

19. Define and give examples of any 6 on a test: field hand,
overseer. plantation system, cotton gin, freedman,

r/ountain whites, patent.

20. Explain in a paragraph why Southerners began to grow
woro cotton after 1793.

EAnlain in an esar what change-, in tree ways of living
in the F.Q.Jth ca:(' about because of this increase in the
;.rod.Jr.tion o' cotton.

?2. thn !ollowinq quection-, on a test: (a) Why did
cotton pLinter-, need more land. ;b) eihere did they find

(c) W hat s cotton states ha f been added to the Union
by 1819.

.
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23. Explain in an essay what was meant by the expression
"Cotton is King."

24. Describe in a paragraph the plant on system.

25. Construct a chart showing the difference in the way of
life of the following: plantation owner, plantation
slave, small farmer, mountain whites.

26. Identify a description of Eli Whitney on a test.

27. Identify the Mason and Dixon Line on a map and explain
its significance.

28. Explain in an essay why slavery disappeared in the North
by the turn of the nineteenth century.

29. Explain how and why the Southerners' feelings about
slavery changed after 1793.

30. List at least 3 reasons abolitionists objected to slavery
and list at least 3 reasons Southerners used to defend
slavery.

31. Construct a chart showing the increase in the production
of cotton from 1800-1860.

32. List the states which formed the Old South and the Cotton
Kingdom.

(Jbjective v4: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of- those factors (political, eco-
nomic, and social) that made life in the West
so distinct from that in the North and South by
summarizing the material in the following activi-
ties to the satisfaction of the teacher.

33. List at least 4 problems and dangers Westerners faced
between 1770-1825.

34. List at 1,.,a;t 3 characteristics frntier life developed
in Westerners.

Define and writea sentence on any 6 of the following:
nuIlifv, secede, r.anic, spoils sjste-i, reformer, temperance,
anti-Haver y, wildcat bank.

st it 2 reasons why Westerner; tended to be
tnan tne other sections.
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37,. List at least 3 issues Andrew Jackson fought for.

38. Identify an outstanding characteristic of any 5 of the
following on a test: Henry Clay, Andrew Jackson, John
C. Calhoun, Whig Party, Martin Van Buren, John Quincy
Adams, Democratic Party.

Objective The student will demonstrate the application of
the knc,1edge he has gained of each section- -
North, South, and West -- separately by comparing
all three sections on such issues as economy,
tariffs, and slavery,, by summarizing the material
found in the following activities tc the satis-
faction of the teacher.

ier.Activit

39. Construct a chart contrasting the conditions favoring
agriculture and industry in the North, South, and West
about 1860:

conditions favoring conditions favoring
agriculture industry

NnP.TH

SOUTH

WEST

40. Use the chart to help you explain the development of the
North, South, and West in a.. ssay.

41. Construct a chart indicating the chief needs of tne North,
So.lth, and West from 1790-1850.

42. Explain in an essay eihat stand the North, South, and
West had taken on the tariff question.

43. Explain iv an es say what stand the 'iorth, South,'Snd
West had taken on the ; Lavery question.

stu;ent will demonstrate an increase in his
of the accorplisivients achieved by

1 0IrN ;1::;'son dur:hrj his :.resioency, by sum-
-!rizinr; the material in the ollnwing activities

to t..r:e 'atisfaction of thy, teacher.

44. :der*.-ify ..he new political parties that were formed
dunirl jar_kson's Presidency.

of the new po:iical parties in-

dicatin, what each stood for.
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46. Explain in an essay why a panic developed in 1837.

47. List the re :ults of this panic.

.,



R.I.: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SS 8 p. I

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO LNCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE. OF R. I.'S
STATE AND LOCAL DEVELOPMENT (POLITICAL, ECONOMICAL, SOCIAL, AND
GEOGRAPHICAL) BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING.

Objective #1: The student will increase his comprehension of the
geography of R. I. that influenced its develop-
ment by summarizing the material in the follow-
ing suggested activities with acceptable perform-
ance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

1. Construct a map of Rhode Island locating its cities,
towns, and .najor bodies of water.

2. Describe the total land area and then the total area of
Rhode Island.

3. List the 8 cities in Rhode Island.

4. List two ways R. I. weter resources have influenced the
development of the state.

5. Explain in a paragraph why our weather is so clangeable.

6. List R. I.'s valuable mineral resources and give one
use for each.

7. List three trees native to Rhode Island.

8. Name and describe our state Flower.

9. Define the phrase "density of population" and give one
oxample of its use.

10. Name the most densely populated state in the nation.

11. Name the most densely populated city in R. I. Be pre-
pared to locate it on your map.

12. Explain the phrase "Providence rietropolitan area."
give the boundaries involved.

u2: The student will increase his comprehension of the
historical growth of R. I., both on the state
and local levels, by summarizing the material in
th,2 following suggested activities with accept-
able performance determined by the teacher.

Arltivit :

1 . Constrict a man of r.ranston.
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14.. List the cities and towns surrounding Cranston.

15. Name the four Indian tribes that Roger Williams found
occupying the lands that are now R. I. (what was the
title of the book Williams wrote about the Indians?)

16. Explain in a paragraph what caused the population of the
R. I. Indians to decline after the coming of the white men?

17. List and locate on a map the first four R. I. settle-
ments to be established.

18. List the names of the representatives at the famous Al-
bany Congress.

19. List the names of the two Rhode Islanders who signed the
Declaration of Independence.

20. Name the Revolutionary War hero who was considered the
hest general in the American army next to Washington.

21. Explain in a one to two paragraph essay why R. I. was

the last of the original 13 states to ratify the Con-
stitution of the U. S.

22. Name the most famous naval hero in the War of 1812.

23. List two reasons for the great increase of immigration
into R. I. during the 19th century.

24. Compare R. I.'s negro population in 1950 and 1960.

25. List three contributions made by R. I. to the war ef-
fort in W. W. II.

26. Name the two houses that make up the General Assembly.

27. List i.he powers of the R. I. Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives.

28. List the duties and responsibilities of the Governor.

29. List the different functions and titles of the State

Department.

Explain in a paragraph why the Department of Education is

-.),J important to the schools of R. !

3, H,,t the courts that !flai.e up the judiciary of R. I.

rrrJrt.

"3. Deribe in a paragraph the cases that the Juvenile Court
ha,, jurisdiction over.
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34. Explain in a .paragraph the role of the Public Defender.

35. List the duties of the Probate Courts.

36. Define any four of the following for a test: citizen,
naturalization, selection by lot, prejudice, statute,
jury.

37. List the various ways in which the state government
gives financial assistance to the towns and cities.

38. Explain how the depression of the 1930's affected the
political scene in R. I.

39. Identify the year when the most recent Constitutional
convention was held in this state and list its major
accomplishments.

Objective *13: The strident will increase his comprehension 6* the
political growO of R. I., both on the state an.d
local levels, by summarizing the material in the
following suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

40. Explain in an essay why Governor William Sprague was so
influential in the local political scene in Cranston.

41. Describe in a paragraph the type of city government that
is used in Cranston.

42. Construct a chart describing the city government of
Cranston (executive, legislative, iudicial).

43. Identify the persons who presently hold these offices:
The Mayor, City Treasurer, and City Council.

,!.4. Explain why Newport became the corrercial center of
colonial ;. I.

A :" !4C1:..(! twO of the leading colonial ';evr,-,ort merchants.

.Thjective The student will increase his comprehension of
t-e economic growth of Rhode Island, on the state

levels, by suwTar-izing the raterial in
')'e folloWin suggested activities witr accept-
able performance determined by the teacher.

'11 /

. t (: 11

". 0 rt

of ',..iport 3 d
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47. List four fish caught in large quantities by R. I.

fishermen.

48. Name ti .wo public piers in Providence.

49. List trio of the many trades that helped to fit and equip
a ship for sea.

50. Explain in a paragraph why a large percentage of R. I.'s
manufacturing goods are transported by truck.

51. Name at least two airlines that service R. I.

52. Give the official name of R. I.'s largest airport.

53. Explain why present day food stores are able to offer a
greater variety of foodstuff the year round than the
stores of 50 yJars ago.

54. List the four most important retail trade centers in
R. I. today.

55. Describe in a paragraph whether most of our retailibusi-
ness is now done on a cash or credit basis.

56. List two types of retail stows in which cash sales pre-
dominate.

57. Identify a buying syndicate and give one example of such.

58. List the four most important industries in R. I.

59. Name three of the most important textile firms of the
19th century.

60. Identify the founder of the netal. trades industry in
R. I. (where was it located?)

61. Identify the R. I. firin that is nationally famous for its
precision instruments and machine tools.

62. identify the R. I. fire famous for its sterling silver
products.

1
63. Identity th'? tounder of the costur'e jewelry industry in

tne U. S. (where?)

r)4. ',ar-e two sall local businesses dependent on our costume
jewelry industry.

a-,sociated with the
e-arly growth of the U. S. Rubber Company.

66. List three products produced by the R. I. Rubber industry.
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67.0 Explain in a paragraph why Workmen's compensation program
is, so necessary in an industrial .state.

Objective #5; The student will increase his comprehension of the
social and cultural growth";of R. by summarizing
the material in the following suggested activi-
ties with acceptable performance determined by
the teacher.

Activities:

68. Ideneffy a dame school.

69. Identify and locate the first public high school in R.I.

70. identify the oldest private school still operating in R. I.

71. List two important changes that have taken place in

R. I. schools in the last 50.years.

72. List four institution's of higher learning located in the

state.

73. Explain in a paragraph why more elaborate houses were(
built at Newport than at Providence in the 17th century
and identify at least two other cities where this was
true.

74. Name and locate the grandest mansion built in the late
18th century in R. I. (Who designed it and who owned it?)-

75. Identify two important benefactors of the poor and men-

tally ill in the early 19th century in Providence.

76. Identify the composer wno wrote many compositions about

R. I.'s history and qeography.

77. Identify D. W. Reeves of Providence.

78. Explain in a paragraph why the R. I. State Library is
very important to the General Assertly.

79. List three types of recreation popular in 18th century R.I.

80. Explain in a paragrIon why recreation at the present
i; an iTportant part of P. I.'s economy.



AMERICAN CIVIL WAR: CAUSES A!D BACKGROUND
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE VARIOUS

CAUSES AND NUMEROUS EVENTS THAT BROUGHT ABOUT EVENTUAL CIVIL WAR

BETWEEN NORTH AND SOUTH (1861-1865) BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING.

. Objective hl: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension.of how the issue of tariffs became a cause

of the Civil War by summarizing the material in the fol-

lowing suggested activities with acceptable performance

determined by the teacher:

Activities

1. Define any 8 of the following terms and then use each cor-

rectly in an original sentence.

tariff
slave
sectionalisin

abolitionist

pro-slavery
anti-slavery
compromise
emancipation

secession
nullification
states' rights

sovereignty

2. Explai-rittie following statement in 100-200 words: "Tariffs

have a twofold ourpose: protection and revenue."

3. State the position and the reason (s) for that position of

either the North or the South on the question of tariffs in

A0-100 words.

Demonst,gate by an original example how a tariff works to

provide protection and revenue.

5. Explain in 100-200 words the "Doctrine of Nullification'

and "Tariff of 1832" suggested by South Carolina in 1828.

Be sure to include the following:

a. the substance of the doctrine
h. the reason for its declaration
c. its potential danger to the future political unity of the U.S.

6. Rf.:search the so-called "Tariff of 1832" and the crisis which was

averted by th,2 Compromise Tariff of 1833. Be able to supply the

`Allowing:

b. stat:: how 4eacn side gained and lost as a result of the

com:irryrise
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Objective #2: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of how sectionalism and
states' rights issues contributed to the out-
break of the Civil War by summarizing the ma-
terial within the following suggested activi-
ties with acceptable performance determined
by the teacher.

Activities.

7. It is suggested that you first review in our cons.j-

tution the following: (a) how the legislative (law-
making) branch is organized; (b) the system by which

a bill becomes a law. Then summarize in 50-100 words
why the South fought for greater States' rights rather
than a strong central government.

8. research the way of life that developed in the South
as contrasted with that in the North. Then in ap-
proximately 300 words be able to cite examples of
sectional, rather than national, pride that developed
in the South that may have made relations between
the two sections increasingly more difficult.

.Objective #3: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the origins of black
slavery in the U. S. and its importance as the
greatest single cause of the Civil War by
summarizing the material within the following
suggested activities with acceptable perfor-
mance determined by the teacher.

.9. Write d de'Jcrietive paragraph of 200-300 words on
any to of t'ie follol.!iny topics: (a) on board a slave

e'hit); (b) the African slave markets; (c) a public
lave auction in the U. S.

the *Qlloing data relevant to the beginnings
t,10 ;lavery in the U. S.: (a) when? (b) where?

tn. basic difference between tne colonial in-

(,er?vant and the plantation slave in the
efiuth In n-V1 words.

lab,1 tn,, route of the infamous "Tri-

.jr.1.1, frads or ;1 sketcn map of Africa,
Jr c , and North Ariler1Cc3 .

Then in 50-75 words be
1' to H-101i state what was accomplished at each

"- tr1.10.
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13:. Briefly describg Rhode 1sland'i part in the colonial
slave trade%in 20b-300 words.

14. Give the .year when R. I. declared by state law that
slavery was illegal within its borders.

15. the economic reason why Northerners soon gave
up slavery in 25-50 words.

16. Write an explanation of 100-200- words on each of
the following: (a),,why was the use of slave labor
before 1800 too expensive? (b) how did the inven-
tion of the cotton in by E. Whitney make slave
labor more pro?itable and thereby increase the de-
mand for more slaves?

Objective u4: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the abolitionist move-
ment that began in the early 1800:s as a re-
action to slavery by summarizing the material
in the following suggested activities with

. acceptable performance. determined by the
teacher:

Activities:

17. Research the founding of the African colony of
Liberia in 1815 and discuss it as a suggested solu-
tion to slavery in 200-300 words. Comment on the
reasons for its success or failure.

18. State the decision made by the Constitutional Con-
vention in 1787 to abolish the slave trade in the
U. S. (Check Article 1, Section 9a)

19. Cite any 3 different ways that African blacks re-
Asisted slavery.

20. Look b;, tne biogaohies of these two famous mili-
tant black slaves--Denmark Vesey and Nat Turner, and
then, Oven either one, write a biographical sketch
of 200-300 words.

21. The aecade of the 1820's witnessed an increase in
active ilvulitionisr. :mono to e ore vocal and ex-
treme at,olitionists Llo4 riarison,
Frederick Douglass, Theodore Weld. Research tneir
biodrahies and given any one of the,',, write a

sket0' in .:bout 31)2 vords
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22. List either 2 reasons Northerners gave in con-
demning slavery or 2 reasons Southerners gave in

condoning slavery.

23. Look up the Missouri Compromise and then: (a) list
the provisions of the Missouri Compromise of 1820;
(b) for each provision indicate whether the North or

South gained by the "compromise"; (c) indicate
these provisions on a sketch map of the U. S.

Objective #5: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the over-all effect of
the events from 1850-1860 in bringing on the
Civil.War in 1861 by summarizing the material
in the following suggested activities with
acceptable performance determined by a teacher.

made test.

Activities._

24. State what the Compromise of 1850 provided in any

three of the following areas: (a) California;
(b) Washington, D. C.; (c)- runaway slaves; (d) slav-
ery in the new territories of Utah and Nebraska.

25. Indicate which side gained, and why, as a result
of each provision of the Compromise of 1850.

26. Explain why the South felt that the freedom to
spread slavery westward was economically necessary
to their futures.

Objective #6: The student will respond positively to the
iwpact Harriet B. Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin

had in ar-ousing anti-Southern feelings as
measured by teacher observation of student
interest in class discussions or in a 3-5
minute oral report.

Activitie:

21. Discus', the Kansas-%ebraska Act of 1854, either
orally in 3-5 flinutes or in writin.j; you are to
answer the felowing quer,tions: (a) what earlier
compromise did it replace? (b) how did it attempt
to settle the slavery (iue;tion? (c) give and ex-
Hain o i ther the %orth's SOutf,' reaction to the

act.

?"% Re',eu.'ch the career am! anIbitions of Stephen Douglas
aril then in 50-75 word-. hi-, rpddi to give one possible
frr.tiio ,I; qa,. f,)," :1r9L'ri.:nr; Thr, Yansa-,-

%et',racl,A Act. Re!embnr tie wd: 7 Northern

cienator.
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29. Summarize in 50-100 words some of the events which
contributed to the expression "Bleeding 'Kansas."

30. Give the specific stand, and reasons for that
stand, of the new Republican Party concerning slav-
ery in 25-50 words. The party was organized in
1854 as a.reaction to the still unsettled question
of slavery and the new territories.

Objective #7: The student will evaluate an
over-all success and impact of the Under-
ground Railroad as a cause of the Civil War
as measured by teacher observation of student
interest in class discussions as suggested
in the following activities:

Activities:

31. Describe in 150-200 words how the Underground
Railroad worked in helping runaway slaves to es-
cape. Be sure to identify and use the following

terminology: conductor and passenger.

32. Look up the biography of Harriet Tubman, a "conduc-

tor" in the Underground Railroad) and then be able
to summarize her "career" as a conductor in 300
words or in 3-5 minutes orally.

Objective 48: The student will evaluate the
effect of the dual decision in the Dred
Scott Case on the rising bitterness between
North and South as measured by teacher obser-
vation of student interest in class discus-
sions.

( ibjective #9: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the effect of the Lincoln-
Douglas debates on arousing still further the

bitterness between North and South by summariz-
ing the material in the following suggested
activity with acceptable performance deter-
mined by the teacher:

Activity:

33. Supply the follo:ind concerning the Lincoln-Douglas
debates in 1858: (a) state Abraham Lincoln's and
Stphen Douglas' stand on slavery during those de-
hates; (b) explain the so-called "Freeport Doc-
trine" that cane out of the debates.



Objective #10: The student will evaluate positively the
election 'of 1860 as the final cause of the
Civil War as measured by teacher observation
of student interest in class discussions or in
a brief 3-5 minute oral report. The follow-
ing activity is suggested for this objective:

Activities:

34. Research the Presidential election of 1860 and
then in chart form provide the following informa-
tion: (a) the names of the four candidates;
(b) the political party of each man; (c) each man's
campaign platform, particularly his stand on slavery;
(d) the popular votes each received (in round fig-
ures); (e) the electoral votes each received (in
round figures).

35. Make one comment on each of the following state-
ments: (a) the south's reaction to the results;
(b) what if the democratic party did not split;
(c) Lincoln's position as a "minority" President.
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LEVEL OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE
MILITARY CAMPAIGNS AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT.EVENTS DURING THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (1861-1865) WHICH PRODUCED EVENTUAL NORTHERN
SUCCESS OVER THE SOUTH BY SATISFACTORILY COMPLETING THE FOL-
LOWING

Objective #1: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the final decisions and
preparations both North and South made just
prior to the outbreak of warfare in April,
1861 by summarizing the material in the fol-
lowing activities to the satisfaction of the
teacher.

Activities:

1. Define any. given four of the following vocabulary

terms: blockade, secede, proclamation, strategy,
emancipation, unconditional surrender, border states.

2. List and locate on a given sketch map any 5 of the

Southern States that seceded from the Union follow-
ing the announcement of the results of the election
of 1860.

3. Identify the four so-called "border states" that seceded
several months later and locate them on a sketch map.

4. Identify the four oth'r slave border states that remained
loyal to the Union by not seceding and locate them on
a sketch map.

5. Give Lincoln's main reason for continuing the Civil

War. This reason kept the four loyal border states
fighting on the side of the Union.

6. Research each side's capabilities to conduct war,
and then compare, in chart form, both sides in any

given four of the following categories: population,
fioney, trade, railroads, Army and Navy, industrial
output.

7 Supply the following information concerning the "new"

country established by the South after secession:
cowplete nano. Capital, 1st President and Vice Presi-
dent, Description of its "National" flag.

Pc,count the events surrounding the outbreak of the
shootin% war at Ft. Sumter, S. C. in 100-200 words.
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9. Research Northern and Southern strategies and then,

given either one, list the steps in that section's

'plans.

Objective #2: The student will demonstrate an increase in

his comprehension of the methods and tactics
both the North and South used to gain victory
in the naval phase of the Civil War by sum-

marizing the material in the following activity

to the satisfaction of the teacher.
Activity:

10. Research the various methods used by the South to

break the North's blockade and given any 2 be able
to elaborate on their use in 100-200 words each.

(Check: Merrimac, blockade runners, commence raiders,

and foreign aid).

Objective 03: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the military campaigns
and Northern success in the "western phase"
of the Civil War by summarizing the material

in the following activity to the satisfaction
of the teacher.

Activity:

11. Research the events that took plAce in the Western
phase of the war. Then be able to do any of the

following: Give the military objective of the

North; On a sketch map, locate and label the major

battles and route Grant took; Relate the importance

of and the difficulty in capturing Vicksburg; Indi-

cate the effect of the North's success on Southern

plans.

Objective 011: The student will demonstrate an increase in

his comprehension of the military tactics
and campaigns in the "eastern phase" of the
Civil War by summarizing the material in the

following activities to the satisfaction of

the teacher.
Activities:

12. Research tne events of the eastern :,hose, by far the

most difficult for the Union, and then be able to

supply the following: (a) state the north's mili-

tary objective here: (b) indicate the importance

of the results of the following battles--lst Bull

Run, Seven Days Battle, Antietal, r.hancellorsville,
Gettysbu,.(1, The Wilderness; (c) What actions by

',- silent Lincoln cleA7.1/ show tre oroblem of good
edrly i r the war.
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13. Locate on a given sketch map the above mentioned
battlefrfin activity 12).

14. Recount the scene at Appomattox Courthouse when
General Robert E. Lee surrendered to General .Grant

ending the Civil War in 150-200 words.

15. "Translate" Lincoln's words in his Gettysburg Address
into your own words and be prepared to discuss his

message.

16. Research the reasons why the South never received
the foreign aid (military and economic) it hoped for
from Great Britain and elaborate on one of those

reasons in 100-200 words.

17. Give one reason why Lee made two attempts to invade
the North at Antietam and at Gettysburg when such
moves seemed contrary to the South's strategy.

18. Relate in 25-50 words the over-all effect the fail-
ure of the above attempts had on the South's hopes
of winning the war.

19. Answer the following after researching Sherman's

"march to the sea": What was his military objec-

tive? Trace his route on a sketch map. List some
of the steps he took to attain that military objec-
tive. General Sherman has been much criticized for

his "march to the sea. His answer was, "War is
h?11!"

20. Evaluate his methods when considering the total pic-

ture of the Civil War in 100-200 words.

Objective #5: The student will respond positively to the
criticism of many historians that Lincoln's
Emancipation Proclamation (1863) did not in
itself free a single slave. The objective
will be measured by teacher observation and
evaluation of the student's examples and
personal criticisms.

C ti v i t i e s

21. Answer the followini) .after readin'j Uncoil's Emanci-

pation Proclamation (2iinuary, 1863) carefully:
(a) did Lincoln include all slaves in his proclaria-

tion? (h) If the answer you (live i; no, then which

did he e'clude (c) give Hncolnl; "votive in ex-

cludin,;
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22. Give your opinion in 200 words of Lincoln's Emanci-
pation Proclamation.

Objective 46: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of R. L's contribution to
the Northern efforts to defeat the South by
summarizing the material in the following ac-
tivity to the satisfaction of the teacher.

Activity.:

23. Relate in 200-300 words Rhode Island's participation
in the Civil War.

Objective 47: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the various "costs" to
both North and South as a result of having
waged the Civil War by summarizing the material
in the following activity to the satisfaction
of the teacner.

Activity.:

24. Compare, in the t form, the "costs" of the war to
each side in round figures in any given two of the
following categories: lives lost; wounded and/or
maimed for life; costs in dollars to wage war; ef-
fect on tnat section's econom).



ERA OF RECONSTRUCTION: 1865-1877
SS 11

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

o. 1

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF VARIOUS PLANS AND
M:THODS USED BY THI U. S. TO RECONSTRUCT THE SOUTH (POLITICALLY,
ECONOMICALLY, AND SOCIALLY) DURING THE YEARS 1865-1877 FOLLOWING
THE SOUTH'S DEFEAT IN THE CIVIL WAR BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING.

*1m

Objective #1: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the problems involved in the
reconstruction of the south, and the short-
comings not only of some of the suggested plans,
but also of some of the political leaders by
summarizing the material in the following acti-
vities with acceptable performance to be deter-
mined by the ''eacher:

Activities:

1. Define each.of the following terms and illustrate its
meaning by using it in a sentence: reconstruction, New
South, Solid S'uth, scalawags, amendment, radical, im-
peachment, bureau, tenant farmer, sharecroppers, carpet-
baggers.

2. Identify each of the following personalities by stating
one significant fact about each which cannot be said of
the others: Andrew Johnson, Charles Summer, Thaddeus

Stevens, Rutherford B. Hayes, John B. Booth.

3. Compare in chart form the 3 amendments added to the U.S.
Constitution during reconstruction: 13th, 14th and
the 15th amendments. Supply the following information
in the comparison: (a) motive for its passage, (b)
what each did for the freed blacks, (c) southern reaction
to each.

Discuss in a paragraph of 200-300 words the goals,
methods, and success of the Freedmen's Bureau, which was
established after the war to help the former black
slaves to adjust to their new freedom.

:)ioctive '9: he student will evaluate positively the problem
o f political reconstruction in 1865, considering
the south either as merely a delinquent section

the country to he punished as such or as a

4,1re:gn country, as de,ronstrated in 100-200 words
and f?vakated r; the teacher'.

wili evalute positively to fairness
of the 7, -suggested plans (abov)

. orser-

ltion and evaation 04' the reason's given in
iss .ii.-,cussions or in brief 3.5 ,.incite oral

-.::)ort t 'ic T:r? a,tivitie.
t-r thi
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Activities:

5. Compare in chart form the provisions of each of the fol-
lowing plans that were suggested for the political re-
construction of the South: Lincoli's plan, Johnson's
plan, Military Reconstruction Plar. of 1867.

6. State the South's reaction to any two of the plans
mentioned above.

Objective #4: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of life in the south for both blacks
and whites during Reconstruction and of the changes
that resulted during this time by summarizing the
material in the following activities with ac-
ceptable performance determined by the teacher.

ActiOties:

7. Distinguish between carpetbaggers and scalawags. Also,
explain their motive,methods, and effect on the efforts
to reconstruct the union.

8. Compare politically and economically the "old" South
with the "new" and "solid" South that emerged after the
war and during reconstruction.

9. Discuss either orally (3-5 minutes) orin 200-300 words,
the Ku Klux Klan. Include its origin, methods, goals,
success, and present status.

10. Discuss in a paragraph of 100-200 words what happened to
the Southern blacks once reconstruction had ended :n

1877. What was life f6.r them like in the South?

11. Explain in what way the end of reconstruction was tied
into the Presidential election of 1876.

12. Place the following events on a time bar with appropriate
significant dates from the era of reconstruction: Im-

peachment of Andrew Johnson, Start of military recon-
struction, Election of U. S. Grant, Start of political
reconstruction, Passage of the 13th, 14th, and 15th
Amendments, End of reconstruction.

Objective The student will evaluate Positively the work
of the Southern black-dominated state and local
governments during much of Reconstruction as
measured by teacher observation and evaluation of
efarTles given during class discussions or in a

brief 3-5 minute oral report to the class.

)bjective a6: Tne student will evaluate positively the effect
on tne fu',..urr7 role of the Exe-- t4,e Branch (Presi-
d,!ncy) in the U. S. if the court atterpt to take
7-resident ;Andrew Johnson out of office in 1867
was successful as measured by teacher observation
and evaluation of reasoning riven in clasc, js-
cussions or in a brief 3-5 minute oral report
to the class.



ECONOMIC GROWTH OF THE U.S.: 1865-1900
SS 12

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS TWLE GE OF THE
CONDITIONS AND FACTORS WHICH BROUGHT ABOUT GREA1 ECONOMIC
GROWTH IN THE U. S. FROM 1865-1900 BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOW-

ING,

p 1

')bjective d1: The student will demonstrate an increase in

his comprehension of the importance of the
new business form, the corporation, as the
answer to the need for a new form of busi-
ness to handle the growth of production by
summarizing the material in the following
activities with acceptable performance to
be determined by the teacher.

1. Give a complete and precise definition of a corpora-
tion and be prepared to give examDles of a corpora-
tion.

2. Compare in chart form the following business forms
by giving one advantage and one disadvantage of
each: (a) single proprietor, (b) partnership, (c)

corporation.

3. Define accurately and concisely any 6 of the follow-
ing terms and tnen illustrate their uses in one sen-
tence for each of the 6: (a) stock, (b) par value,
(c) chart, (d) stockholder, (e) above par, (f) below

oar.

4 . Compare common stocks and preferred stocks by com-
paring their advantages and disadvantages in a chart
form. Bonds, as well as stocks, are investments.
Huwever, stocks and bonds are not the same.

5. State the basic difference between bonds and stocks,
which :re different kinds of investments.

Illustrate the organization of a cor,)oration in a

diagrag form. InclJde the tollowing: stockholders,
tear,1 of directors, :resident, vice-presidents,

7 bistinguish between the roles of the board of direc-
tor,' and the ;;resident the coroo,'ation in 50-100
vdord,-).

(re:/) 0-0, of information
that are to he found in a char ter'.
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9. State the protection to the stockholders that comes

with the corporation's limited liability in 50-100

words.

10. Compare, in 50-100 words, the lfmited liability of a ....

corporation with the liability of either a single
proprietor or partnership.

11. Define each of these terms accurately and give an

example of each in a sentence: trust, holding company,

interlocking directorate.

Objective #2: The student win demonstrate an increase in

his comprehension of the m7thods developed
by big business during this period (1865-1900)
to not only produce with greater efficiency,
but also to distribute this increased produc-
tion more efficiently by summarizing the ma-

terial within the following activities with
acceptable performance to be 'determined by

the teacher.
Activities

12. Define mass production and give one example of how

it has worked.

13. Define each of these new kinds of stores and then
supply information about any three in chart form on

the following points: one advantage, one disadvant-

age, name of one actual example:

specialty shop, chain store, department store, mail

order house, supermarket, discount house

') bjective 03: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the various contrihutions

of certain individuals, including inventors,
at this time around the turn of the 19th
century who supplied the daring, perseverance,
and imagination' which became so important to
the success of American industry by summariz-
ing the material in the following activities
with acceptable performance to be determined

by the teacher.
Activities

14. Loop up the careers of the men listed below and then

given any one, be able to write a biographical sketch

of approximately 200-300 words: Andrew Carnegie,

John D. Rockfeller, James J. Hill.
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15. Give the invention or improvement each of the follow-
ing men made and be able to explain how that inven-
tion helped in the growth of industry:

Thomas A. Edison, Alexander G. Bell, G. Marconi,
Comelier; Vanderbilt, Chat'les Goodyear, Henry Ford

Objective #4: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the wrious laws (their
purpose and their provisions) passed by the
U. S. Government to counteract some of the
abuses that arose from the accumulation of
great wealth as a result of the growth of
big business by summarizing the material in
the following,activities with acceptable per-
formance to be determined by the teacher.

Activities.
16. Look up these laws--Interstate Commerce Act and Sherman

Anti-Trust Act--and then in 50-100 words, given either
one, be able to explain what specific abuse the law
hoped to eliminate and how it intended to do this.

17. Give the meaning of laisser-faire and the reasonino
behind it in 50-100 words.

Objective #5: The" student will ,,Ialue the recognition of
women's human rights in law and moral treat-
ment as exhibited by reactions to the follow-
ing .activities.

Activities
l8. Answer any given one of the following concerning the

government's reaction to woman and child labor.

(a) what were some of the abuses of woman and child
labor present then?

(b) what regulations were then enacted to curtail
some of these abuses?

19. Prepare an outline of the discrepancies which still
exist between the rights extended to male and fe-
male adults.



ARISE OF ORGANIZED LABOR (UNIONS)
SS 13

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

p. 1

THI rTuOrNT WILI RE ABLE T! INCREASE 415 KNOWLEDGE OF HOW
URGANI /LU LABOR UNIONS DEVI:UWE() AND GREW IN THE U. S. BY

CnMPLETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL.

Otijective

,cc ivities:

kl

The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the conditions and fac-
tors which held back significant growth of
unions in the U. S. before the American Civil
Wer by summarizing the material in the follow-
in9 activities with ac6eotable performance to
he determined by the teacher.

1. LAplain in 100-200 words why attempts before the
ee:a to organize labor unions failed.

:41ve 2 reasons why after the war attempts to unionize
met with increasing success. Consider the effect
tnc war itself had on this success.

1:t tour common der'ands (general) made by unions
after the Civil War. Put an asterisk next to those
tat continue to he goals of unions today.

rude by anions, today that were not
rad.-: in the early years o' union growth.

")e! in, .;iv(!n four of the fcllowing terms and
111:.;,:1c thc. use in sentence;: lockout,

dol c:.)ntract, company town, strike
.

(50 worls) the irnrortance in break-
thf.? future r;rowth of unions as a result

*r° t d.?cisior in 1846 in slassachusetts en-
-0ronwedlth o' ".assacTusetts vs. Hunt."

'-,t,,Jnt will deonstrte an increase in
r.o..-en,n,,ion or the factors and condi-

tr, eyer-incr(!asinr: (!rowth

"P 0 union,, in tne U. S. follcw-
.r..: evil War by summarizir:

at, (,11o%.in: activities
tr, he rietri-in,?d

1 I.
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Activities:

7. Discuss, either orally in 5 minote,, or in 150-300
words in writing, the Knights of Labor, which was to
be the first significantly powerful labor union on a

' national level in 1869. Include: the following:
origin, make-up of membership, organization, success,
failure (causes for).

Define all of these terms and illustrate their use
in complete senterices: closed shop, open shop,
union short.

. State the basic difference; among these terms*:
lective bargaining, meiiation,Arbitration.

. Define tn=2 wordustrikei; Lilo it in a sentence, and
then tate why it i, a last resort to settle a
dispute.

col-

11. Deine the various kinds of li;ted below and
:live an example of each: Wildcat strike, sit-down,

n, svmpathy c.trike.

12. (.,''.1t2 the difference oet.::een a strif.,, and a l'ov-

cott. -hnn relate an example to show the working of
a bo.,cotf as ()noosed to 3 strike. The example ray
he -ictitiotit or factual.

rI

13. (LuNvilrize the events ana results, (.:ood and bad, of
the railroad strike in 1877 as an example that strikes
are not .11wais suCce"ul.

4 ; 7 3 He t.u!nnt evaluat. ousitivelv the
::hilosoi!, of the American

Feleration o' '..abor as- -leasured by teacher
1:_sseriation ;Arij evaluation of the student's
r.rd(nnin.; dor,on't!at,'fd in class licussions

;1 brief-3-5 -inute oral renort to the
*.ollo%:ing actiiitr is suggested

tnis

tre :(.1owinf:..:.onco,-rin-; the
n o he Ynir:htr, of

hor (ri; .;i.$ a brief hioqraphical skntch
o feunder',; ft ;ketch in do,i-

r1- t:c- t or:aniztion q' Of L; (c) point
rrit :roiorient it in or,;aniz-ation ovor the

ti; r. wor.1 F.:deration" in its
i c ! '1 is 11/1
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Objective #4: The student will evaluata positively the
organizational philosophy of the CIO as
measured by teacher observation and evaluation
`of the student's reasoning demonstrated in
class discussions or in a brief 3-5 minute
orkl report to the class. The following ac-
tivities are suggested for this objective:

Activities:

15. Accomplish the following concerning the CIO
was organized in the 1930s: explain why it was
formed then give a biographical sketch (200-300
words) of its founder.

16. Discuss the status of the combined AF of L and the
CIO today, following their merger in 1955.



U.S. BECOMES,A WORLD LEADER (PART I)
SS 14 p. 1

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL4E ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HOW THE
U. S. [MERGED AS A WORLD LEADER DURING THE PERIOD FROM 1890

TO THE OUTBREAK OF W. W. I (1914) BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING

Objective #1: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of how the U. S. acquired Hawaii
in 1898 by summarizing the material in the fol-
lowing activities with acceptable performance to
be determined by the teacher.

Activities:

1. State briefly the economic value of Hawaii to the U. S.
in the 1890s.

2. State briefly the military strategic value of Hawaii
to the U. S. in the 1890s.

3. State the reason PreOedent Cleveland refused to recog-
nize the revolution in 1893.

State the reason why in 1898 President McKinley did in-
deed accept the annexation of Hawaii.

Objective 02: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the involvement of the U. S.

in a war with Spain in 1898 over the independence
of Cuba by summarizing the material in the fol-
lowing activities with acceptable performance to
be determined by the teacher.

Activities:

Give at least one reason why kiericans were interes*.ed

in tne ,,ubans' revolution against S7ain in the late 1890s.

6 Explain what the economic ties were between the U. S.

and Cuba in the 1890s.

7 Define "yellow journal isiC and give one illustrative
examole of ic.

8. Snow by example how "yellow journalism" actually con-
tributed to the U. S. involvement in the Spanish-Ameri-
can War.

9. List two of the alleged atrocities that the Spanish in

Cuba were supposedly guilty of committing against the
Cuban--
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10. Identify the following men by giving one significant
fact about each: "Butcher" Weyler, W. R. Hearst, Pulitzer.

Objective 03: The student will evaluate the effect
on U. S. public opinion/the sinking of the U. S.
battleship Maine in Cuban waters had as measured
by teacher observation and evaluation of examples
given during class discussions. The following
activities are suggested for this objrr.tive:

Activities:

11. Relate the circumstances surrounding the sinking of the
U. S. S. Maine in 1898. Be sure to include: the Maine's
Mission, the seriousness of the explosion.

12. Discuss the following various possible causes and/or
guilt of the Maine's sinking by giving one reason why
each is possible and one reason why it was not likely:
(a) Americans in Cuba; (b) Cuban revolutionaries; (c)
Spanish government in Cuba; (d) pure accident.

Objective #4: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the U. S. military strategy and
the ensuing campaigns which brought victory over
Spain in 1898 by summarizing the material in the
following activities with acceptable performance
to be determined by the teacher.

Activities:

13. Compare the military capabilities (Army and Navy) of the
U. S. and Spain to we war once President McKinley asked
for a declaration of war in April, 1898.

14. Explain the over-all (strategic) rilitary plans of the
U. S. to defeat Spain.

15. Sur:marze the events leading to the destruction of the
Spanish fleet in the Philippines c.nd the capture of those
islands.

16. Cite facts such as casualties and ships lost which prove
how overwhelming the S. defeat of Spain was.

17. Identify by stating one significant fact about each of
the f'ollowing during the Spanish/American War: Rough
Piders and Teddy Roosevelt.

t.nr: -.)ro.'ision', of the treat/ endin the war on
August 12. 1;;98.

wn, tn ;aye S;)diti 011ion or thp
Thiliminc?; rdlc-n it no "nnev fr)r the other ferri-
t,)fidl
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Objective #5: The student will respond positvely to the uneasy
relationship that existed between the U. S. and

Latin America including Cuba following the Spanish/
American War as measured by teacher observation
and evaluation of interest in class discussions.
The following activities are suggested for this
objective.

Activities:

20. \State what the U. -S. promised in its Teller Amendment
before the war with Spain actually began.

21. State the contents of the Platt Amendment following the
conclusion of the war with Spain.

22. State the date when the U. S.finally withdrew from
Cuba and thereby granted complete independence to the
island.

Objective #6: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the relationship that developed
between the U. S. and the territories acquired
from Spain in 1898 by summarizing the material
in the following activity with acceptable per-
formance determined by the teacher.

Activity:

23. Briefly describe in 50-100 words the relationship today
between the U. S. and each of these territories ac-
quired in the treaty: Philippines, Guam, Puerto Rico.

Objective #7: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the preparations made prior to
the actual building of the Panama Canal by sum-
marizing the material in the following activities
with acceptable performance determined by the
teacher.

Activities:

24. Explain how the mission of the U.S.S. Oregon at the out -
break: of the Spanish/ American War proved to the U. S.

the need for a canal across Central America.

Identi4/ the afIreement r:ade 171,5, the U. S. and G. B. in

1901 and then list its provisions concerning the build-
ing, use, and control of any canal that night be built
acro-,'; Lentral Arierica.

z a
ild de, :and '.1ch

agreeent.
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27. Trace the possible routes that were considered for a
canal across Central America.

28. List one advantage and one disadvantage that each route
offered.

29. List at least 2 reasons why the route across Panama was

chosen.

Objective #8: The student will evaluate the manner
in whic.h the U. S. acquired the right to build
the Panama Canal as measured by teacher observa-
tion and evaluation of the interest shown by the

student in class discussions or in a brief 3-5
minute oral report. The following activities are

k, suggested for this objective.

Activities:

30. Give the principal reason why France failed in its ef-

forts to build the Panama Canal.

31. Explain in 150-200 words how the U. S. takeover of ef-

forts to build the canal led to Panamanian independence
and strained relations with Columbia in South America.

32. five his own personal evaluation of this U. S. takeover
and the resulting strained relations with Columbia.

33. Explain briefly President Roosevelt's "Big Stick" policy.

34. Explain how President Roosevelt's "Big Stick" policy was
in evidence in Panama.

Objective #9: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the U. S. buildir; of the canal
and its method of operation by summarizing the
material in the following activities with ac-
ceptable performance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

35. Explain the roles of these two men who helped insure U.S.
success in building the Panama Canal: W. Gorgas and
Colonel G. Goethals.

36. Explain in 50-100 words, with an accompanying lgbeled
diagram, how the system' of locks and dams worked. /4

37. Distinguish between the country of Panama and the Canal

Zone.

38. Explain the extent of 0. . control of Canal Zone today.

39. List the ,c facts at,out the Canal: length, volume of
business, charge, rtiler, saved, role in the modern world.
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HOW THE

U. S. FIRST BECAME INVOLVED IN WORLD WAR I AND THEN UPON ITS
COMPLETION EMERGED AS A WORLD LEADER BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOW-

ING.

Objective #1: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the circumstances and factors in

Europe that were to bring on the outbreak of World
War I in 1914 by summarizing the material in the
following activities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher.

Activities:

1. Define "militarism" and show by examples how growing
"militarism" in several European countries led to the
brink of World War I.

2. Define "imperialism" and shoW by examples how the de-
sire for colonies by G. B., Germany, and Italy (in
particular) contributed to the outbreak of World War I.

3. Define "nationalism". and show byfexamples how "blind"
nationalism can be detrimental to peace as it was in
evidence in Europe at the outbreak of World War I.

4. List and locate on a given sketch map of Europe the
countries that made up the alliance called the Central

Powers.

5. Give one goal of each member of the Central Powers.

6. List and be ready to locate on a sketch map of Europe
the countries that made up the Allied Powers.

7. Give one goal of each wember of the All'ed Powers.

.
Objective f=2: The student will demonstrate an increase in his

comprehension of the events and military campaigns
following the start of World War I in particular
as they involve the U. S. by summarizing the ma-
terial in the following activities with accept-

able performance determined by the teacher.

Activitie

8. Explain briefly (25-50 words) the U. S. policy of "iso-
lationKr" at the outbreak of World eiar 1.

;1(!.Itc- ;5'F-10 word-, i.'rm!.Y.,tanc!);

rounding the assassination of the to the Au'Aro-
Hungarian throne in 1914.
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10. Show the chain reaction of war declarations by the two
groups of nations by listing the dates, order, and rea-
son why each nation did in fact declare war.

11. Explain in 50-100 words why the U. S., if truly neutral,
actually traded more with the Allied Powers between 1914
and 1917.

12. Explain briefly (50-100 words each) how any 4 of the
following incidents helped turn the U. S. more and more
against Germany and its allies between 1914 and 1917:
unrestricted submarine warfare; allied propaganda in
U. S.; sinking of the Lusitania; the Zimmermann Note;
traditional ties with England and France; the execution
of Edith Cavell, nurse; and German espionage.

13. Explain in 25-50 words why the U. S. finally declared
war on the Central Powers by April 6, 1917.

14. Write a brief biographical sketch (150-200 words) of
Woodrow Wilson, U. S. President, during Word War I.

15. Sketch on an outline map, labeled properly, and briefly
explain Germanys Schlieffen Plan.

16. Explain briefly (25-50 words) the heroic and important
role Belgium played in bringing about the failure of
Germany's Schlieffen Plan.

17. Describe briefly (50-100 words) "trench warfare" early
in the war.

18. Summarize the events of any one of the following Oases
in either outline or paragraph form (300 words): air
phase, naval phase, eastern front, western front.

1. Identify Gener'Al J. J. Pershing and General Foch by
giving one significant fact about each.

Objective #3: The student will evaluate positively the role
of the U. S. as a combatant in World War I from
1917-1918 as measured by teacher observation and
evaluation of student interest in the examples he
gives in class discussions or in a brief 3-5 min-
ute oral report.

Objective ie.: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the various significant provi-
sions of the Treaty of Versailles which ended
world War I by summarizing the waterial in the
following activities with acceptable performance
drterrnined by the teaches.
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Activities:

20. Distinguish between "armistice" and "treaty" and then
give the date when each was declared ending World War I.

21. Assess the costs of World War I in any of the following
categories: total lives lost or wounded from all na-
tions together; allied lives lost or wounded; Central
Powers' lives lost or wounded; U. S. lives lost or wounded;
total cost in dollars of conducting war by all nations
(for supplies, materials, weapons, destruction of cities,
etc.)

22. Identify the "Big Four" allied nations and their rep-
resentatives at the peace talks in France.

23. Explain clearly (50 words) how President Wilson's at-
titude toward the Central powers, and in particular to-
ward Germany, differed greatly with that of the other 3
leading allied powers at the peace conference.

24. Explain in your own words any 3 of the first 5 general
points of Wilson's Fourteen Points.

25. Explain in your own words any 2 of items #6-13 in Wil-
son's plan. Be prepared to locate these 2 items on a
map.

26. Identify "Wilson's 14th" point and be able to explain
in 25-50 words what kind of organization he envisioned.

Objective #5: The student will 2valuate positively Germany's
contention that the Treaty of Versailles was un-
just and unfair, that it was 'dictated" and not
"negotiated," as measured by teacher observation
and evaluation of student interest as demonstrated
by examples given in class discussions or in a

3-5 minute oral report. The following activities
are suggested:

Activities:

27. Quote directly and completely the fari,ous "War Guilt
Clause" - 4231.

28. List any 5 provisions of the Versailles Treaty which
specifically punished Germany. Be prepared to point
these out on a map.

Objective a6: The student will evaluate the United States'
refusal to ,accept t,e Treaty of Versailles and

Leaqi.,(: of Nation-, "lo,r-,urf,dby teacher
observation and evaluation of student interest
in engagini.1 in class discussions or in a brief
3-5 minute oral report. she followinq activi-
ties are suggf?sted for this objective.
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Activities:

29. Identify the only one of Wilson's 14 points that became
part of the Versailles Treaty.

30. Give the reason why the U. S. refused to accept the
Versailles Treaty.

31. Give the date when the U. S. finally signed a treaty
with Germany and its allies.

Objective d7: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the effect World War I had on the
geographical and political make-up of Europe
by summarizing the material in the following ac-
tivities:

Activities:

32. Compare on 2 sketch mats of Europe (one for 1914 and one
for 1918) sore of the greater boundary changes that re-
sulted from World War I.

33. Identify 3 new nations that appeared in Europe follow-
ing the war.



U.S. AND WORLD WAR II
SS 16 p. 1

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HOW THE U. S.
EMERGED FROM ITS ROLE IN WORLD WAR II (1941-1945) AS THE

MOST POWERFUL NATION IN THE WORLD, BY COMPLETING THE FOL-

LOWING

Objective #1: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the circumstances and
events which enabled Adolf Hitler to become
dictator of Germany in the 1930's by summariz-
ing the material found in the following ac-
tivities with acceptable performance deter-
mined by the teacher.

Activities:,

1. Describe life in Germany (150-200 words) in the
1920s under the Versailles Treaty.

2. Compose a biographical sketch (200-300 words) of
Adolf Hitler.

3. List in outline form the steps by which Hitler
gradually gained political control of Germany in

the early 1930s.

4. Explain how Hitler violated the Versailles Treaty
in any four of the following ways:

(a) built up Germany's armed forces
(b) took over Ruhr Valley coal mines
(c) occupied the Rhineland
(d) demanded the return of Danzig from Polarld

(e) forced a new alliance with Austria
(f) occupation of the Sudetenland

State briefly the attitude of England and France
which enabled Hitler to yet awiy ith the above

violations.

6. Statc the reason behind England and France's "Policy
of appeasement" in their handlinc of Hitler and his
move into Czechosloval,ia.

7 Gompo',e a biographical ~ketch (200-300 words) of
Benito Mussolini, dictator of Italy.

8. Give an example of the !-utual herwfits to be gained
in the alliance formed by Hitler and Mussolini.
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9. Write a brief summary (200-3'.4 words) of life in
Russia from the Communist Rev. in 1917 to the out-
break of World War II in 1939.

10. State the political philosophy of each of the fol-
lowing: Nazism, Fascism, Communism.

11. Give 2 examples of Japanese aggression in the Pacific
that were of concern to the U. S. before the start
of World War II.

12. State briefly the attitude of the U. S. to the rise
of dictatorships in Germany,_ Italy, Japan, and Russia
from 1917-1939.

Objective #2: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the events and military
campaigns in the European phase of World War
II which led to Germany's defeat, by summariz-
ing the material in the following activities
with acceptable performance determined by the

teacher.

Activities:

13. Compare the military capability, in 1939, of Germany
to wage war with that of England, France, and Russia.

14. Give when, where, and why World War II finally erupted.

15. Label on a given sketch map the Axis Powers and the
Allied Powers at the outbreak of war.

16. Explain the meaning of the term "phony war" used
to describe the early weeks of the war.

17. Compare Germany's strategy against France during
World War I and World War II and point out the major

similarity in both.

18. Describe briefly (100-200 words) the events that be-
came known as the "miracle of Dunkirk."

19. Give two reasons for the non-combatant role of the

U. S. from 1939-1941.

20. Give the exact date and event which forced the U. S.

to declare war on the Axis Powers.

21. Write a biographical sketch (200-300 words) of Franklin
D. Roosevelt as President of the U. S. during W. W. II.

22. Sumr'arize in chronological outline for,- ! the event-, in

any one of the following phases of W. W. II - European

Theater; North African Campaign; Defe,,t of Italy;

B-Day, June 6, 1944-Allied Invasion; Air War; Naval War.
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Objective #3: The student will evaluate the
partitioning of Germany at the end of W. W. II

in light of the present situation there, as
measured by teacher observation and evalua-
tion of student interest demonstrated in
class discussions. The following activities
are suggested for this objective.

Activities:

23., Give the exact date of Germany's surrender and the
treaty provisions affecting Germany.

24. Label on a sketch map of Germany the partitioning of
it by G. B., France, Pussia, and the U. S.

25. Give the allied purpose and long-range plan in par-
titioning Germany.

Objective 44: The student will evaluate iiositively the
effect Hitler's failures against Great Britain
and Russia had on the over-all course of the
war for r.ermany as measured by teacher obser-
vation a'id evaluation of student interest as
demonstrated by reasons and examples given in
class discussions.

Objective #5: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension oF the military campaigns
in the Pacific phase which led to Japan's
defeat by summarizing the material in the
following activities with acceptable perform-
ance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

26. Summarize in proper outline form the major events
leading to the defeat of Japan in the Pacific Theater.

27. Give one example of how Japan's interest in the Pa-

cific conflicted with those of the U. S.

28. State the mission of the highly secretive "Manhattan
Project.

29. Explain the U. S. strategy against japan known as
"island-hopping" and on a sketch 'lap give 3 examples
of this strategy in operation.

30. Give the two events in August, 1945, that finally
forced Japan to surrender unconditionally to the U. S.

31. Summarize the punishment that was demanded of Japan

for its part in W. W. II.
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32. Compare Russia's gains as a result of the war with
its contributions against the Axis Powers.

33. Write a biographical sketch (200-300 words) o'" Joseph
Stalin.'

Objective #6: The student willevaluate the
leadership role of the U. S. in the world at
the end of W. W. II as measured by teacher
observation and evaluation of studOt interest
demonstrated by examples and reasoning given
in :lass discussions or in a brief 35 minute
or report.



`EARLY MAN AND THE DAWN OF CIVILIZATION

SS. 17

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

1

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF MAN'S
ORIGINS AND HIS DEVELOPMENT,. PHYSICALLY AND CULTURALLY, BE-
FORE THE-DAWN OF WRITTEN HISTORY BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING
LEVEL WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective *1: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehensionof the characteristics of

the earth's surfaCe which was conducive to
man's growth and development by summarizing
the material in the following suggested ac-
tivities with acceptable performance determined
by the teacher:

Activities.

1. Make a list of the physical events which have shaped
the earth's surface. Be sure to use such words as
erosion, strati), glaciers, and moraines.

2. Describe the role of geolog4sts in determining not
only the age of the earth, but also how physical
forces have shaped it.

3. Label on a physical map of the world the areas which

would be best suited for human habitation.

Objective *2: The student will demonstrate an increase in
hii comprehension of how early man lived dur-
ing the Old Stone Age by summarizing the

material in the following suggested activi-
ties with acceptable performance determined
by the teacher:

Activities:

4. Write paragraphs describing the forms of each of tht

following: Java Man, Peking Man

5. List 3 differences between Pre-historic man and
modern man.

6. Develop in an essay of 100-200 words the life habits
of ran during the Old Stone Age.

7. List the innate abilities of man and his early dis-
coveries which brought him out of a savage state and

onto the road to civilization.
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8. List 3 clues which early man left behind which give
us an indication of the way he lived.

,Discuss in a parayraph of 200-300 word's the role
'of archeologists who study early man and also.prima-
tive tribes today.

10. Explain how the life of Old Stone Age man was greatly
disturbed and altered by the last glacier age.

Objective #3: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the growth and develop-
ment of man during the New Stone Age by sum-
mar'zing the material in the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher:

Activities:

11. Outline the change in man's living habits which
gradually came about as man entered the New Stone
Age.

12. Discuss in a paragraph of 150-300 words why progress
was greater in parts of Asia anr' Northeastern Africa.

13. Prepare a list of New Stone Age tools and indicate
the probable use for each.

14. List the superior qualities of man's stone implements
in the New Stone Age over those of the Old Stone Age.

Objective 44: The student will evaluate positively the
statement: "Life in short/became easier and
more secure when man discevered ways to grow
crops." This response will be measured by
teacher evaluation of student interest as
shown by examples given in class discussions
or in a 2-3 minute oral report. The follow-
ing activities are suggested for this objective:

Activities
15. Cite the difference, in a paragraph, between "food

producers- of the Stone Age as opposed to "food
hunters or gatherers" of the New Stone Age.

16. Give one reason why permanent settlements would arise
once man became a "food producer."

17. Define nomad and list the various types that can exist.
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Objective #5: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the factors that led to
division of labor and specialization of the
various occupations of early man by summariz-
ing the material in the following suggested
activities with acceptable performance deter-

mined by the teacher:

Activities:

18. List the various crafts and occupations which de-
veloped during the New Stone Age and then tell why
each was important to the emerging community life of
early man.

19. With the aid of a world physical map explain why
groups of early man would become either farmers or
sheperds or possibly remain hunters.

20. Make a chart of the various skills, other than those
basically economic, which man developed in the New

Stone Age.

21. Give two probable reasons for the development of
differences in the formation.of languages.

Objective #6: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the religious beliefs
developed by man of the New Stone Age by
summarizing the material in the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher:

Activities:

22. List what you believe may have been a cause of how
religious beliefs came to be held by New Stone Age

men.

23. Describe the types of burial places and artifacts
included therein which have been discovered in New

Stone Age graves.

Objective #7: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the improvements man
made in the transition from the New Stone Age
into the Bronze Age by summarizing the mater-

ial found in the following suggested activi-
ties with acceptable performance determined
by the teacher:
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Activities:

24. On a chart, list the advantages and disadvantages
of stone tools and those of copper or bronze.

25. Outline in brief form the improvements in agriculture
which occurred in the Bronze age.

26. Discuss Lhe importance of the discovery of the wheel
in man's progress.

27. State the importance of the invention of writing
to man's continued progress.

28. Compare the changes and refinements in religious
practices developed in the Bronze Age with those of
the New Stone Age.

29. Locate the four great centers of Bronze Age civiliza-
tion on an outline map of the world and then list as
many reasons as you can why these civilizations de-
veloped where they did.

30. Make a chart showing man's progress during the Old
Stone Age, the New Stone Age, and finally The Bronze
Age.

31. Construct a timeline of the Old Stone Age, New Store
Age, and Bronze. Age developments to accompany the
preceding chart.

Objective #8: The student will analyze the gradual develop-
ments of man from a savage state through the
Old and New Stone ages and then into the Bronze
Age as measured by teacher evaluation of stu-
dent analysis given in a 2-3 page written
essay.



EGYPT AND MESOPTAMIA
SS 18. p. 1

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HOW AN-
CIENT EGYPT AND THE NILE RIVER BECAME KNOWN AS "THE CRADLE OF
CIVILIZATION" STARTING ABOUT 5000 B.C. BY COMPLETING THE FOL-

LOWING

Objective #1: The student will ?valuate positively the
statement, "Egypt is the gift of the Nile," as
measured by teacher observation of student in-

terest during class discussion or brief 3-5
minute oral reports. The following activities
are suggested for this objective:

Activities:

1. Draw and label a sketch map of ancient Egypt and pay
special attention to the Nile River Valley.

2. State two reasons why the climate of this area changed
after the last glacier age.

3. Describe briefly the way the early settlers lived in
the Nile Valley.

4. State why the people in the Nile Valley would eventually
'turn from hunting and f'shing to farming.

5. List the geographical natural barriers which enabled
these people to develor without interference from
outside influence.

6. List five agricultural products of early Egypt.

7. Describe in 150-200 words how the Nile flooded its
banks and renewed the land annually.

8. Explain briefly how the Nile united Egypt (refer to the

sketch map already drawn).

Objective 42: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the theocratic political
structure and its influence on socie'-y by sum-

marizing the material in the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher.

9. ye two reasons why, once the Nile Valley inhabitants
turned to the settled life of farming, they would need
some form of government.
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10. Describe in 2-3 paragraphs the earliest form of govern-
ment known in Egypt.

11. Define the word Pharaoh and then give 3 examples of the
powers he possessed.

12. List the accomplishments of the Bronze Age civiliza-
tion in Egypt up to the time of the unification of the
country under one Pharaoh.

13. Describe the life style of the Pharaohs in a 1-2 page
composition.

14. Define the term empire and then state why Egypt is
credited with establishing the first one in the world.

15. Make a chart showing the social classes of Egypt in
rank order and then indicate the primary function of
each class in the society.

16. Pretend he is an Egyptian scribe and describe his po-
sition in Egyptian life. (Do the same for the other
classes)

17. Describe briefly the home life of an Egyptian noble.
List the various items to be found in their homes.

Objective 43: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of the commerce developed by the
ancient Egyptians by summarizing the material in
the following suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

18. List the areas Egypt traded with. Construct a chart
showing the following: areas traded with by Egypt,
items exported, items imported.

19. On the sketch map previously drawn (or on a given out-
line map), label these areas of trade.

20. Give one reason why the art of writing woLld be es-
sential to Egyptian commerce .

21. Relate in an essay of 200-300 words how the Egyptians
/- came to believe in their "family" of gods.

\._____''.2-___Construct a chart of the main Egyptian gods and indicate
the role of each.
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23. State the difference between local and national gods
and give 2 examples of each.

Objective #4: The student will respond positively to the
statement by the ancient Greeks that the Egyptians
vi,:re "the most religious people in the world" as
measured by teacher observation of student in-
terest in class discussions or in brief 3-5
minute oral reports. Theibllowing activities
are suggested for this objective:

Activities:

24. Investigate and then list as many reasons as you can
why the Egyptians came to believe in a life after death.

25. List in descriptive sentences the steps in the prepara-
tion of a mummy.

26. Sketch a diagram of an Egyptian pyramid with labels
showing the various chambers inside.

27. Explain in 200-300 words how and why tombs were built.

28. State the reason why the Egyptian Pharaohs stopped
building pyramids eventually.'

29. Describe the kinds of tombs the pharaohs and nobles
turned to, as found in the Valley of Kings.

Objective #5: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the cultural development
and growth of ancient Egypt by summarizing the
material in the following suggested activities
with acceptable performance determined by the
teacher:

Activities:

30. Outline on the architectural accomplishments of the
Egyptians.

31. Describe the various types of Egyptian sculpture and
arts (pictures, filmstrips, or other visual methods
may be used to do this).

32. ic..cuss in 200-300 words hieroglyphics (writing).
Include in this essay the implements used.

33. Describe in a two to three minute oral talk one of the
following topics: Egyptian education, poetry, mathe-
matics, science, astronomy, or medicine.

Objective #5: he student will analyze the rolc of ancient Egypt
in the over-all picture of civilization as measured
by teacher evaluation of the student's 2-3 page
essay following the completion of the preceding
activities.
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE
FACTORS AND CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH ENABLED CIVILIZATION TO

DEVELOP IN THE AREA OF THE TIGRIS-EUPHRATES RIVERS IN AN-
CIENT MESOPOTAMIA BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING

Objective 'l: The student will ,demonstrate an increase in

his comprehensitn of%he geographical factors
which influenced the settlements in Mesopo-
tamia by summarizing the material in the fol-

lowing suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher:

Activities:

1. Draw in and label an outline map of the Near East
the Tigris-Euphrates River system and other signifi-
cant geographical forms, such as deserts, mountain
ranges, and lakes.

2. Write a corparison between this area and ancient

Egypt.

3. Explain briefly why this area was good for farming.

4. Give examples of how the geography of the area pro-
vided no natural barriers to invasions.

Objective #2: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the political structure
that developed in Mesopotamia, as compared
with that of Ancient Egypt, by summarizing
the material in the following suggested ac- .

tivities with acceptable performance deter-
mined by the teacher:

Activities:

5. Describe in 2-3 parairaohs the type of government
established in Mesopotamia.

6. Point out any major similarities or differences be-
tween the Mesopotamian governent and that of Egypt.

7. Construct a time bar indicating the various groups
who ruled Mesopotamia. For each group give a brief
descrii,tion of where they came from, the area they

controlled (refer to the above map), and the major
single change they brought to the area.
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8. Define the term Semite and then list the people of
the Near East who were Semites.

Objective #.1: The student will evaluate positively the code
of Hammurabi as the greatest single contribu-
tion of Mesopotamia as measured by teacher
observation and evaluation of student interest
shown by examples given in class discussions.
The following activity is suggested for
this objective.

Activities.

9. Compare the punishments for crime under Hammurabe's
Code with that of the Ancient Jews, and then with
our own modern laws.

Objective #4: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the religion that de-
veloped in ancient Mesopotamia compared with
that of Egypt by summarizing the material in
the following suggested activities with ac-
ceptable performance determined by the teach-
er.

List the gods of Mesopotamia, and in a sentence or
two, describe tne primary role of each.

oint out the basic difference between the priest-
hood of Mesopotamia and of ancient Egypt.

12. List the reason for the gloomy view of an after-life
which was held by the people of Mesopotamia.

13. Give one reason why the Egyptians' idea of an after-
life was more hopeful and optimistic.

Objective 45: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the social structure
evident in Mesopotamia by summarizing the
material in the following suggested activi-
ties with acceptable performance determined
by the teacher.

Activi ties :

14. Prepare an oral ri-5 talK on the social
classes in Mesopotamia pointinr; oat any major simi-
larities or differences with those of Egypt.

15. Compare the role of or c.n in m:sopotamia with that
of Egyptiiin women.
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16. List the general occupations found in Mesopotamia
and identify the major products or services, relate

'to each.

Objective #6: The student will demonstrate an increase
his comprehension of distinctive cultura de-
velopments found in ancient Mesopotamia by
summarizing the material in the follow ng
suggested activities with atceptible perfor-
mance determined by the teacher...-

Activities:

17. Outline the contributions of Mesopotamia in law,
arts, and science.

18. Describe in 2-3 paragraphs the architectural style
of Mesopotamia.

19. Give one significant difference between Mesopotamian
and Egyptian architecture.

20. Define the word cuneform, and give examples of its
alphabet and vocabulary.

21. Explain the method of cuneform writing, the imple-
ments and materials used.

22. Explain briefly how the Behistun Rock gave the "key"
to deciphering cuneform

Objective #7: The student will evaluate positively the
contributions of Mesopotamia in the growth
of civilization as measured by teacher ob-
servation of student interest in participa-
tion in any of the suggested activities or
in class discussions.

Activities:

23. Take part in a panel discussion comparing the Meso-
potamian way of life with that of Egypt.

24. Take part in a debate on the to0c, "Resolved, that
MesopotaNian civilization was superior to that of
Egyptian.

25. Discuss in a 2-3 nage essay the role of Mesopotamia
in the devIlopment of :lankind.



GREEK CIVILIZA-ION (AND DAILY LIFE)
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL 14CREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF ANCIENT GREECE,

ITS NATURE. AND BY COMPLETIAG THE FOLLOWING

WITH ACetPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED By/THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will increases/in his comprehension
of the forces and factos thai brought the be-

, ginnings of civilization to Greece by summarizing
the material in the following suggested activities

with acceptable performance determined by the

teacher.

Activities:

1. Trace on a sketch map the migratory route of In/do-Aryan

people from north of the Caspian Sea into Greece.

2. List in a paragrph some of the reasons why these people

left their original homes and migrated to Europe.

3. Describe the civilization which these invaders conquered

on their entrance into Greece.

4. List as many reasons as you can find why civilization
reached the European mainland through Crete from a pri-

mary source (Egypt) and a secondary source (Mesopotamia).

5 Summarize from previously studied material the reasons
why civilization did not develop on its own in Europe.

6. State the serious detrimental effect the invading Aryans
had on the Archean civilization.

7. List one economic, uolitical, and social effect the
geography of Greece would have on it; development. Ex-

aHne a relief map for this.

Objective 42:

Activities:

The student will increase his comprehension of the
Greek city state, rather than a united Greece,
as the political system that emerged in Ancient
,reece by summarizing the material in the follow-
ing sucrjested a:.tiyities with acceptable perform-
ance determined by the teacher.

Discuss in a one-page essay the Greek ideas of a city

9. Define the `;reek terms 'Hellene' and "barbarian." Then

by in 1 ,-eitence show differon,:es in the terms as

used nj the 1;reeks.
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10. Give three examples of what the Greeks had in common while
differing so much in political structures.

Objective #3: The student will increase his comprehension of the
extreme militaristic city state that developed in
Sparta by summarizing the material in the follow-
ing suggested activities with acceptable perform-
ance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

11. Construct an outline on the development of Sparta in the

military and political spheres.

12. Formulate a hypothesis about the Spartan way of life and

then in a two to three page essay substantiate your
hypothesis.

13. Draw a political cartoon of a typical Spartan emphasizing
what Sparta considered ideal.

Objective #4: The student will increase his comprehensior of the
Athenian city state as the seat of democracy by

summarizing the material in the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable performance de-
termined by the teacher.

Activities:

14. Construct an outlikron the development of Athens.

15. Contrast in two or three paragraphs the different philos-
ophies of Athens and Sparta as to the role of the city
state and its citizens.

16. List the important steps and the indiv:duals involved
wiich led Athens into a democratic form of government.

17. Draw a political cartoon of a typical Athenian citizen

emphvjzing what Athens considered the ideal.

18. Make a chart to show how the average Athenian served
his government in the following ways: assembly votirg,
military service, Council of 500, official committees
and juries.-

19. Listjwith brie' desrri;:tion cf c?ach,governmental func-
tions which were irportant in Athens.

Objective r5: hE.-- student will increase his co:-,1:rehension

of the causes, events, and effects of the Per-
Wars by suriarizing thf: !!!aterial in the fol-

lowing suggested activities with acceptable per-
forviance determined by the teacher.
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Activities:

20. Outline the events which led Athens into war with Persia.

21. Make a complete outl4re of the three Persian Wars and
their results.

22. Trace and label dn an outline map the major campaigns
and battle sites.

. Objective #6: The student will respond positively to the im-
portance of Persia's defeat by the Greeks on the
over-all development of Western Civilization as
measured by teacher obServation of student inter-

est during class discuS.sions or in a brief 3-5
minute oral report.

Objective #7: The 4tudent will increase in his comprehension
of the factors which led eventually to the defeat
of the Greeks by an outside force by summarizing
the material in the following activities with
acceptable performance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

23. Relate it two or three paragraphs the development of
goals and organization of the Athenian Naval League.

-24. Outline the steps by which the league was turned into
an empire by Athens.

25. Give two reasons why the Athenians could be so democratic
in Athens and yet so autocratic in their dealings with
the other members of the league.

26. Outline the steps which led to the downfall of Greece.
Include these items in your outline: other city rival-

ries, the Peloponnesian Wars, the rise of Alexander
MaLedonia.

27. Trace and label on an outline r:ciE Alexander's conquests
and also the cities h-: founded.

Objectiv?

Activities:

The student will increase his .,:or.prehension of the

religious beliefs of the ancient Greeks and their
le;ire for phy-,ical fitnesr- surmarizing the
Taterial in the 'ollowing activities with ac-
ce;itahle perfor-ance rftt,?rined by the teacher.

28. Discus in .3 :h t'14,; 'sre<._;' love of athletics.

29. Compare tne r)ree, witn the .odern event. Fxamihe

the role of )fe.(sionalisr' in both.
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30. .List -the various Greek clods arid -their attributes.
31. Discuss in a one-page essay the Greeks' view on religion.

Consider their views on life after death and also consider_
their views on tolerance.

Object4ve #9: The student will evaluate positively the out-
standing achievements of the Greeks in one of
these areas--philosophy, literature, geography,
science, or historical writing--as measyred by
teacher evaluation of student interest in a 3-5
minute oral report.

Obje tive #10: The student will increase his comprehension of
the various aspects of the daily living of the
ancient Greeks by summarizing the material in the
following suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Activt-ties:

32. Write a description of a typical day in the life of an
average Greek man, boy, girl, or woman.

33. Prepare an advertiser-ent similar to those in modern
newspapers showing the latest fashions in Greek clothing.
Depict men's, women's and children's styles.

34. List in descriptive sentences the various occupations an
average Greek citizen in the cities could perform.

35. Make a list of the ite-s found in the daily diet for an
average riddle clasp Greek family.

36. Describe and cowoare the eating habits of the ancient
Greeks with our own.

37. Describe and compare the school in:.; of a well-to-do
Athenian citizen with our own modern public school
system.

38. ConstrurA and label d di3qra''' of a typical Greek house.

39. Discuss the ancient Greek concept of private housing in
general and how that concept compares with that of sub-
urban America.

Disc_iss the Greel, view on makin-; .iney and contrast it
with our modern views.

41. Describe the de.tt.P.)n-eht of r;reeL (if poss ib1e,
r,r1 '

Compare the various style-, of (,reek lrchitecture either
n w,ittn r, r- in an oril r=,:f,f, with riodel'
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Objective #11: The stient will evaluate positively the role
of women in ancient Greek society and compare it
to modern "women's liber4tion" as measured by
teacher observation of student interest in class
discussions or in a brief 3-5 minute oral report.



ROMAN CIVILIZATION (AND DAILY LIFE)
SS 21 p. 1

MAJOR OBJECTIVF

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE CIVILIZATION
OF ANCIENT ROME, ITS CULTURE, AND CONTRIBUTIONS, BY COMPLET-
ING THE FOLLOWING WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY
THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will increase his comprehension
of the influence of geography and the Etruscans
on the early development of Rome by summarizing
the material in the following suggested acti-
ities with acceotable performance determined

by the teacher:

Activities:

1. On a sketch outline map libel all of the significant
geographical features of Italy, such as mountains,
rivers, climate, soil, natural resources.

2. Discuss the early settlelhent of Rome including the
favorable position of its location.-

3. Disciqs the civilization of the Etruscans of Northern
Itaily either in several paragraphs or through an
oral report of 3-5 minutes.

Objective 2 Tfie student will increase his compre ns on
o f the factors leading to the estab ishment
o f the Roman Republic, and life during that
time, by summarizing the material in the fol-
lowing suggested activities with acceptable
performance deterlined by the teacher.

Activities:

4. Define the followin; lit of words and indicate
their place in Roman life: Republican. Patrician,
rlebian, Senate, Tribune. and The Twelve Tables.

,iutline the stens by whi(b the plebians succeeded in
qalnin.; equality with the oatricidn:.

riive two reasons for Rore' > conquest of Italy.

'ii re as -!3ny reas'ms as .ou can to iq.:,tify the change
that thouqh Rome was a P:)liblic it was still under;o-
crtic in some asuects of its governPert.

lutlire the coroosition trle Re;.:an Ar!-y and then

1;st reasons f(-)r
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Prepare a report either oral or written on the Punic
Wars, to include: the various campaign's, causes and
effects, and the character of Hannibal.

10. Outline the period of civil war during the time of

the Republic which ended in Caesar's one-man rule.

11. Write a brief 200-300 word biographical sketch of

Julius Caesar, including the reasons for and events
leading to his assassinatiol.

12. Outline the events immediately following Caesar's
assassination which led to tht. establishment of the
Roman Empire under the one-man rule of Augustul;.

13. Label on an outline map the conquests which made up
tHe empire of Rome.

14. Examine the social changes which this empire brought
to the various social classes in Italy.

Objective #3: The student will increase his comprehensfor
of the events leading to the establishment of
the Roman empire, and life during that time,
by summarizing the .aterial in the following
suggested activities with acceptable perfor-
mance determined by the teacher.

Activities

15. Explain the statement: "All roads lead to Rome."

16. Construct a time table covering the main events in
the history of Rome from its foundation to the
second hundred years of the empire.

4,
17. Give exaNples to snow the wisdor,, or lack of it, in

how the Romans treated the conquered provinces dur-
ing the empire.

18. Point out any specific similarity between the Roman
Empire and the modern European Common Market in com-
mercial matters.

(:;bject..ive :1: The student will evaluate whether or not
20"lin rule during the empi,-c: aleauatcly met
the needs of such a vast emniro as measured
by teacher observation of student interest
in class discussions or in a brief ?-5 minute
oral report. The following; activities are
.;Aviested for this obje,:ltivc-.
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19. List the weaknesses which beset the Roman empire
between 200 and 284 A.D.

20. Define tOe term "The Good Emperors" and give a
short collective biographical sketch of the men in
this category.

21. List the reasons why the Romans were forced to let
Germans enter the empire in large numbtrs.

22. List the various German. tribes which invaded the
Empire and on an outline map trace the routes of
their migrations.

Objective 45: The s udent will evaluate the causes of the
declin and fall of Rome--economic, political,
and/or social, as measured by teacher evalua-
tion of student interest in the examples and
reasoning given in class discussions or in a
brief 3-5 minute:. -.ral report.

Objective #6: The student will receive an impression of
what daily life in ancient Rome was really
like by summarizing the material in the fol-
lowing suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

23. Describe and compare the house of a'wealthy Roman
with that of a Greek.

24. Compare the life of a Roman citizen during the Re-
public with that of an individual in the latter days
of the Empire.

25. List with brief descriptive sentences the different
crafts performed by Roman worker.

26. Write what The Twelve Tables said concerning: funerals,
the family, property, debt, and punishment for crime.

27. Prppdrif a report Other oral or written on the prob-
leris that Rome encountered as a 16r.e urban area.
Discuss problems such Zic;: crime, tracfic, conges-
tion, '-,1!Jc, oollution, -anitatiol, and welfaee.

28. List in brief descrit-tive sentences the various en-
tertainments and an...isrits found in P.oe and other
large cities of the emHre,

29. Drav, u: d shopping list For d Do'!.on household

ing the foods to which they %lost lely had acres.

.:4?4
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30. Outline the changes in the development of Roman edu-
cation from the early days of the Republic to the
time of the empire.

31. Write a one to two page essay on the Roman family.
Include its strength and then its eventual decline.

32. Compere the life styles of typical Roman and Greek
citizens.

Objective #7: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the importance of re-
ligion in the life of Ancient Rome by sum-
marizing the material in the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable performance.
determined by the teacher.

Activities
---77--rist the an gods and their func,:ions.

34. Explain the role of the augura in Roman religion.

35. Describe the Roman devotion to household goth, and
contrast this with the practices used for devotion
to the national gods.

36. .Explain in a paragraph why Roman religion did not
stress the personal conduct of the individual.



INDIA, CHINA, AND' MOSLEM WORLDS
SS 22

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

N.,. p. 1

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE CIVILIZATIONS OF
INDIA, CHINA, AND THE MOSLEM WORLDS BY CCMPLETING THE FOLLOW-
ING WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective #7: The student will increase in comprehension of
the ancient civilization of India by summariz-
ing the material in the following suagested ac-
tivities with acceptable performance determined
by the teacher.

Activities:

. 1. Draw in .end label on an outline map of the Indian sub-
continent, the Hindu Kush, Pamirs Himalayas, Punjab,
Bay of Bengal, Ceylon, the Indian Ocean, the Arabic
Sea, the Indus River, the Brahamaputra River, Harappa,
The Ganges River, Delhi, Mohenjodarc, and the Thar
Desert.

2. List similarities between the oriyir, of the Two An-
cient civilizations of India and those cf Egypt and
Mesopotamia.

3. Give one reason why we do not know as much about the
:ndian civilizations as we do about other ancient civ-
ilizations.

4. Discuss in a one-page essay the Indo-Aryans (Consider
their aiicient link with Eurooe and their concuest of
India).

r, Define the word Rajah and compare is tole in Indian
society in previous times and in mooern times.

6. live the agricultural products of the Indians.

7. Give one source used to collect information on the
Indo-Aryans and their early history in India.

P Define tries? worJs and use eacn in a complete sentence:
sanscrit, prakrit, vedes, Hinduism and rincarnation.

S. Discus, in two or three ;Jaragraphs the development of
the Hindu r-?ligion. :nclude its rule', and its con-
trast with eastern relif:ions.

l:). List the classes of the caste system lnd then give one
exam:,le of each caste and their re-,oer7tive
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11. -Write a brief biography of Buddha. Consider the reli-

gion he developed and its effect on Asia in genr.%al.

12. Give one reason why India came to have a mixed popu-

lation.

13. Outline in proper form the dynasties that ruled India
from the time of Alexander the Great to the 1500's.

14. Discuss the distinctive features of Lidian art and
compare it to western man's.

15. Give as many reasons as you can why India can be re-
garded as an underdeveloped country.

16. List the various products and wares made in India
which are much sought after in the western world today.

17. List the contributions of India in science, mathe-
matics, literature, art, and architecture.

18. Write an essay of one or two pages on the emergence

of Bangladesh in world politics and relate the problems

of this country to the historic differences between
Moslems and Hindus in India.

Objective #2: The student will evaluate positively thP imnact
of India's development on world civilization as
measured by teacher observation of student in-
terest shown in class discussions or in a brief
essay with acceptable performance determined by
the teacher

Objective #3: The student will demonstrate an increase in
comprehension of the culture and contributions
of ancient China by summarizing the material

in the following suggested activities with ac-
ceptable performance determined by the teacher.

Activities.

19. Be prepared to :ocate on a wall map the three great
river systems in China.

20. Give at least two reasons why farming is better
in the southern part of China than the north.

21. List any similarities between the ,,Arly Bronze Ae civi-
lization of China and that of Egypt, Mesopotamia, and

India.

22. Give the reason why early Chinese writing, unlike
that of the othr river valley ,:*;ilizations, did not

have to he deciphered.
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23. Graph why. Chinese political history is 1Prge1y that of
ruling dynasties.

24. Out'ine in proper form the various Chinese-dynasties
up :o the time of the Ming.

25. Construct a chart showing the various significant
contributions if the dynasties.

25. Draw a diagram showing how Chinese government func- .

tioned and then write a brief paragraph describing each
office.

27. Briefly state the Chines. attitude concerning civil
service.

28. Prepare a report of one or two pages on the great pub-
lic works undertaken by the Chinese.such es the :great
Wall, canals, irrigation projects, etc.

29. List several products ancient Chinese craftsmen wei-e
noted for.

30. List several important inventions of the Chinese and
state their impact on the west.

31. Describe the role of the family in Chinese society and
then draw some parallels between the Cinese and the
early Roman family life.

32. Compare in chart form the origins and main ideas of
Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism in China.

33. Write a brief one-page report on Chinese art or give
the class a three to five minute oral report on tne
same topic.

34. Draw a la...)eled floor plan for a Chinese building such
as a pagoda, palace, or temple.

35. Compare Chinese writini to our systenl by pointing out
the major similarities and/or differences.

Oojective d4: The student will evaluate positively the im-

Pact of ancient r_hina and Red China today on
world civilization as meas.J!-ed by teach%r obser-
vJtion of student interest 'howr in clans dis-
cussions or in a brief 3-5 rinute oral report
with acceptable :.nrfortilance deterwined by thn
teacher.
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Objective #5: The student will increase in comprehension of
the culture and contributions of the Moslem
civilizatiori by summarizing tire material in Zhe
following suggested aftivities with acce,ptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Activities: L

36. Write a teo or three paragraph geographic description
of the Arabian peninsula.

37. List the occupations that the early Arabs pursued.
Give OW.? reason why the variety was so limited.

38. Describe in two or three paragraphs the living habits
of the Bedouins.

ti*

Objective 46: The student will increase in comprehension of
the Moslem religion, founded by :lohammed, by
summarizing the material in the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher.

Activities:

39. Write a biographical sketch of the early life of t.lo-
hammed.

40. Point out many comon characteristics among

Mohammedanism, Christianity, and Judism.

41. Give at least one disference between-Nohammedanism
and Christianity.

42. List ;cure of the iDortant rules of the new religion.

4?. St)te the effqct Mohauleianism had on the Arabs.

Objective 47

Activities:

Tne student will increase in comprehension of
how the Mosle religion led to political ex-
.dahsion for the ,cabs by sum.ari zing tne !;!a-
terial in the collowing L.4(.;gosted activities
icn acceptable berformance determined by the
tPicher.

a. -.)n, ex.oansion
h n i t t. (run t.r ; .

dr.1 eicn in d centerVe : ca! Al lah, :oran,

onr!
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-46. Shade in the areas of Moslem domination on an outline
world map.

1)4

ea
7. Give when and why Moslem rule under one man came to

an end.

8. Give the reason why the Sel§,Iurks from central Asia
came to dominate Islam.

1 49. List the goods for which the Arab world became famous.'

50. Write an editorial eithe,. defending or col'idemning
slavery in the Moslem world.

'51. Prepare a report of one or two pages on any two of the
following topics: Moslem architecture, science, as-
tronomy, medicine, literature, or art.

52. List any two of the earlier civilizations which in-
fluenced the Moslem world and state what that influence
was.

53. Discuss in two or three paragraphs the role of Arab
women.

54. Consider their roles before Mohammed anu after him.
Also consider their role now.

Objective #8: The student will respond positively to the im- .

pact of the growth of Islam on world history
as measured by teacher observation of student
interest shown in class dicussion or in a brief
3-5 minute oral report.

N



CHRISTIANITY AND THE ROMAN
AND BYZANTINE EMPIRE

.

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

P. 1

THE STUDENT WILL DISPLAY KNOWLEDGE OF 1WO VERY IMPORTANT DEVELOP-
MENTS IN THE ROMAN EMPIRE--THE SPREAD OF. CHRISTIANITY AND THE
FORMATION OF THE EASTERN BYZANTINE EMPIRE--BY COMPLETING THE
FOLLOWING WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE
TEACHER:

Objectiv #1: The student will increase in comprehension of the
spread of thristianity,=the reasons for it and
the extent of its influence, by summarizing the
material in the following suggested activities
with acceptable performance determined by the
teacher.

Activities:

1. Describe the life of Christ in a biographical sketch of
one or two pages.

List some reasons why the Christians came into conflict
with the Roman state.

3. Give at least one reason why this new faith spread so
rapidly through the empire.

4. Give one reason behind Nero's persecutions of the Chris-
tians.

5. Give the reason why the Christian faith came to be
tolerated around the year 300 A.D.

6. Write a short biography of une or two pages of the life
of Constantine.

7. List the steps by which Constantine ,lade Christianity
the official rel-!gion of the empire.

8. State what Christianity offered which was oew and which
attracted so many followers.

9. Diagram the organization of the Christian Church.

10. Define the following words and give one example of each:
bishop, monk, win, monastery, convent, illuminated,
manuscribt, disciple, messiah and heresy.

11. State hnw the bishob f Rome carve to occupy a supreme
position in tr.e Churrh Pore.

List th re,!..,onc, why the ,,hurch di/ided into .astern
and 'e;,.-.te,n
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13. Diagram the organi'iation of the eastern ''Church and com-
, Tare it to the western church.

Objective #2: The student will evaluate positively the state-
ment: "The comin3 of Christianity marked the
be9iuningof a no% era 'n the ,iistory of We'!stern
civilization,"as measured 0) teacher oborvation
of student interest in class discussions.

Objective #3: The student will increase in comprehension of
life in the Byzantine Empire by summarizing the
material in the following suggested activities
with acceptable performance determined by the
teacher.

1,

Activities.

14. List at leastv5 important charazteristi,:s about Con-
stantinople.

15. List the powers of the Byzantine empeeor.

16. List at least two reasons why the Byzantine section of
the empire did not fall to the barbarians as the western
section did.

17. List several of the products for which ConsWtinople
was famous.

18. Give two reasons for selecting Ole location of Constantinople.

19. Explain why the Byzantine forces though often small in
numbe were able to defeat the enemies of Constantinople
up until 1453.

20. Prepare a brief biographical sketch on the Emperor Justinian.
Note his contributions in law and his efforts to beautify
CognstantAnople.

21. List the subjects a Byzantine boy might take in school.

22. Indicate by example how important religion was in the
Byzantine empire.

23. Give reasons and examples why the Byzantine Empire
was a flourishing place.

24. Describe theHippodror:e and list sore of the events
which took place there.

25. List several reasons for the eventual downfall of to.n-

-)t,:ntinon1,!.
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27. Write a):Irief report of two or three hundred words to
include the following: Greek Orthodox Church, Nicene
Creed, St. Sophia, Metropolitan, Patriarch, autocrat,
Mosaic, Icon, illuminated manuscript.

28. Give as many reasons as you can to substantiate th.e
claim that the Byzantine empire was more Greek than
Roman..

29. Trace the boundaries of the Byzantine empire at its,
greatest extent on an outline map. Note the chief
cities and trade routes.



EARLY MIDDLE AGES AND THE CRUSADES
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LEVEL OBJECTIVE

THE STUDLNT WILL 1%C.REASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF LIFE IN IHROPE DURING
THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES (c. 500-1000 A.D.) !Y COMPLETING THE FOL-
LOWING WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will increase his comprehension of the
factors and conditions that brought about, and
then existed in, the early Middle Aaes by sum-
marizing the material in the following suggested
activities with acceptable performance determined
by the teacher.

Activities:

1. Define the term "middle ages" and then list three fac-
tors which brought about the conditions that existed at
that time.

2. Compare the culture of the Germanic invaders to that of
the Romans in two or three paragraphs.

3. State briefly why the German sense of loyalty to one man
rather than to any state or government would be ilipor-
tant in the developm2nt of the middle ages.

4. List the reascns why the German kings could not preserve
ROman government even though they admired it.

5. Give at least one reason why of all the German tribes,
the Franks; were the most successful.

6. Sketch on an ouline map of Europe the kingdoms es-
tablished by the Germanic tribes by 530 A.D.

7. Prepare a one or two page report on the relationship
among the Clovis, the Merovingian dynasty, Charles Mar-
tel, Pepin and the Mayors of the Palace.

8 State what became the basis of wealth once civilization
and the town life dwindled in Europe following the fall
of Rome.

1)hjectivP The student will increase his comprehension of the
genius of Charleagne in establishing the first
substantial r,ermanic empire by sulflarizing the ma-
trial in the following sugge;ted activities with
acceptable? performance deterrHned by the teacher.

Activities'

L'11
of thnir kingdom.

. In:. kr,t
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10. Explain in several paragraphs the Frankish concept of
law and justice.

11. State the reason why Pope Stephen II helped Pepin to
win the throne of the Franks.

12. Write a brief biographical sketch of Charlemagne.

13. Give one reason why Charles is regarded as a "great" man.

14. Outline the various campaigns which Charles undertook
to establish his kingdom and then sketch and label his
kingdom on an outline map of Europe.

15. Describe the events which led up to the crowning of
Charles as Holy Roman Emperor.

16. Describe briefly what is meant by the Carolinian Ren-
aissance.

17. Define the following terms and use each in a sentence:
Caroline Minuscule, liberal arts, margrave, Missi Domi-
nici, and capitularies.

18. Construct a chronological time bar of the history of the
Franks from 450 to 814 A.D.

19. List reasons for the breakup of the empire after the
death of Charles.

Objective F3: The student will synthesize the various conditions
during the first centuries in Europe following
Rome's fall which led to the emergence of the
feudal system as rieasured by teacher evaluation of
student interest shown in a one-page essay or in
a brief 3-5 inute oral report. The following
activities are suggested for this objective.

Activities:

20. Define word "feudalism" and use it in a sentence.

21. List the conditions which helped brim: about feudalism.

22. Brierly state the role o tne if' cauc;inc dir;t;Ap-
tion in Europe.

23. Draw a dianram c,howini; the ff.uria1 rel!tionship between
lord and vassals.

24. List in t,rief descriptive (;entences tne various
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25. Define the fo.11owing terms and use each in a sentence:
feudal system, knight, chivalry, tournament,villain,
serf, fief, vassal, page, squire, overlord, treeman,
fallow, count.

Objective #4: The student will increase his comprehension of
what life was like on a medieval manor by sum-
marizing the material in the following suggested
activities with acceptable performance determined
by the teacher.

Activities:

26. Sketch aid label appropriately the lay-out of a typical
manor.

27. List the obligations the lord of the manor owed to the
common people on the manor.

28. List the duties the common people owed to the lord.

29. State the basic difference between a slave and a serf.

30. Draw a diagram showing the various social classes to be
found on a manor.

31. Describe the life of the peasant farrier on the manor,
Include these terms: the two field system, the three
field system, the lord's demise, and common pasture.

32. List the various crops i,;rown on the manor.

33. Compare the typical menu of a serf with that of the lord.

34. List-the various occupations carried out on the manor
besides farming.

35. Describe the court system that was conducted by the
lord on the manor.

nbjective #5: Tne student will evaluate positively the state-
'The :i:edieval manor was almost completely

self-sufficient,- as measurd 1:-/ teacher obser-
vation of student interest shown in class di%-
cu;sions.

,tudPt r.oP:brenension o'
!:)Tihant rol the Christian Church in Europe

rir; the ".i.1,11 b, thu rlaterial
r the surtd activities with aL-

tne
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Activities:

36. State the reason why the Church was regarded as the one
unifying force available in the early Mit. le Ages.

37. State the role of the newly roundek religious order of
friars.

38. Prepare a one or two pace written rep,'t on one of the
following: St. Francis, St. Domenic, ur St. Benedict.

39. Compare the role and position of the Pope in the Middle
Ages with that of today.

40. Define the following terms and give examples of each:
bishop,diocese, archbishop, cardinal, orders, tithe,
excommunication, interdict, sacraments.

41. Discuss the important role of the monastery in two to
three paragraphs.

42. List the privileges and responsibilities of the clergy.

Objective #7: The student will respond positively to the dif-
ference in the attitude to4ard rebOon in the
Middle Ages and that held today measured by

' teacher observation of student interest shown in
class discussions.

Objective

Activities:

The student will increase his comprehension of the
religious Crusades, their goals and success, by
summarizing the !-terial in the following cUrl-
gested activities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher.

43. Define the word "crusade- and give its derivation.

44. List the reasons .;:y the eou1e of western Europe would
seek to undertake a .:rusale.

45, Descrte th scen.:' at Tler-ont where Po1)e Urban
preache--.1 the first .]rus3e.

46. ^escr t., taL of t,e . .nilss ,:ni(jht and
Peter tre

47. List tne leaders of the first Crusadi! and give a short
biogranical si.etch of each.

48. Trace Ant label on an r,,tline ma:, 'hp various routes to

49. ;4r14:i ir int a of an or:1lri
Crusader. Be sure to indicate the nardships of the
journey.
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50. Outline the military battles a14d results of the fi^st
Crusade.

5l. Draw in and label the Crusader states that Nere es-
tat ^.hed in the Middle East on an outline map.

52. Out. the events and results of the second through
seventn Crusades.

53. Briefly identify the fullowing: Knights Templar,
Urban II, Holy Land, Richard, the Lion-hearted, Hos-
pitalers, and Saladrin.

54. Construct A time-line en the Crusades.



REVIVAL OF TOWN LIFE
AND THE EARLY RENAISANCES

SS 25

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

p. 1

THE STUDENT WIL. INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF LIFI.1N MEDIEVAL
TOWNS FOLLOWING THE CRUSADES AND ALSO DURING THE BEGINNING OF
THE EARLY RENAISSANCE BY COMPLETING THE.FCLLOWING WITH
ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective *1: The student will increase his comprehension of
life in the revived towns in tilt, lztter Middle
Ages and the factors leadirg to that revival
by summarizing the material in the following
suggested activities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher.

Activities:

1. List the reasons for the decline of town l;fe during
the early Middle Ages.

2. Prove by giving several specific examples that even
though Europe was settled largely with manors dur-
ing the years 600-1000 A.D. ,towns did not die out com-
pletely.

3. Discuss in several paragraphs tne c-ircum7,tances which
would greatly help to revive town life.

4. Write a description of 130 -200 words of a visit to a
typical medieval town.

5. Point out several advantages of life in a modern town
over that of a medieval town.

6. Locate and label five to ten major towns around 1200
A.D. on an outline map of Europe.

Objective a2: The student will increase his comprehension of
the origins and organization of the medieval
guilds (unions) by summarizing the material in

the following suggested activities with ac-
ce:)table performance dete-mined by the teacher

Activities:

7. Define and give examples of the following terms:
hanse, merchant guild, craft guild, apprentice,
journeyman, master and masterpiece.

Di ;puss in a short essay the origins of the guilds.

9. List the rsponsibilitiw, (inn i;rivleoes of guild -lem-
Di?rS.
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10. Discuss in an essay of two or three paragraphs the
contributions and the drawbacks of medieval guilds in
the development of totin life.

Objective #3:. The student will increase in comprehension of
the growth of commerce that came with the re-
vival of medieval town life by summarizing the
material in the following suggested activities
with acceptable performance determined by the
teacher.

Activities:

11. Define "fair price" as it was used in the Middle Ages.
Compare the modern mLaning of the term.

12. Compare the medieval fajr with our county and state
fairs today.

13. List as many reasons as you can find why some Medieval
peop1e tried to prevent competition in trade and industry.

T4. List the various ways by which towns became independent.

15. List reasons to prove that guilds either aided or
hindered commerce.

16.: List whatever possible reasons you can research why
townspeople thought and acted differently from feudal
lords and churchmen.

Objective #4: The student will increase his comprehension of
the dominant role of religion during the Middle
Ages as shown vividly in the medieval cathedrals
by summarizing the material in the following
suggested activities with acceptable performance
determineJ by the teacher.

Activities:

17. Explain why the growth of town life would eventually
lead to greater interest in art and learning.

18. Give several reasons for the building of cathedrals.

19. Sketch a floor plan of a cathedral.

20. Discuss and compare Romanesque and Gothic styles of
cathedrals.
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Objective #5: The student will increase his comprehension of
what constituted "higher education" in th,.
Middle Ages by summarizing the material in the
following suggesced activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

21. Describe in several paragraphs a typical medieval uni
versity including its physical set up and course offer-

. ings.

22. Compare medieval schools in general with contemporary
schools.

23. Define the term "scholasticism" as it was used in the
Middle Ages.

24. Research and write a one or two page report on one of
the following: Abelard, Thomas Aquinas, university
degrees, or gothic c athedrals.

Objective #6: The student will increase his comprehension of
the Renaissance, its origins and achievements,
by summarizing the material in the following
suggested activities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher.

Activities:

25. Define the term "Renaiscance" and give one example of
its use.

26. Give 3 reasons why Italy would be the first place to
experience the Renaissance.

27. List at least 3 factors which led to the emergence of

the Renaissance.

28. Give 2 reasons why the Renaissance spread over the
rest of Europe gradually.

29. State the difference between the Humanists and the
medieval church writers.

30. Define the term "vernacular" and then give several
examples of it.

31. Give 3 effects of the invention of the printing press
to indicate its irpact on all of Europe.
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32. Give one reason why science proceeded slowly early in
the Renaissance.

33. Prepare two or three page biographies on any three of
the following men: DaVinci, Erasmus, Galileo, Dante,
Gutenberg, Machiavelli, Michelangelo, Raphael. You
may also suggest other personalities you wish to re-
search.



POLITICAL PARTIES
SS 26 P. 1

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN KNOWLEDGE OF THE BIRTH AND GROWTH
OF POLITICAL PARTIES IN THE U. S. BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING
WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective 01: The student will increase in comprehension of the
factors leading to the birth of 'political parties
in the U. S. by summarizing the material in the
following suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

1. Define the term political party and give two exi'mples
of such.

2. Identify the first two political parties in the U. S.,
when they first appeared, and the first U. S. President
from each.

Draw a diagram to show the growth of political parties
to the present day. Include names of the parties and
dates.

4. Compare the political philosophies of the fir-st two parties.

5. Explain briefly the difference between popular and elec-
toral votes and state the reason for having both.

Objective #2: The student will increase in comprehension of the
operation of political parties in elections by
summarizing the material in the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable performance de-
termined by the teacher.

Activities:

5. Give the basic difference between a primary and a regular
election.

7. Give one reason why some states do not hold presidential
primaries.

8. Briefly discuss the crfqin, ourose, and wori,ings of the
national conventions.

9. List the characteristics of the Aw.,fralian ballot.

10. Lic,t tht, voting requirepients for the state of P. I.

U f ynir wird 1".tinr_t ret.r,:.enta-

tives (In the Incal, -,tate, and n,Itional
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12. List the means by which parties raise money.

13. List the uses of money raised by parties.

14. Express in one or two .hundred words your opinion of what
has become a two-party system in the U. S.

15. List the functions and,role of the party not in office.

16. List ten "third" parties that existed at one or

another in our political history.

17. Identify the Democratic and Republican parties, on the
local, .state, and national levels.

lg. Give three reasons why people vote the way they do.



MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE/STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE
CITIZENSHIP, WHAT IT ;IS AND NOW IT IS DEMONSTRATED
COMMUNITY, AND NATION, BY .COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING
ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINE' BY THE TEACHER.

Objective The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehension of cjtizenship in the home, how it
is developed and demonstrated, by summarizing the
material in the following suggested activities
with acceOtable oerformance determined by the
teacher.

CITIZENSHIP IN THE HOME,
COMMUNITY AND NATION

SS 27

. N

p. 1

OF THE IDEA OF
IN THE HOME.,
LEVEL WITH

Activities:

i

/
1. Define the term citizenship and then use it fn'a sentence.

2. Explain ' several paragraphswhyoitizenship is an honor
and a duty as well.

3. List the steps by which an alien obtains citizenship.

4. List as many ways as you can to show'how one might prac-
tice good citizenship habits during a typical day.

5. Explain in 1-2 paragraphs why the success of American
government rests on a sound family structure where good
citizenship is developed.

Compare one ancient society to our society (Rome for
example), where the family unit broke down and consequently
its government as Kell.

7. Discuss in an essay the various ways the American family
has changed during-the last century. State how these

- changes nave helped as well as created problems in the
family.

8. List And briefly comment on each of the major problems
confronting the American family sucn ac: divorce,
juvenile (telinquency, alcoholism, et(L.

9. State what the role of the state is in protecting the
family.

10. Summarize in several paragraphs why the development of
sound ;.:oney management in the home is essential to good
family life ac., well as ;ood citizenship.

11. List as many steps as you can to show noti a teenager can
;;reparr: or a succ9',sful family life on his own:
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12. Summarize the views of one of the following from an
interview on problems facing the American family today:
judge, social. worker, marriage counselor.

Objective #2: The student will demonstrate an increase in his
comprehgnsion of duties and,privileges a citizen

'has in the community by summarizing the material
in the following suggested activities with ac-
ceptable performance determined by the teacher.

Act vities:

13. Write a 1-2 page essay on the growth of cities and the
problems accompanying this growth.

14. List the services Cranston affords its citizens.

15. Explain in several paragraphs how these services are
paid for.

16. Define the following terms and give an example of each
in a sentence: community, rural rarm community, small
country town, suburb, urban ,community, metropolis, metro-
politan area, megalopolis, one industry community.

17. Which of the above terms fits Cranston.

18. Write a brief his.tory of Cranston in 1-2 pages.

19. Prepare a graph showing growth of population in Cranston
from its birth to the present.

20. Make a chart of the c'ty's present budyet line appropria-
.

tions.

21. Construct a diagrai .to show how city 'government works.

22. Draw up a list of the various city councilmen, school
committee members, and district court judges in Cranston.

23. Discuss in a one page essay your ideas of what it takes
to be a good citizen in :ranston.

24. Briefly list and explain the ways one can gain citizen-
ship in the United States.

25. Discuss immigrations to the U. S. in general in 2-3
paragraphs.

26. Construct a map to show population density in the U. S.

TUTV,tr.Alt d .;rloh of )0..ulotion .1,e1!.n in the
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28. Define the following list of terms and use each in a
sentence: natural population increase, immigration,_
old migration, new migration, consulate, quota system,
citizenship, naturalization, alien, visa, citizenship
retention, declaration of intention, petition for natural-
ization, final hearing, allegience.

29. Write a brief report on present immigration laws.

30. Explain the importance of voting in national elections
in 2-3 paragraphs.

31. Make a chart comparing the duties of citizenship and
its benefits.

32. List the rules fnr diSplaying the flag.



AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
SS 28 p. 1 .

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF AMERICAN GOV-

ERNMENT BY SATISFACTORILY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL, ACCEPTABLE

PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective Pl: The student will increase his knowledge of the

need of government in America by satisfactorily

completing the following activities subject to

teacher evaluation.

Activities

I Suggest three or more reasons why government is needed.

2. Illustrate in a paragraph the reasons why men need rules.

3. Identify in oral discussion the various freedoms granted to

Americans in the Constitution.

4... Analyze in a paragraph or two the statement: "An American

has maw freedoms but this does not mean he has the license

to do as he pleases."

5. Define each of the following terms: government,

absolute monarch, dictator, dictatorship, laws, constitutions,

republic, representative, democracy.

6. Discuss critically why some form of government is essential.

Use examples from your own knowledge.

Objective P2: The student will increase his comurehension of the be-

ginnings of our American government by corir:leting the

following activities to teacher satisfaction.

Activities ;

7. List tne reasons why we fought the Revolutionary War with

England.

8. Make up a newspaper type editorial cartoon, illustrating Ameri-

can grievances towards England.

9. Read the Articles of Confederation.

10. List at least five weaknesses the Articles had as

a central plan of riovr!rnent
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11. State the principal reason for the calling.of the
Constitutional Convention.

12. Do a biography on one of the attending members (one
from Rhode Island is appropriate).

13. Identify in sentences: Articles of Confederation,
Constitutional Convention, Constitution, Founding
Fathers, Parliament, Magna Carta, English gill of
Rights, Federation, Federal Union, Virginia Plan,

New Jersey Plan, Great Compromise, Constitution
of the Unitea States.

14. Make a chart comparing the Articles of Confederation
and the Constitution on such points as: powers of
the central government, states' powers, representa-
tion, separation of powers.

15. List the ideas borrowed from England and incorporated
into the Constitution.

16. Formulate a hypotheses on why the government of the

United States was divided into three sections by the
founding fathers.

Objective #3: The student will increase his comprehension of
the greatness of American democratic government
and freedoms by completing the following activi-
ties to the satisfaction of the teacher.

Activities.

17. Discover and discuss in class the main purpose of our
nation's government as determined by the founding

fathers.

18. Identify in oral discussion: consent of the governed,
direct domocracy, republic, representative democracy,
federal system of government, federal government, sepa-
ration of powers, legislative branch, executive branch,
judicial branch, checks and balances, amendments, cabi-
net, unwritten Constitution.

19. Outline the powers given to the Federal government.

20. Compare in outline form the federal powers with those
of the state and local communities.

21. Synthesize wny our government has powers which are limited,
r,eparated, and eq..lipped with checks and balances in a writ-

ten 'eport.
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22. Explain briefly how our government can grow, es-
pecially through the process of amending the Con-
stitution.

23. Reid the Bill of Rights and explain how you feel about
the provisions contained in it in a 2 to 3 minute
talk.

24. List the rights to equal justice afforded to Americans
under the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth Amendments.

25. Identify some of the many rights Americans enjoy which
are not listed in the Constitution.

26. Discuss in a panel talk threats to our Bill of Rights
both in the past and what might occur in the future.

27. List in 'a written report: the principles that guided
the Congress of Vienna, the members of the Quadruple
Alliance and the reasons why it was formed, the terri-
torial changes made by the Congress of Vienna.

Objective #4: The student will increase in comprehension of
the steps taken by Frederidk...the Great to
raise Prussia to major power status by com-
pleting the following suggested activities
with acceptable performance determined by the
teacher.

Activities

28. Match the following ruling families with the states
they controlled: Hohenzollerns, Hapsburgs, Bour-
bons, Romanovs.

29. Illustrate on a map of Eastern Europe the territorial
growth of the state of Brandenburg through the use of
'various shadings.

30. Explain in an essay: (a) the manner in which Branden-
burg and Prussia became united; (b) the land expansion
policy of the Kings of Prussia - in particular the Drang
Nock Ostem; (c) the militarism of Frederick the Great,
the reasons and results of his several wars, and why he
was termed a military genius.

31. Elaborate cn Frederic's iTpact on Prussia's economic
and social life, Poland, Au.,tria, in a written essay
or on a panel presentation.

Objective 05: The student will increase in comprehension of
the taken by Peter the Great to strengthen
ilbsolutism in Pu:,sia and also to bring that
nation closer to Western Europe by completing the
following suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.
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Activities

32. State in what way the following three groups have in-
fluenced Russia's development: Vikings, Mongols, By-
zantine monks, slaves.

33. List.four Byzantine influences in Russian society.

34. State three aspects of Peter the Great's westernization
program.

35. Compare and contrast the policies and achievements of:
Peter the Great of Russia and Frederick the Great of
Prussia.
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THE PRESIDENCY

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

1

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE OFFICE
OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING
WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE, DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will increase his com-
prehension of the,qualifications and powers of

the presidency by completing the following ac-
tivities with acceptable performance to be de-
termined by the teacher.

I.

Activities:

1. Find and read the sections about the President in

the Constitution. List the sections and articles
here for future reference.

2 Outline the qualifications for President of the

United Skates.

3. List and explain in paragraph form the powers of

the President.

4. Discuss in class some reasons for the passage of

the twenty-first Amendment.

5. Interpret in a 2 or 3 minute talk why the. president's
position as commander-in-chief has become one of the

most vital powers he possesses. (give at least two
examples of recent decisions)

6. Examine in a written report how presidents themselves
have felt about their position.

7, Discuss critically in a panel discussion why the
president's conduct of foreign policy has often

come into conflict with Congress. Be prepared to
give specific examples.

8. Illustrate in class discussion scree of the traditions
which have grown up in the office of the president.

9. Define each of the following terms: inaugural ad-
dress, twenty-second amendment, executive, chief
executive, State of the Union ressage, budget mes-
sage, economic message, veto, foreign policy, treat-
ies, recognize, reprieve, pardon, commutation.

Objective 42: The student will be able to increase his com-
prehension of the workings of the Cabinet and

other executive departments by satisfactorily
completing the following activities with ac-
ceptable performance to be determined by the

teacher.
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Activities:

10. Draw a chart showing, the twelve executive departments.

11. Discover and relate in class discussion why these depart-
ments are subject to change in both number and organization.

12. Explain in paragraph form the responsibility of each
department.

13. Relate in a paper the historic development of the cabinet.

14. Identify in sentences :executive departments, cabinet,
ambassadors, minister, consult, passports, chiefs of states,
bureaus.

15. Examine the relative importance of each cabinet level in a

panel discussion.

16. Describe in a paragraph why there is need for other
executive agencies besides the Cabinet.

'1. Discover and relate in class what forms these agencies take.

18. Describe these independent agencies in outline form.

19. Generalize from studies and reading matter why it is essential
to have agencies independent of the government in a democratic
society.

20. Describe in several sentences each of the executive agencies.

21. Define in class the following agencies: National Security
Council, Office of Emergency Planning, Central Intelligence
Agency, The National Aeronautics and Space Council.

Objective #3: The student will be able to evaluate positively the
magnitude and difficulty 4 the presidency as a job by
completing the fo.;lowing activities as measured by self
report and teacher evaluation.

Activities:

22. Give your interpretation and the significance of the
famous siren on Harry Truman's desk, "The buck stops
hpre".

"4
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23. Read a biography of any of the great presidents and
relate the feeling of the book in a 2 to 3 minute
talk.

24. Do a study of local newspapers, telecasts, weekly
news magazines and national news telecasts to see
how .often and in what context the name of the presi-
dent.appears.

25. Describe the activities of the president in a panel
report. Work with a group to draw up a possible
day's schedule for a president in the performance
of his duties with various committees, councils,
cabinet members, etc.



ENVIRONMENT

SS 30 p. 1

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN KNOWLEDGE OF ENVIRONMENT AND THE WISE
USE OF NATURAL RESOURCES IN THIS COUNTRY BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING
WITH ACCEPTABIJ PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective The student will gain an understanding of the natural
resources, how they have been abused and how they can be
conserved by completing the following activities with
acceptable performance to be determined by teacher
evaluation and teacher-made tests.

Activities:

Determine the natural resources which America hAc
in abundance to supply us for at least another centisttry.

2. List the natural resources which are found in Rhode Island.

3. On an outline map of the United States show where the nations
main resources are located.

4. On a Rhode Island map, do the same as above.

5. Illustrate in several paragraphs how the United States de-
veloped into a great nation because of natural resources.

6. Describe in a panel discussion the various abuses which man
has perpetrated on the environment in the United States.

7. Jraw up a chart showing what America consumes on a rercentage
basis of the world's resources (Example: coal, iron, oil, etc.)

8. Id?ntif/ the following terms in a sentence: natural resources,

conservation, Theodore Roosevelt, Gifford ninchett and
Franklin Roosevelt.

9. Prepare a three minute tal:s on the beninninric "c
conversation Dractirec Jo the United states.

Thggest some reasons why Ariericans rave h,?en so wasteful of

natural resources.

Research and outline the ori9ins of trio Pgar1carA1

';Oil Conservation Service.

12. D:sr.rit) in letail the following terms in class: crop
rotation, topsoil, eAhaustible res(:,.:rces, renewable
'resources, water erosion, sheet erosicn, wind erosion,
!contour plowing, strip croppin;:, trra.:infi, and (luny

control.
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13. Write a report on the various uses man has for water.

14. Draw a chart showing the water cycle.

15. Describe how water is used in; Rhode Island's industries both

in the past and in the present.

16. Oetermine from newspapers and other resources the
various ways the waters of Rhode IslanH and those
of the United States have been polluted.

17. In a panel discussion consider your views on pollution and how

it might be avoided.

18. Define in sentences: forest fires, forest reserves, forest
service, wildlife, wildlife refuges.

19. View a film on conservation and be prepared to discuss it.

. 20. Draw up a forest fire prevention poster.

21. Have a state conservation officer or member of the board

of health talk to the class on conservation.

Objective #2: The student will display knowledge of conservation and
natural resources by attempting some of the following

suggestions and returning a self report to be discussed

and evaluated by the teacher.

Activities:

22. Join an area cleanup campaign or river clean up, etc., or

Perhaps start your own. Areas such as parks, river banks, etc.

are good places.

23. Write various city agencies such as public works, Junior

Chamber of Commerce, etc., to get recyclina Proi-
ects started in Cranston.

24. Obtain trees from the forestry department and ;lant them

on the school or other Public building lawns. obtain
perriission)

?5. Find some ::olluted strean' or ()titer abuse of a natural resource

in Cranston and write a letter to the city :,avers voicing

/our ronion on i t.
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26. Arrange for a speaker or speakers interested in conserva-

tion to come to the school and give a talk in the auditorium.

27. Visit Arcadia State Forest and report to the class your im-

pression of the work going on and the recreational activities

available there.



STATE GOVERNMENTS
SS 31 p. 1

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE WORKINGS OF STATE

GOVERNMENT WITH PARTICULAR EMPHASIS ON RHODE ISLAND BY COMPLETING THE

FOLLOWING LEVEL WITH SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE TO BE DETEVNED BY

THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will increase his comprehension of the

origins of the state systul in our country by completing

the following activities subject to teacher evaluation.

Activities.

1. Define the word "state". Use dictionary definitinnc.

2. Describethe distinction between a national state and the fifty

states which make up our country. Discuss this in class.

3. List the strengths and weaknesses under our first government,

the Articles of Confederation.

4. In a paragraph consider why.the states were granted real powers

under the Constitution but are not allowed to be independent

of the federal government as under the Articles of Confederation.

5. List the provisions of the Northwest Ordinance. Also, find out

how many states came in undir its provisions and answer the

question - "Why was it so successful?"

6. Read the Rhode Island state constitution and outlin
its parts including arendr.ents.

7. Draw up a chart showing the organization of Rhode
Island state government.

8. Write a oarnraoh illistriting the areas where fed-

eral and state goverments can work together.

9. Define the following terms: states, state constitu-
tion, territory, North'6est Ordinance, Full Faith
and Credit Clause, extradition, Articles of Confedera-
tion.

10. List the six parts most commonly found in state con-

stitutions.

Objective .1.c. -he --twiont inr:,P3sn r the

lawknrs ')t t' -:41-,:?s n w'tn narti-
cdiar e-:nacis
completing tne folIoesiny acti+,ities subject to
teacher evaluation.
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Activities:

11. Identify the word "reserved" in its relation to the powers
which the states have in making laws.

12. Examine in a report the problems over interpretation of the
want of reserved powers which the state,: have as opposed to
those of the Federal 'Government. (Consider the North-South
cOnflict).

13. State in a sentence or two the reserved powers of the states.

14. Explain in a sentence or two the concurrent powers of our
state and nation.

15. Discuss in class the composition of the Rhode Island State
Legislature.

16. Examine in a panel discussion the responsibilities of the
R. I. state legislature. Does it live up citizen expec-

tations, etc.?

17. Draw up an election circular, listing the qualifications
needed to become a Rhode Island state legislator.

18. List the organization, by community representation,
of the R.I. House of Representatives.

19. Do the same for the Rhode Island Senate.

20. Write a paragraph describing the basic format or pro-
cedures of most state leg4slative sessions in the
United States.

21. Draw a chart showing how a becomes law in Rhode
Island.

22. Visit the state legislature in session, and record
your comments as if you were a newspaper reporter
covering the State House.

23. Have members of tne class set up a model state
legislat,re, and as a bill, 'ioinci through all
the motions a real legislature would go through.

Objective #3: The student will increase his comprehension of
the Governor's role in Rhode Island and other
states thrr)u7ht th,2 Unithd 7,tatc.!5 by nor--
Dieting tne suolect to
teacher cho:ce aria evaluation.
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Activities:

24. List the qualifications for governor of Rhode Island.

25. Make a chart or a diagram illustrating the powers and
duties of the governor in Rhode Island, as well as
other states of the union.

26. Describe and relate in class discussion the governor's
role in his political party.

27. Describe in outline form the other executive officials
of the state.

28. Explain in paragraph form the areas of responsibilities
of the Department of Health, Public Works, Welfare,
etc.

29. Describe a typical working day in the life of the
governor by your using knowledge of his responsibili-
ties.

30. Visit the State House or invite the governor or other
high state official to the school to discuss his
views on state government.

31. Identify in sentences: governor, executive ordinances,
lieutenant governor/secretary of state, attorney
general, treasurer, auditor, superintendent of public
instruction, director of public health, director of
public welfare, director of public safety, director
of highways, state civil service.

Objective #4: The student will increase his comprehension of
the operation of state courts by completing the
following activities with acceptable performance
to be determined by the teacher.

Activities

32. Describe in brief paragraphs the difference between
civil cases and criminal cases.

33. List three common cases which are or have been in
state courts with which the Jni.ted States might be
concerned.

34. Pre;-,are a diagram listing the three general 'types of
;tate courts and the specific courts which are listed

the,..p three.
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35. Visit a state trial court, for example, Superior Court,
and discuss your impressions in a. panel talk.

36. Examine the role of the judge in a regular court trial.
Do this in a short paper.

37. Prepare a short talk contrasting the role of the judge
in trial and civil courts to that of fam;ly court
judges.

38. Define in sentences: civil cases, criminal cases,
felonies, misdemeanors, justice of tne peace, justice
court, magistrates court, traffic courts, domestic
relations courts, orphans courts, juvenile courts,
state trial courts, court of record.
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MAJOR ;OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE ECONOMIC CONCEPTS OF OUR
AMERICAN FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING W-ITH SAT-
ISFACTORY PERFORMANCE TO BE DETERMINED BY TEACHER EVALUATION
AND TEACHER-MADE TESTS.

Objective #1: The student will increase his knowledge of the /American
economic system by doing the following activities subject
to teacher evaluation.

Activities:

1. Describe Adam Smito as the father of free enterprise.

2. Define the word "economy."

3, In class discussion explain why the American econ-
omy is called a free economy.

4. Relate in an outline how our free economy works.

5. Describe in several paragraphs why the American economy is
based on a free market. Define "free market" first.

6. Relate an example from your own knowledge showing why the
American economy is based on free competition.

7. Prepare a poster or chart showing the various freedoms inherent
in the American economy.

8. Interpret the meaning of the American economic structure as
a free enterprise system in a written report.

9. Suggest some reasons for controls on a free enterprise system.

10. Promise some reasons for and be ::repared to defend them in de-
bate on the need for the Federal Government to regulate busi-
ness monopolies.

11. ['Jo the same fo, labor having !1..,! right to in vital
industries.

recognize and cite evidence fnr thp need for some
1PnA1 mnnnonliPc.
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13. Identify in sentences: economy, free economy, free market,
free competition, private property, capital, capitalism,

capitalist, profit, free enterprise system, monopoly and

legal monopoly':

Objective #2: The student will increase his comprehension of the
organization of American business by satisfactorily
completing the following activities with performance
to be evaluated by the teacher.

Activities:

14. Participate in a class survey to see how many
families own a single proprietorship hliciness.

15. Write a paragraph illustrating what the term "single pro-
prietorship" means.

16. List examples of single proprietorship businesses to be found

throughout Rhode Island.

17. Outline the advantages and disadvantages of a single proprietor-

ship.

18. Have owners of single proprietorship businesses visit the class

and discuss how they started their firms and how they are run.

19. Visit single ownership businesses in the community to see how

they are run.

20. Define partnership as a form of bUsiness organization.

21. List tne advantages and drawbacks of this type of business

association.

22. :Iscover ind relate in class why the large businesses in America

to.lay are rot usually made u;: of either the single proprietor-

si'jps 'r partnerships.

23 Describe what a corporation is and how it is created.

mAke d c' :irt showing the organization of a typical corporation.
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25. Write a short biography on one of the founders of the
first big corporations in the United States, for ex-
ample: John Rockefeller or Andrew Carnegie.

26. Describe the word. conglomerate in several sentences.

27. Visit a brokerage to find out how corporations raise
money by selling stock.. Report your findings in a,
two to three minute talk.

28. In a panel discussion examine some of the rules im-
posed by the U.S. government to keep corporations
from unfair business practices.

29. Visit a local corporation with branches in other
parts of the country or world to get an idea how
these large firms are run.

30. Define in sentences: single proprietorship, part-
nership, incorporated, corporation, stock, stock-
holders, dividends, charter, board of directors,
management, preferred stock, common stock, bonds,

-bondholder.
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THE WORKINGS OF CONGRESS

MAJOR OBJECTIVE

p

THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE
WORKINGS OF CONGRESS BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING WITH
ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE TO BE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

4

Objective #1: The student will increase in his comprehension
of the general outline of Congress and its
members by summarising the material in the
following suggested activities with accept-
able performance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

I. Identify the part of the government first men-
tioned in the Constitution.

2. Explain why Congress is divided into two sections,
in an essay.

3. Describe in an outline the requirements for hold-
ing office in the Senate and House of Representa-
tives.

4. Tell in oral discussion how members of the House
of Representatives are allocated to the various
states.

5. Give the reason why the House membership is di-
vided on population, where the Senate has a set
number for each state.

6. Prepare a chart listing such information as length
of term, age requirements, salary, etc. for the
Senate.

7. Illustrate some of the specific privileges Con-
gressmen have because of their office.

8. List the helpers Congressmen have to assist them
in carrying out their jobs.

9. Write a letter to a Congressman asking his views
on the type of job he has and how he likes it.

10. Define in sentences: bicameral legislation, cen-
sus, representatives, Congressional district,
Congressman at large, senators, seniority, frank-
ing privilege, expulsion, parliamentarian, ser-
geant at arms, page boys, Library of Congress,
legislative councils.



11. Discuss critically in a panel talk whether Congressmen
should always vote the way their district feels they should.
(Consider if at times they should follow the dictates of their
conscience.)

Objective #2: The student will increase his comprehension of the or-
ganization of Congress by completing the activities in
this section with satisfactory perf)nnance to be
determined by the teacher.

Activities:

12. Explain what the terms and sessions of Congress are
in several paragraphs.

13. Discover and list the reasons why the members of the various
political parties caucus before Congress opens.

14. Differentiate in class discussion oetween the a-
jority and minority parties.

15. Make a chart illustrating the officers of the parties, such as
the floor leaders and whips. Include a description of each
bosi tion.

16. Recognize the importance of the Speaker of the House in a
paragraph.

1 ?. Compare the Speaker of the House to the President Protempore
of the Senate, explaining why the latter office has not gained
the stature of the former.

153. Recognize and give reasons for the fact that Congress does its
work through committees.

19. List the various committees of both houses.

20. Find out the committees that the members of Congress in Rhode
Island are on, and what these comrittees do. Report your

findings to the class.

21. Analyze the method of electing members of Congress to various
committees in a panel discussion. (Consider the effectiveness

of this procedure and suggest some method of improvement.)

.;hin in e-,(-TtPn::w; ihnat a bill i.
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23. Discover from what sources the ideas fw. bills may come from
in a class .discussion.

24. [)raw up a chart, showing how a bill is carried through various
stages to f4rial Passage in both the House and Senate.

25. Make up. hypothetical bill in class and prepare the
apparatus for passage of it..

26. Using the hypothetical bill:

a) have a student introduce it.
b) send it to an appropriate committee.
c) hold a hearing on the bill, including witness testimony.
d) have the committee study the bill.
e) report the bill out of committee.
f) debate the bill in the House, pass it, and send it on to

the Senate.

27. Duplicate the procedure, using the Senate.

28. Explain in a paragraph the ree options the President has
when the bill reacher, his desk.

29. Define in sentences: calendar, rules couunittee, voice vote,
roll call vote, standing vote, filibustering, conference committee,
presidential veto, pocket veto, minority party, majority party,
bills, appropriation bill, constituents, joint session, State
of the Union message, pigeon holing, hearings, public sessions,
executive session, lobbyists.

Objective n4: The student will increase his comprehensioc. of Congression-
al powers by completing sone of the activities in the
following section, subject to teacher evaluation.

Activities

30. Find the Dow:r; to Congress in the Constt,tion.

31. :)1c;tinfliiisn in '..cweral raragrapns the difff.:cence !etween
lnd :lowers.

32. , e..:.11in delegated nowers.
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33. Do the same for implied powers.

34. Deduce in an oral report why there might be problems with
the implied powers part of the Constitution.

35. List the limits of the powers of Congress.

36. Outline the special powers of the House and Senate.

37. Prepare a report of how the Supreme Court may declare
Congress out of order.

38. Explain in class discussion how the presidency may limit
Coogress.and how Congress may overcome this limitation,



CRIME, FIRE AND ACCIDENTS IN THE COMMUNITY
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS COMPREHENSION OF CRIME AND CRIMINALS IN

THE COMMUNITY BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES WITH ACCEPTABLE

PERFORMANCE TO BE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will gain in comprehension of crime
in the community by completing the following activities

with acceptable performance to be determined by the

teacher.

Activities:

1. Determine the legal definition of a crime.

2. Discover if there are degrees of crime and cr.%cuss the dis-

tinction in class.

3. List the various types of crimes committed in America and

describe them in a sentence or two.

4. Examine some of the reasons why a person might turn to a life

of crime.

5. Explain the words "juvenile delinquent".

6. List the reasons why juveniles usually get into trouble with

the law.

7. Consider some of your own solutions to reducing crime in a two

to three minute speech.

8. Evaluate the impact of drugs on the crime rate in a written

report.

9. Find out th;.? various Punish,7,ents for different types of crime

and discuss these penalties in class.

10. Define in sentences the following words: crime,

misdemeanors, felonies, criminal, crimes of vio-

lence, agnravated assault, crimes against property,
robbery, burglary, ira-A 'larceny, petty larceny,

juvenile delinquent, habitual criminal, first of-

fender, white collar criminal.
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Objective #2: The student will increase his knowledge of what the
community does to safeguard against crime by com-
pleting the following activities with acceptable per-
formance to be determined by the teacher.

Activities:

11. Give several reasons for the need of police in the com-
munities.

12. Describe the organization of a typical police force.

13. List the various kinds of police forces found throughout theme
United States.

14. Describe the qualifications needed to become a police officer
in Cranston or other community in Rhode Island, in a two to
three minute talk.

15. Illustrate the various functions which police are responsible
for in a term paper.

16. In a panel discussion, examine the role of police in preventing
crime.

17. Interview a rookie policeman, police captain or chief to get
their impressions of their jobs.

18. Define the following in sentences: police force, head-
quarters control, chain of command, police records,
department, crime laboratory, rookie policeman, walk-
ing a beat, squad car detail, park police, sheriffs,
state police.

Objective #3: The student will evaluate the hazards of fire
by completing the following activities with acceptable
performance to be determined by the teacher.

Activities

19. Look up and discuss in class the mortalities, injuries, and
daidge caused by fire in the United States each year.

20. Outline the riajor causes for fire in the United States.
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21. Examine the fire code of Cranston and comment on it in a two
to three minute talk.

22. In a panel discussion review the various procedures for fire
prevention.

23. Draw up a poster showing fire prevention rules for a household.

24. Have a fireman visit the class and discuss the role of
,firemen in the community.

Objective F4: The student will comprehend some useful ways to promote
safety in the community by satisfactorily completing the
following activities subject to teacher evaluation.

Activities

25. Make up a list showing the common accidents which strike Ameri-
cans each year.

26. Discover and cite some reasons for the number of accidents
which happen in the home.

27. Interview the police traffic safety officer and tell the class
his impressions of the reasons for traffic accidents and ways
to prevent them.

28. In a panel discussion, consider the school safety rules and
attempt to understand their rationale. The vice principal might
he interviewed on this matter also.

29. Determine through research in the library rules, for safe par-
ticipation in sports and recreation. Present the information

in an outline.

30. Visit do industrial plant. Interview the department members
concerned with safety in the plant to get their impressions on
safe procedures in the building.



FEDERAL COURT9OND JUSTICE
v44
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS COMPREHENSION OF JUSTICE AND THE COM-
POSITION OF THE FEDERAL COURT SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES BY
COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING WITH SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE TO BE
DETERMINED BY TEACHER EVALUATION AND TEACHER-MADE TESTS.

4

Objective ill: The student will increase his knowledge of the com-
position of the Federal court system by completing the
following activities with acceptable performance to
be evaluated by the teacher.

Activities:

1. Read the section about Tederal Courts in the Constitution.

2. Examine the need for both Federal Courts and state
courts.

3. Determine the existehce of a Federal Court in Rhode
Island and comment on its function.

4. List the various crimes which fall under the jurisdiction of
Federal Courts.

5. Draw a chart illustrating the system of Federa' courts in the
United States. Include number of justices, locations, juris-
diction of each category.

6. Describe the term original jurisdiction in a paragraph.

7. Discover what provisions are listed in the Constitution to
safeguard a person 's rights in the district courts .

8. List the district court officials and describe their functions.

9. Prepare a short biographical sketch of the district court
officials in Rhode Island.

10. Illustrate in a .port talk the rossibiliti,n a person has if he
fetal s that he hac, not received j!istice in a district court.

1. Descrityk! the U.7).Court of Aneals in rara9ra,,,h.

12. L/Dlan airy the ...upref',e Court i% the hirjhest cort in the land.
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13. List the function 0 the Supreme Court.

14. Do a biography of a famous Supreme Court justice.

15. Discover and relate in class discussion why the Supreme

Court is the guardian of the Constitution.

16. List and describe in a sentence or two the other various

federal courts.

17. Identify in class: Judiciary act of 1789, jurisdic-
tion, district court, original and appellate juris-

diction, U.S. Marshal, subpoena, Federal Commissioner,
U.S. District Attorney, District Court Judge, United
States Court. of Appeal, Supreme Court, Judicial Review,
Chief Justice, Associate Justice, Court of Claims,
Customs Court, Court of Customs and Patent Appeals,
Tax Court, Territorial Courts.

18. Find news articles of current interest on the Supreme Court

in local newspapers, news magazines, etc. Bring in, and put

them on a bulletin board.

19. Vdsit a Federal district court in the area to see justice being -

administered.

Objective > #2 The student will ncrease his comprehension of justice for

the individual by completing the following activities with

acceptable performance to be determined by the'teacher.

Activities!

20. Discuss critically in class the needs fir law, and if we could

have a civilized society without law.

21. Describe corr:on law in a paragraph or two.

22. Do the sa r! FOr st3tutory law.

23. Deduce in a short talk. .:tat is -,2ant by a fair trial.

24. Explain the significance of U-ie idea of a "mar being innocent

until proven guilty' in a ;,anei Jiscussion.

25. Discover wnat the teri 'habeas cor:-,us' means anJ relate its

importance to American law in class discussion.

26. Relate the origins of our laws in a brief paper.
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27. List various procedures which must be carried out in order to
give a person a fair trial.

28. Explain in several paragraphs why serving jury duty is a rea-
uisite of an American citizen.

29. Show on a chart the various kinds of juries.

30. Compare our system of justice with other countries around thd
world in a report.

31. Compare in a panel discussion trial by jury as opposed to trial
by a judge, or by a three judge panel. Consider which method
you consider superior.
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3. Explain how scarcity of goods and s2rvices
creates an econcic problem.
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cost of the .JetAeyn the prseht time and
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8. Debate the topic: "Lifc was better fifty
years ago. e Orcw.e. to debate both pro and con.

9. Define and eplain ca' :h of the four factors of
production--in.J, oJpital .-anagement.

10. Taking any thrf:e item., in the room, trace back
and chart how each has Loon affected by the above
four factors in its journey fror: its original
state to its present 51 ate.

11. Point out four ways in which modern production
in alarge factory differs- from old-fashioned
production.

12. Construct a diagram showing how goods and ser-
vices move, through our econo!4 in a circular
flow.

Objective 42: The student will demonstrate an increase
in comprehension of the major problems
confronting consumers by performing the
following suggested activities with ac-
ceptable performaroe detqrriled by the
teacher.

Activities.

13, Compile a list of proble:-, that the a-:erage con-
sumer has to deal with in today's L..:slness world.

14. Collect five newspaper articles deal in': with
various si,nsu.er brobles. For edcq article,
SUmmariZ in giestion forr: and then in-
terpet !_fie probleL.

15. Draw up 1 t.!r. of si;..-,)le rules by 'wnich a consumer

can avoid ;o:Jr cr,r-,ur,or prac.i:es.

16. Intervi, err.- 4.he: Y.ate f,ttc:rrny_
General.; i;ureau ar.1.1

tre list

the ros: cb- on co.;:::1;;.:7, La!lf]le.
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17. .E-xplain what is meant by "bait-and-switch?"

Objective #3: The student wi:1 display comprehension.
of how advertising influences the con-
sumer by perfoining the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable per-
formance determined by the teacher.

Activities
id. Why would an advertisement for three rooms of

furniture for 5115.00 be considered bait?

19. Investigate and th,:n prepare a report on the
present law dealing with bait-and-switch.

20. Think of a case, real or imaginary, which il-
lustrates the problem of bait-and-switch.
Present it to the class for analysis.

21. Ask your parents and friends to furnish you a
list of goods they purchased within the past (

week. Along with each item,find out if their
decision to buy the item was influenced in any
way by some form of advertising.

22. Construct a bulletin board display: The Media
of Advertising"--use examples under such cate-
gories as television, billboards, radio, give-
aways, matchbooks, catalogs, fliers, magazines,
and newspapers.

23. During a 60 minute television program, find out
how much of the total hour was used up by ad-
vertising. Chart out the entire program and
be ready to share your findings with the class.

24. Compile clothing advertisements that are direct-
ed toward teenagers and evaluate them in terms
of how they affect buying habits of teenagers.

25. Write out an advertisement in a form which would
appeal to members of your class.

26. As a member of a two-or three-student group,
write up and act out a simple "commercial" in
class.

27. Interview five local storeowners and find out
why tney sometimes put items on sale at a loss.

28. Deblte on the following topic. "esolved, that
T.V. advertising is harmful to the average con-
sur!er." Prepare pro and con arguments.
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29. Con,.etr. or 6'Fl irc:ula perio:1 in h1Story--
tho l'Y friv' i,,tt:ince--and (lather samples of
ads during that period. Then analyze them in
terms of how they ,-..flect the social trends and
living standards of that period.

30. Obtain a copy of an old Sears, Roebuck catalog- -
1899 or 1903, for instance, and, based on this,
list and price the furniture and fixtures you
would need in your present bedroom. Compare
this with one using today's catalog.

Objective y4: The student will evaluate tne importance
of maintaining sound banking habits as
measured by teacher observation of the
student's responses to the following
activities.

Activities:

31. Explain in what respect a hank is similar to any
other husiness.

32. Write a one page report on the effect on our com-
munity if banks suddenly closed with no other
similar institutions to take their place.

33. If you have a savings account, describe how the
account was opened, when interest is paid, what
the interest rate is, and for what purpose you
are saving.

34. Find out from your parents, relatives or friends
what type of savings account they have and if
they actually know what percent of interest they
are receiving on their account.

35. Differentiate between a commercial bank and a
savings bank. What consumer services does each
provide?

36. Commercial banks are sometimes called "department
store" banks because they offer such a wide
variety of services to the public. List these
services.

37. Compare the interest rates that are paid to de-
positors on savings accounts in savings banks
with rates paid on deposits in coercial banks,
credit unions, and other financial institutions.

38. Thro.4i class discussion, id,.!ntify the difference
between ti-,0 deposits and der.and deposits.
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39. Compare thp interest cots on consumer loans ob-
tained from a commorrial hank, a credit uhior,
a sales finance. company, and a personal finance
company.

40. List the adv:Intv.if---. of acing checks inf,tead of
cash for paying hills.

41. Help prepare a bulletin board display illustrating
the check clearing process.

42. Do you recommend keeping cancelled checks in-
definitely? state your reasons.

Objective #5: The student will evaluate actively the
statement, "Buying on credit-- Is it a
blessing or a curse?"--as measured by
teacher observation of the student's ar-
guments given in glass discussion or in
debate and by successful completion of
the following activities.

Activities:

43. Investigate and report to the class the reasons
why people buy items on credit..

44. Write a report on the following topic: "How
would my life be different if credit did not
exist?"

45. List the advantages and disadvantages of buying
on credit.

46. Explain in a paragraph why consumer credit often
becomes one of our major problems.

47. Analyze a newspaper and see how many advertise-
ments mention the possibility of credit purchases.
Clip them and bring them to class.

48. Find out why many merchants are more anxious to
sell to you on credit terms rather than for cash.

49. Obtain an application for a charge account from a
retail store and fill it in completely. Report
to the class on the procedure used for carrying
charges.

50. Interview a credit official ano find out the dif-
feren: 3!:i0n(j the various forms of interest com-
putati3n.

;1ke of 1,-.J01 eLligations that a bor-
rowi2r siqninj d credlt contract.

Draw d Artc,r, ruldt.....! to Lredi: buying and its
proble;:.:,. The then analyze and discuss
it.
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53. Make up your own list of rules for wise credit
buying.

54. Research our state's consumer credit laws report -

i ng especi0:1) c:f riost reel.' changes.

55. Look up both the Federal and our state's "Truth-
In-Lending" IdWS and report on the provisions of
these laws to the class.

56. Investigo.',..e credit cord organizations such as
Diners Club and American Lxpress and hind out just

how they make money.

57. .Develop a crossword puzzle using the following
terms as answers. You have to write out the clues

and construct the puzzle.
Answers: credit, creditor, repossess, charge

accounts, carrying charge, easy
payments, character, capa'ity,
garnishment, Truth-In-Lending, col-

lateral, credit cards, installment.

Activities

Objective :6: The student will display comprehension
of the concept of personal budgeting by
performing the following suggested ac-
tivities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher.

58. Find out from an adult what form of budget is

used in his or her household. Report your
findings to the class.

59. Interview a manager of a bank or credit union
and find out tne types of money problems that
are encountered by individuals who fail to es-
tablish plans for managing their money.

60. List the steps necessary in working out a per-
sonal budget.

61. Draw up a budget for your own personal expendi-
tures for one week.

62. Discuss how spending habits can be improved based
on the infor!!:3tion obtained fror! the above proj-

ect.

63. Write a report on the folloaing: "The budget is
your flnap:j31 conscienLe."

b4. Con duct d ui spenin] habits and
fini o)t te.%,Irr.:er,.., finance their clothing
budgflt'.
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65. list thu ulference.; dnd sikilaities between a
unu u governmental budget..

66. Tell what the government does when it is shirt of
funds. Can individuals do the same?

67. Explain hat must bc cony with a budget if income
proves to I.& le.Js than orOinally eApected.

68. Select ah imaginary, but realistic, salary you
woulo ree,:;ve for a ..pecfic jt)h. Deduct taxes'
and Lnen pian d bu6ge t for' the resi, of your income.

Objective The student will display knowledge of the
general principles of consumur purchasing
by performing the following suggested ac-
tivities witn acceptable performance deter-
mined by the teacher.

Activities:

69. Interview merchants or sales Persons and compile
a list from them on "Tips for tue wise shopper."

70. Draw a series of sketcoes or a cartoon strip con-
trasting wise and unwise buying habits.

71. Be prepared for a class discussion on the fol-
lowing topic: "Is price the only factor to con-
sider when comparison shopping?"

72. Compare the prices of several items in each of
the major types of retail stores. To what extent
do they differ? Which offers the best selection,
service, warranty, etc.?

73. Discuss the reason why many people will shop in
a snail one man" :,.tore even if the price may be
higher.

74. List thc., provisions of the Truth-in-Packaging
Law of 1966. iiow dOuS this law help the consumer?

75. Discuss the meaning of the following statement in re-
lation to packaging: "Never judge a book by its
cover."

/6. Discuss the added costs to consumers of fancy and
unnecessarily expensive packaging.

77. Tell why each piece of information on a label is
ir!oortInt to the consumer.

78. Should you buy an item just because it is a bargain?
Expllin.

19. Explain how timing your purchases makes you a wise
consumer.



80. be ready to discuss in class tlie pros and cons
of the following questionable, yet widely held
belief ;:
A. "You qet what you pay for" that price

alone a rlia:;lc, ';uide to quality.
B. "You can be sure if it's " that is,

brand name alone is a reliable guide to
qual i ty.

81. Compare prices of goods in a store which offers
trading stamps wito one wnich does not offer
stamps. Report your findings.

82. nefinP unit-pricing. How does it help the
consumer compare prices?

83. Bring to class three food packages or cans. Con-
struct a unit price label for each item.

84. Take a survey of teen -alters and see how special
occasions such as Christmas, Easter, and school
social affairs influence bujing habits. How do
clothing stores prepare for these special oc-
casions'

Objective d8: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the importance of life
and health insurance by performing the fol-
lowing suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Activities.

85. Prepare a chart showing the major types of life
insurance and give an explanation of each.

86. Write 3 report on the following si:atement: "Life
insurance should really be called family insurance."

87. Explain the difference between a straight-life
policy an:: an endowment policy.

88. Explain why term life insurance costs less than other
types of life insurance.
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89. Describe the advantages of taking out life insurance
at an early age.

90. Help prepare a b011etin bL:ard using a life insur-

. ance policy. Label the important terms to remem-

ber such as face, prr:mium, type of policy, acci-
dental death benefit, grace period, etc.

91. Explain the primary purpose of health insprancia.

92. Investigate the different types of health insur-

ances offered .11 Rhode Island and report your
findings to the class.

93. Obtain copies of sample health insurance policies
and discuss the various types of coverage provided.

94. Interview a relative or friend who has health in-

surance and recently used it for an illness.

Find out how much money was saved by having the

health insurance.

Objective #9: The student will increase in comprehension
of legal nroblems which effect consumers

by performing the following suggested ac-
tivities with acceptable performance de-
termined by the teacher.

Activities:

95. Define and give five Pveryday situations that in-

volve contracts.

96. Explain why all agrecLents are not contracts.

97. List and explain each of the five elements neces-
sary in each contract.

98. (obtain copies of fiif .critter contracts possibly

frov! e-Lers or y)ur or fri,2nds. LxaN.ine

each of tnc contracts :0 int..ify oach of the five

elvrents o! the cchtrt. ;.repurb a report in

which yo, 1 ;',t your. Hhoi,::3%.
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99. Search the newspaer!., aqa court cases
. . ;Oh of

controver::y in Th:.! the case
in light of each of five of a con-
Lcact.

100. Explain what is meant by "aoe nf.mAjority."

101. Tell what the age of majority is in R. I.

102. Narqe soma conlifions 4,1 which a rinor may be held
to a cohtrc.ct.

103. Write a one page report on the following topic:
"The law is a shield to protect minors. It should
not be used as a sword."

104. Discuss the reasons why it is desirable to employ
the services of an attorney before signing impor-v.
tant contracts.

MAJOR OBJECTIVE II: The Consumer In The Labor Market

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN COMPREHENSION OF THE CON-
SUMER'S ROLE IN TODAY'S WORKING WORLD.

Objective 41: The student will increase in comprehen-
sion of the factors which affect the
supply of labor by performing the follow-
ing suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Activities!

1. Explain the difference between a skilled and un-
skilled worker. Give ten examples of each.

2. Describe what factors may affect the supply of 4abor.

'3. Tell how supply and demand affect lobs.

4. Tell how supply and demand affect wages.

5. Explain why employers are willing to pay higher
wages for scarce skill.

6. Be ready to discuss thP relationship between
one's educational level and future earnings.
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your y.,nion
will rang i2

Objective 42: Thti ,,tuJunt :Jii evaluate positively the
econtynic principle "the law of least social
cost", that is, a worker 's most likely to
succeed if he enc:a:ies in those activities
for which he is 1,est f0.ted and in which
he find-. enjoymmt. Is eosured by the
tee rHer'! observetion oc stu'14.2:,t irterest
shown in class dkcussions or in a brief

3-5 minute oral report with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Objective 03: The student will analyze the types of
compensation available and how they are
determined as measured by teacher,evalua-
tion of a 3-5 minute oral report following
the completion of the following activities.

Activities.

8. Tell how the wages of labor are determined.

9. Explain how the three basic methods of wage pay-
ment operates:
(1) timework (2) piecework (3) incentive wage.

10. The average total income received per person will
vary widely from state to state or from one geo-
graphical area to another. List four or five rea-
sons for this wide variation in per capita income.

11. Inestigate the hourly wage rates in your community
for ten classes of workers, such as carpenters,
painters, or lawn-care men. Report your findings
to the class.

12. Find out the present trend in wages and how
present wages compare with wages five years ago.

13. Prepare a report to the class on the contents of
the Fair Libor Standards Act.
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14. Construct a graph on the relationship that
exists betv,een tne number of years of school
completed and the ir.ony income or wares an in-
dividual receives.

15. Be prepared-to discuss 'the following: "Should
there be a guaranteed annual wage?"

16. Describe the arguments in favor'of raising the
minimum we. .The irgumerlio against.

17. Describe what a fringe benefit is.

18. Prepare a list of all the fringe benefits of-.
fered to workers in this country.

19. Estimate the dollar value of the present fringe
benefits received by one member of your family.

Objective 04: The student will display knowledge of the
procedure one should follow in the process
of getting a.job by completing the following
suggested activities with acceptable perfor-
mance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

20. Interview a local businessman to determine what
is looked for in job applicants. Write out your
findings and report to the class.

21. Interview a representative of your state or com-
munity Employment Service and find out his views
on the correct method of applying for a job.

22. Formulate a list of rules you should follow in
order to have a successful interview.

23. Exaftine newspaper want ads for tne kind of job ycu
would like to get. List the steps you would then
take in order to ;et tnat job.

24. Obtain a copy of any er::ployNient application blank
and fill it 'Jut. Draw up a list of questions that
you do not understand about the application blank.
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26. be ready to discuss any experiences you have
had in "getting a job.:

26. Most workers are at times uncertain about their
ability to make proqress in thoir jobs or even
of keeping them. Interview two or more workers
you know and question them to find out why this
is true. Prepare a list of reasons given.

27. Research and report on the following projects:
A. Training programs under Manpower Dev-lopment

and Training Act.
B. Job Corps.

Objective ff5 The student will increase in comprehension
of the concept of labor unions and their
contributions to modern America by condleting
the following suggested activities with ac-
ceptable performance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

28. Interview your parents, relatives, or any other
acquaintance who works and find out if they are
union members and ask them to explain to you
what their union does for them. Report your find-
ings to the class.

29. Tell how he as a worker would benefit f m belonging
to a union. What would be the major d antages?

30. Be ready to discuss the following in class: "The
factors which led to the creation of unions no
longer exist and thus unions are no longer necessary."

31. Construct a diagram showing the difference between
a craft union and an industrial union.

32. Write a two page report on one of the following persons,
listing his contributibhs to the labor movement.

A. Samuel Gompers E. John L. Lewis C. Eugene Debs

33. Explain some of the chief causes of strikes.
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34. In most cases, a strike hurts both the employer lei

the employees, but tney still go on. Draw up anIMPIP

alternative solution to tne strike.

35. Describe how the strike ill ustratas the stAtemnt
"In unity there is str.tngth,"

36. Write a speech pretending to be a union leader

who is urging members ta go on strike.

37. Write a report and be ready to present your reasons

to the class on the following topic: "Should

.public employees have the right to strike?"

38.- Give some examples where a strike by public em-

ployees could endanger public health and safety.

39. Investigate and report on a recent strike-examining

the issues, the events, and the results. Using

the results of the strike, evaluate the effective-

ness of the strike.

40. Find ten newspaper or magazine articles

dealing with controversial labor issues. Clip

the articles and bring them to class.

41. Prepare a chart comparing techniques used by labor

and by employers during disputes.

42. Be prepared to debate on the subject of compulsory

arbitration.

43. Explain why the Wagner Act has been called "Labor's

Bill of Rights".

44. Construct a chart for display, listing all the

major federal labor laws with dates of passage and
their provisions.

Objective 46: The student ill evaluate the contributions

of Social Security to society as measured by

teacher observation of the student's responses
to eLco of the following suggested activities.
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Activities.

45. Explain some of the reascrs why you think that
chanyes which have taken place in tne last hun-
dred years have caused sucial security ldws to
become necessary.

46. Explain the procedure you would have to follow
in order to oLtain a social security number.

47. Write a letter to the Social Security Administra-
tion on behalf of your parents to determine the
current standing of their account.

48. Predict the effect upon our local, state and
federal government's spending if social security
insurance programs were discontinued.

49. Interview retired relatives presently receiving
social security and find out if they feel the
amount they are presently receiving is enough to
live on. Report your findings to the class,

50. Explain what unemployment insurance is.

51. Find out what procedure one has to follow in
order to collect unemployment insurance.

52. Desc-ibe who pays for unemployment insurance ulti-
mately.

53. Explain: If an employee is out of work because of a
stroke, can he collect unemployment insurance?

54. Explain: If you were revising the Social Security
law, what benefits and coverages would you add or
drop?

MAJOR OBJECTIVE III: Business Enterprise

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN COMPREHENSION OF THE OR-
GANIZATION AND OPERATION OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISE IN
AMERICA.
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he student will display comprehension of the
two most common forms of busines:, organiz,.tion,
sole proiirietors!lip and ratnership, by per -
foruinj the folloinj activities with accept-
able performance Lo be determined by the
teacher.

Activities:

1. Explain: To what kinds of business is the sole
proprietorship best suited.

2. List the principal characteristics of the sole
proprietorship.

3. Explain: A. What are the major advantages of the sole
proprietorship?

B. What are the disadvantages?

4. If you were engaged in a business, indicate three
possible:
A. advantages of your having a partnership.
B. disadvantages of your having a partnership.

5. If you wanted to go into business would you go at
it alone or find a partner? Explain the reasons
for your choice.

6. Describe the difference between a general rartner
and silent partner.

7. Conduct d survey of your neighborhood. List all
the types of small businesses present, finding out
if they are sole proprietorship or partnership.

8. Explain hov, a franchise business operates.

9. Make a study of a franchise business in your
neighborno(A. report your findings to the class.

Objective The student evaluate the operation and
the advantages of the corporation as measured
by teacher observation of the student's re-
spon;es to eaco of the following suggested
activities.
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10. Tell what4he major differences are between a cor-
poration and the sole proprietorship or partner-
ship form of business.

11. Craw a flowchart showing the organization of a
typici corporation.

12. If a corporation can operate efficiently with
ten Thousand owners, why is it not possible for
a partnership to do the same thing?

1,3. Explain how a corporation is forme,

14. Describe the difference between an open corpora-
tion and a closed corporation?

15. Draw a flowchart showing how a corporation dis-
tributes its profits.

16. From a proper state official, a local bank or a
lawyer, or some other source, obtain information
as to the requirements in your state for organizing
a corporation. Make a list of these requirements
and procedures.

17. Draw up a crossword puzzle using the following
words as answers and then construct clues for
the answers:
corporation, sliarAbstbck, dividend, board of
directors, speculation, stock exchange, mutual
fund, proxy, charter, liability.

18. Give your opinions as to why you think most large
companies are organized as corporations.

Objective The student will display knowledge of the
cyclic nature of economic activity in the
United States by performing tie following
activities with acceptable performance deter-
mined by the teacher.

Activitir2s;

19. Describe what is meant by the term "business cycle."
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20. Answer he fellowiY1(1 que:.tions:

A. !denttfy the phase represented by each
B. Which part of the cycle would you prefer to

live? 'ay?
C. Characterize the present state of the economy

and locate it on the curve.

21. Construct a chart showing the business cycles in
this country from the 1E0's to the present.

22. Read and report on a recent magazine article deal-
ing with business conditions and the business
cycle. To find such articles, see listings in
the Readers Guide To Periodical Literature,

23. Draw a series of sketches. or a cartoon strip
showing the different stages of the business cycle.

24. Describe what role the government should play in
controlling changes in the nation's economic activit".

25. Prepare a chart showing how each of the following
is affected during each phase of the business
cycle.

A. Wages
B. Profits
C. Prices
D. Employment

E. Sales
F. Credit
G. Interest rates
H. Production

26. State the differences between a period of prosperity
and a period of inflation.

27. Describe what is meant when we sav that inflatinn
feeds itself.

28. Draw a flowchart to illustrate the wage-price spiral.

29. Interview people wno lived through the Great Depres-
sion of the 1930's. Find out how they adjusted to
the ecenoic situation of the country. keport
your findin(js to the class.
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30. Form a coPPoittee to-write and produce a script
about the 1929 stock r.-arket crash and the Great
Depression, fo.11owing tile pattern of a documentary

prnrflm.

31. Suppose you were President of the United States and
when you took office the country was deep in a
depression. What steps would you take to get us
out of it?

Objective #4: The student will evaluate positively or
negatively the statement: "The govern-
ment has no business in business." This re-
sponse will be measured by teacher evaluation
of student interest as shown by statements
given in class discussions or in a 2-3 minute
oral report.

Objective #5: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the role of the govern-
ment in our economy by performing toe follow-
ing suggested activities with acceptable per-
formance determined by the teacher.

Activities;

32. Tell why certain governmental functions and activities
are called public services.

31. Describe the major services provided by local and
state governments.

34. Taxes have been called "the price of civilization."
ExplJin in a paragraph wnat is meant by this state-
ment.

35. be prepared for a aebate on the graduated income
1.x. Take either stand to prepare for the debate.

36. Prepare a chart showing various government agencies
that regulate inoustries. For inforwation consult
the United States Government Organization Nanual.
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37. Draw a series of sketches or a cartoon strip
showing. how the ledE,ral Eloterment helps the far-
mer, a s;oall businessi:ian, and the consumer.

38. List five governmentll services that you can enjoy
today which were not available to your great-
grandparents.

39. Prepare a chart or poster showing on one hand the
specific demands of certain econolLic groups for
governmental regulations and on the other hand the
governmental regulations enacte.11,10 meet these de-
mands.

40. Make a study of your community to determine the
extent to which services are provided by your
local government.

41. Give illustrations of services and products pro-
vided by the government that probably would never
be provided by private business.

Objective #6: The student will evaluate the economic features
of capitalism when compared with other economic
systems as measured by teacher observation of
the student's responses to each of the follow-
ing suggested activities.

Activities

42. Prepare a chart showing the main economic features
of capitalism, communism, socialism, and fascism.

43. Point out ways in which the economy of the Soviet
Union contains elements of capitalism and in what
ways the econo;: of the United States contains
elements of socialism.

44. Tell now prices and wages are determined fn a free
economy. In a totalitarian economy.

45. Be ready to report to the class on how the
pconomy of the Soviet Union operates.

46. Draw a series of sketches comparing the life of a
consuwer in the United States with the life of one
in the '.3oviet Union.

5
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47. Prepare a of econumiL advantocics a citizen
of a democarcy cnjoyr; that a citizen under a
dictatorship does not.

48. Read and report to the class on a recent magazine
article ;bout another country's economic system.
Consult listings in the Readers' Guide to Periodic
Literature.

49. Cite some specific examples of the ownership of
productive wealth by governmental units in the
United States. Are they forms of socialism? Be
ready to defend your answer.

50. Imagine yourself in the role of a leader of a
developing nation. Write out a master plan for
the development of tnat country.

LEVEL OBJECTIVE #4: The student will increase his compre-
hension of the many government and
non-government agencies which aid
consumers by completing the following
level with acceptable performance de-
termined by the teacher.

MAJOR OBJECTIVE IV: Agencies Which Aid The Consumer

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS COMPREHENSION OF THE MANY
GOVERNMENT AND NON-GOVERNMENT AGENCIES WHICH AID CON-
SUMERS.

Activities:

1. Invi,stijate and find out how the Rhcde Island Con-
sumer's Council aids consumers in tte state of
Rhode Island.

2. Define the 'main purpose of the Consumers Affairs
Unit of the stag: Attorney General's Department.

3. Investigate and report on the following laws which
have been passed in Mode Island over the years
that ck:,11 wit con usher protection.

(Cont inu un next Fa ,:e)
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A. Truth-H-!endino 1.1w
B. Hoilc

C. Utilitit, Shut t,t,

D. Watereu irolucLs
E. Unorde,ed and er...;.h;Indise

F. Credit Cord Ciwe ,;(t.

4. Prepare a consumer complaint form whicn woula be ap-
propriate for obtaining the information necessary
for the investigation of a complaint.

5. Interview a representative of the Consumer Affairs
Unit of the state Attorney General's Department
and find out how their complaints differ from
those of the R.I. Consumers' Council. Report your
findinv: to tne class.

6. Interview a representative of your local small
claims court and find out the type of cases that
are heard in this court. Report your findings to
the class.

7. Look up the fair-trade laws and discuss arguments
for and against from the viewpoint of (a) the
consumer, (b) the retail merchant, and (c) the
manufacturer.

Objective The student will display knowledge of the

federal consumer' protection agencies by per-
forminy the foll,)wing suggested activities
with acceptable performance determined by
the teacher.

Activities

8. Now doer, the Department of Commerce serve the
consumer?

9. Read and report to the class on a recent magazine
article dealing with the Federal Trade Commission
and their never ending battles with false adver-
tising claims.

10. Interview a local sunerarket manager and find out
how often a representative of the rood and Drug
Administration visits his store and exactly what
he does o wnen he visits.
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11. Find out !ood,
metic ALC protf:cl..s the ..en.4umer.

12. Assume th:: ;'od buy a prGduct toug:1 t:.e mail
from anuti-er basis of an advertisement
in a pAgaiine and find that the product does not
conform to the quality or the description in the
advertisement. List tne steps you could take in
order to get your money back.

13. Find and bring to class, any toys which you think
are unsafe. Be ready to present your reasons to
the class on why you consider the toys to be unsafe.

Objective #3: fne student will display knowledge of the
non-governmental agencies that are available
to the consumer by performing the following
suggested activities with acceptable perfor-
mance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

14. Tell what kind of information the consumer needs
to know about the product or service he is con-
sidering.

15. Write a report on the achievements of Ralph Nader.
The report should focus on how he has helped the
consumer.

16. Interview several supermarket managers and find
out how they try to protect their customers.

17. Obtain a copy of Consumer keports and be ready to
discuss this publication with tne class.

18. Write to, or visit, the Better business bureau in
your co!;:;lunity. Find out how the Bureau works for
the consu: er. 3iscuss your findings with the class.

19. Find out what 'acceptance" of a dental product by
the Council on Dental Thera eutics means.
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20. Describe how a person can obtain free legal advice
oritsistance in most large cities.

21. Name some labels of independent testing organizations
or associations thatPare guides to quality. Bring
some products to class which display these labels.
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